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THE CONTEXT OF PURCHASE INTENTION CHANGE

by

” O. Karl Mann, Jr.

h
(ABSTRACT)

This research empirically tests three models that predict

the expected intention change that results when people read

and think about written advertising copy. The three models

were derived from the principals of information processing
4

theory. This framework predicts that change in intention is

a function of the discrepancy between a message and the

persons initial stance before reading the message. From

information processing theory, three models are derived and

empirically tested against one another. The three models

make specific predictions about behavioral and cognitive

processing of the content in an advertisement.

The three models tested in this research are termed the

Presentaticux Model, the Random Model, and the Importance

Model. The Presentation and Random Models assume that the

way in which a multiple message is read determines the

processing of the content. The Presentation Model assumes

that people read down the page and change intention



incrementally as they read. The Random Model assumes that

people read copy by giving short consideration to each

message and they cycle back through the copy, i.e., browsing

several times. These two models were previously derived by

Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984).

In addition to the aforementioned two models, this

research proposed a third model, the Importance Model. This

model assumes that people read the copy and enter it into

short term memory. They then rank order the messages

according to the importance of the attributes about which

the nmssage communicates a benefit. The processing then

occurs in descending order of attribute importance.

An experimental nmthodology was developed to test the

assumptions made by each of these models and to examine the

predictive validity of each, model. Four treatments were

employed to test the assumptions made in deriving the

models. The presentation of the messages was computer

controlled and the computer was used to simulate model

assumptions.

Also, magnitude scales were successfully employed to

measure the independent and dependent variables of the three

regression. The results of the research support the

Importance Models as the appropriate models. This is based

upon predictive validity and regression fit.

This research expanded the information processing

paradigm by offering a third processing model which is a



more promising predictor of intention change. Future

research in the area should expand upon these three models

incorporating more homogeneous groups in terms of benefits.

Also, future research should include allowances for logical

distortions in the processing. Other topical areas for

explorations are different delivery mechanisms such s verbal

presentation and creative aspects of advertisements.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

1.1 OVERVIEW

In everyday life, people are exposed to advertising. The

scope ranges from the "Coke" emblem on a billboard to multi-

ple page copy common in industrial markets. In fact, there

is hardly a newspaper or nmgazine that does not contain

written advertising. One interesting aspect of advertising

is how people process the copy in an advertisement. From

our own experiences, we know that some advertisements have a

great impact upon us as consumers whereas others have no im-

pact. This research investigates the way that people pro-

cess advertisements and the impact that these messages have

on intention change.

It is evident that advertising is a major component in

the marketing of products and the message that is delivered

is crucial to the effectiveness of the advertisement.

In spite of the progress made in communication
theory, advertising theory seems not to have in-
corporated any meaningful notions which can be
used, operationally to measure the communication
content of advertising in a quantitative way.
Lipstein (1980, p. 93).

The above quotation is not entirely true but does point

out the lack of research in predicting advertising effec-

1
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tiveness. Of the volumes of literature discussing advertis-

ing, only Danes and Hunter (1980), Hunter, Danes and Cohen

(1984) and Gatignon (1984) have developed quantitative pred-

ictions of the persuasive effectiveness of advertising copy.

Of the above, only the former two study messages at the ear-

ly' development stages. Gatignon (1984) begins with copy

that has already been produced for an advertisement whereas

Danes and Hunter (1980) and Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984)

begin at the copy development stage.

Most written copy contains several statements about a

given product. These statements usually link several attri-

butes to a product.1 This research examines the individual

messages contained in the copy of an advertisement by deal-

ing directly with each messages and the impact that diffe-

rent component messages have on changing purchase intention.

Furthermore, the research studies the relationships in the

context of benefit segmentation.

The basis for the research stems from information pro-

cessing theory and the intention change models formulated by

Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (1984). These models are formulat-

ed so that it is possible to predict the intentions of a

consumer after exposure to persuasive messages. The models

1 The terms attribute and product are used in the sense that
they are generic. A product can be an idea, concept or
tangible product. This is discussed further in the next
section where the concept of a belief is discussed.
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predict the changes resulting from the message content. The

crux of the derivations of these models is the discrepancy

between the initial position of a receiver and the position

advocated by a communication.

This research has several purposes which are:

1. To model purchase intention as a function of the dis- ·

crepancy between an anchor position and a message.

The literature has proposed two models of intention change

based on possible ways that people read the component mes-

sages. This research tests these experimentally and adds a

third model that is exploratory. The models are the Order

of presentation, the Random, and the Order of Importance Mo-

del.Z
A

2. To study the intention change process in the context

of segmentation.
O

The literature has provided evidence that different groups

have different levels of change but the aforementioned mo-

dels have not been tested in the context of segmentation.

3. To examine magnitude estimation as a methodology for

measuring the variables in each of the models.

2 The words "Order of" are often omitted and the models sim-
plely referred to as the Importance, the Presentation and
the Random Models. The Importance Model is the exploratory
model and the latter two have been studied in past re-
search by Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) and Danes (1985).
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These scales have not been used in this paradigm but have

been shown to be superior measuring instruments in other ar-

eas.

1.2 TERMINOLOGY

In this section, several of the concepts that are used

repeatedly throughout this study are defined conceptually.

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) break the generic term attitude

into four components, belief, intention, affect and behav-

ior. This research deals strictly with the former two compo-

nents,3 beliefs and intentions.

1.2.1 Beliefs

Present researchers have used the definition of a belief

as the link between attributes and objects. Fishbein and

Ajzen (1975), Engel and Blackwell (1984) and Hunter, Danes,

and Cohen (1984) all use the term belief to link objects and

attributes and they use the term in its most generic form.

Basically, an attribute is another object, concept, an idea,

and/or a value. An object is viewed as a person, a product,

a service, another attribute and/or a concept.

3 It is difficult to separate the two concepts since they
are very much related. This relationship is introduced in
this chapter and extensively covered in Chapter II. The
discussion is this chapter is separated as much as possi-
ble but the belief section does reference intention,
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Generally speaking, beliefs refer to a pmrson's
_ subjective probability judgments concerning some

discriminable aspect of the world; they deal with
the person's understanding of himself and his en-
vironment. Specifically, we have defined beliefs
as the subjective probability of a relation bet-
ween the object of the belief and some other ob-
ject, value, concept, or attribute. Fishbein and
Ajzen (1975, p. 131)

The above definition refers to beliefs about an object and

the strength of the link between the object and an attri-

bute. This is the conceptual definition used henceforth in

the text. The basic definition that a belief links an ob-

ject and an attribute remains consistent through this re-

search, however the literature uses adjectives to clarify

the different circumstances surrounding belief change.

This research is limited to inferential beliefs and not

descriptive beliefs. Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) make a dis-

tinction between inferential and descriptive beliefs. They

refer to descriptive beliefs as those formed by the senses

and are direct observations. These include the belief that

fire is hot, some people are short, or obese, and that milk

is sour. These beliefs according to Fishbein and Ajzen

(1975) are maximally certain in the observer‘s mind.

While it is possible to change descriptive beliefs, this

research is concerned with the more general concept of in-

ferential beliefs and is applied to the inference process

that arises when an advertisement attempts to persuade a

person.
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Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) state that inferential beliefs

go beyond direct observation and may be in part a result of

descriptive beliefs held by the individual. These authors

state that the distinction is arbitrary and vague. This re-

search is only peripherally concerned with the distinction

because beliefs, whether descriptive or inferentially

formed, can be changed and in many circumstances logically

infer a conclusion.

For example, take a descriptive belief statement such as

This car has four tires.

This belief statement links four tires with a car, is de-

scriptive in nature, and based on past observation has a

subjective probability of being true of 1.00. However, a

slight modification to the above statement can set up logi-

cal inferences and is of the form that most advertisements

contain.

This car has four steel—belted, radial Firestone
tires.

This statement can set up many inferences such as steel-

belted tires are the best tires, Firestone tires add to the

attractiveness of a car, and so forth. Fishbein and Ajzen

(1975) term belief statements of the latter type as target

beliefs when they are the object of persuasion. In general,

the second inferential belief is a target belief when it is

the object of change.
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The copy of an advertisement is a compilation of a series

of statements aimed at target beliefs. Each component is a

message in and of itself. Each of these micromessages com-

bine to form the global theme of the advertisement. Gatig-

non (1984) and other advertising researchers begin their

studies with the global message and study the effects of the

global messages. This research follows the paradigm estab-

lished by Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (1984) in that it studies

the components of a global advertisement, the micromessag-

es.4

Notice that one particular conclusion is sought by adver-

tisers. This conclusion is that I should behave in compli-

ance with the advertisement. Advertisers seek an intention

to comply with the copy whether the goal(s) is to inform,

persuade or remind. Kotler (1984) lists informing, persuad-

ing and reminding as three classifications for advertising

goals. He states that informative advertising has the goal

of building primary demand, demand for the product category.

In general, informative advertising attempts to link posi-

tive benefits to a product. Even if no product awareness

exists prior to advertisement, i.e. no beliefs have been

formed, there is a change process in place. Thus, an infor-

mative advertising goal attempts to change beliefs and in-

4 The terms message and micromessage are used synonymously
unless otherwise noted.
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tentions toward the generic product category.

The latter two goal categories, persuasion and reminder

advertising, still attempt to cause change. Persuasion ad-

vertising, according to Kotler (1984), attempts to build se-

lective demand, demand for the brand, by linking differenti-

ated product attributes to a specific brand. Reminder

advertising attempts to prevent decay in previously formed

beliefs about the product. Each of these goals eventually

try to affect the intention to behave in a manner consistent

with the copy. In most cases, this translates to the inten-

tion to buy.

1.2.2 Intention

The discussion concerning beliefs consistently aimed at

conclusion drawing in the form of an intention.

We have argued that the best predictor of a per-
son's behavior is his intention to perform the be-
havior, irrespective of the nature of the beha-
vioral criterion. Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, p.
381)

These authors as well as Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (1984) ar-

gue that intention is a predictor of behavior. The models

in Chapter II are prediction equations with intention as the

dependent variable. In general, the scope of this study is

to predict intention from persuasive messages.
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The discussion to this point has centered upon beliefs

yet intention is the variable in question, i.e. the con-

struct that closely relates to behavior. There is a strong
”

relationship between intention and belief. In fact, Jaccard

and King (1977) have shown that intention is structurally

equivalent to beliefs. According to Jaccard and King

(1977), Eishbein and Ajzen (1975) and Hunter, Danes, and Co-

hen (1984), an intention is the relationship between a per-

son and some action.

A behavioral intention, therefore, refers to a
J person's subjective probability that he will per-

form some behavior. Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, p.
288)

Jaccard and King (1977) see an intention as a special belief

linking an object, a person, with an action to perform some

behavior and they term intentions as "special" beliefs.

This complies with the reasoning followed by Eishbein and

Ajzen (1975), Engel and Blackwell (1983) and Hunter, Danes,

and Cohen (1984). Jaccard and King (1977) have shown that

· intention can be logically implied from a belief. In gener-

al, intentions can be inferential just as are beliefs.

Hovland and Mandell (1952) found that twice as many peo-

ple changed when the conclusion was drawn for them as did

those where the audience was left to draw its own conclu-

sion. However, as Kotler (1984) argues, drawing an explicit

conclusion for the audience can limit product acceptance and
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conclusion drawing seems best suited for complex, special-

ized products. In this research as in past research by Hun-

ter, Danes, and Cohen (1984), conclusion drawing will be

left for the audience.

Chapter II develops the logical syllogism for inference

in terms of beliefs and intentions. Jaccard and King

(1977), Wyer (1974) and Wyer and Goldberg (1970) have shown

that an intention can be deduced from a belief being true or

false. As shown in Chapter II, the quantitative relation-

ship, the subjective probability of an intention given a be-

lief, serves as a value for each message. Thus it is possi-

ble to measure on a continuum, the subjective conditional

probability of lintentions. From this value, information

processing theory shows that a level of disagreement between

the message and an initial intention can be calculated. In-

formation processing theory postulates that change is di-
A

rectly proportional to this disagreement and terms this mes-

sage discrepancy. Thus, each message may create a

discrepancy which in turn causes change. Chapter II details

this relationship.

The proportionality constant relating change and discre-

pancy is termed an impact parameter for a particular mes-

sage. This research tests three models that provide impact

parameters. Thus, the impact parameter, the rate of change
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in intention with respect to a message, allows marketers to

design copy that maximize intention change.

. 1.3 BENEFIT SEGMENTATION ggg INTENTION CHANGE

Past IESGHICYI by Danes and Hunter (1980) and Hunter,

Danes, and Cohen (1984) has studied intention changes in the

context of buying. Their research has stimulated this re-

search but this research attempts to control two aspects

that have been omitted in their research. In past research,

the order of presentation of the micromessages has not been

controlled. The audience was allowed to read the copy in

any fashion of their choosing. Secondly, past research has

not segmented the audience and Ihas not studied intention

change within segments. Both of the above limitations are

overcome in this study and a third model is postulated in

addition to those proposed by Hunter, Danes, and Cohen

(1984).

1.3.1 Models gggg gg Predict Intention Change

Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (1984) propose two models of in-

tention change for multiple messages. They term the models

the Random Processing Model and the Order of Presentation

Model. This research postulates a third model called the

Order of Importance Model. Each of these models makes as-
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sumptions about the way people think and read cogent messag-

es.

The two models hypothesized by Hunter, Danes, and Cohen

(1984), the Random Model and the Presentation Model, are

derived from a behavioral standpoint. The Presentation Mo-

del assumes that people change intention as they are exposed

to copy. The change sequence postulated by the Presentation

Model assumes that a person reads message l and changes in-

crementally, then they read message 2 and experience incre-

mental change again and the process repeats unil the last

message is read. The change accumulates as the messages are

read. This assumption is justifiable since it is common

practice to read down the page and the Presentation Model is

the most behaviorally oriented model postulated in this re-

search. Their second model, the Random Model, is again be-

havioral in that it assumes that people cycle through mes-

sages giving short consideration to each message. The

process may be either mental or physical cycling or both.

This model assumes that the cycles will be repeated several

times and that as an aggregate group the processing will be

random. The Random Model is a combination model being both

physical and cognitive.

In addition to the two models postulated by Hunter,

Danes, and Cohen (1984), this research proposes another un-
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tested and unhypothesized model, the Order of Importance Mo-

del. As modification of the Presentation Model, the Impor-

tance Model assumes that people ignore the order in which

models are written and that the processing is cognitive. It

assumes that people change incrementally as does the Presen-

tation Model but that the order is determined by the impor-

tance of the attribute being linked to the object. It as-

sumes that people change in descending order of importance

until the copy is exhausted.

Chapter II develops the above models and delineates the

underlying theory associated with each. Chapter III details

the experimental process that tested these models under var-

ying orders of presentation. The next section briefly de-

scribes the experiment.

1.3.2 Overview et the Experiment

« As briefly discussed above, this research studies three

models that vary in terms of assumptions made about how peo-

ple process messages. Prior to the discussion about the mo-

dels, mention was made that this research overcomes two li-

mitations to past research. As is evident, the models

differ in assumptions about the way people process messages.

This research controls the delivery of five cogent messages

about renting an apartment in Blacksburg, Virginia.
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The experiment used the computer to control the delivery

of the micromessages to the audience. Each person was ex-

posed to the messages for 45 seconds but the exposure order

was quite different as discussed below. Specific to each

treatment, the computer simulated the assumptions made in

developing the models above.

The second limitation, segmenting, was also under taken

in this experiment. In addition to simulating the model as-

sumptions, the subjects were segmented into two benefit seg-

ments. It has been shown early in the literature by Hov-

land, Harvey and Sherif (1957) that a nonhomogeneous

audience changes differently depending upon the message.

Haley (1968, 1971) has shown that benefit segmentation is

particularly useful as an advertising tool. The accepted

definition of a benefit segment is as followsz

An approach to market segmentation whereby it is
possible to identify market segments by causal
factors rather than descriptive factors might be
called "benefit segmentation." The belief under-
lying this segmentation strategy is that benefits
which people are seeking in consuming a given pro-
duct are the basic reason for the existence of
true market segments. (Haley, 1968, p. 31)

Specifically, in regard to apartments, two benefit bundles

are identified that deal with important attributes to stu-

dent consumers. One segment desired adequate parking facil-

ities as a benefit that they were seeking in an apartment

and the other segment desired transportation via the bus
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lines to and from campus. On most other attributes, the

student groups were identical. In general, most of the cho-

sen sample frame desired the same benefits except as noted

above. The former group is referred to as the Car Segment

and the latter as the No—car Segment.

Once the sample was divided on the basis of access to an

automobile, they' were placed in one of four treatments.

Treatment I and III consisted of members of the Car Segment

and were assigned between the two treatments randomly.

Treatment I delivered the messages to the audience in order

of pretest importance, i.e. the rank order of the attributes

for this segment as an aggregate determined the order of

presentation. Treatment III delivered the messages in a

random order and cycled the messages once. Thus Treatment I

set the order of aggregate importance equal to the order of

presentation and Treatment III simulated the assumptions of

the Random Model. '

Treatments II and IV were formed from the No-car Segment.

Treatment II's audience received the messages in the same

order as Treatment I thus making the aggregate order of im-

portance unequal to the presentation order. The subjects in

Treatment II received the messages in individual order of

importance. The intention before and after the messages was

measured as well as the conditional intentions. Each model

was then tested in each treatment.
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1.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter briefly explained three prediction models of

intention change, the Random, the Presentation, and the Im-

portance Models and briefly outlines the experimental treat-

ments used to study these models. Also, the early part of

the chapter defined the terminology to be used throughout

this work. The next chapter begins with early information

processing theory and uses this theory to develop the inten-

tion models. Additional theoretical development also is

presented in Chapter II by incorporating the work of social

judgment theory, dissonance theory and cognitive consistency

theory into the information processing paradigm. From this

base, the research continues to the experimental design and

pretests of Chapter III and the data analysis in Chapter IV.

Chapter V concludes with a discussion of the results, future

directions, managerial implications and an analysis of de-

mand artifacts.



Chapter II

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION -

This chapter discusses the conceptual aspects of models

of change in belief and purchase intention. Many theories

deal with change, several of which are applicable to this

research. Information processing‘ theory, social judgment

theory and dissonance theory have all been applied to belief

change and each predicts that belief change is a function of

discrepancy. Other theories, in particularly Heider's

(1946) balance theory and Osgood and Tannenbaum's (1955)

congruity theory, are not applicable to this research be-

cause they deal with emotional consistency.

A long stream of research exists to support the notion

that discrepancy causes belief change monotonically. Dis-

crepancy is defined as the psychological distance between a

receiver's initial belief or intention and a message. The

literature refers to an initial belief or intention as an

anchor position which is defined as the position held by a

person prior to exposure to a message.

The literature review begins with the theoretical re-

search concerning message induced change in opinion or be-

lief. Following the early change studies, this chapter re-

views cognitive consistency theory. The opinion change

17
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studies and the cognitive consistency theorists laid the

foundation for later work dealing with the processing of

persuasive messages and the models of change for multiple

message.

The discrepancy studies are discussed first and are re-

viewed conceptually and quantitatively. There are several

controversies and confounds in the early change research

that have been resolved in recent years. After this review,

the cognitive consistency change paradigm is discussed and

this introduces the development of the present models of in-

_ tention change which form the crux of this research. The

chapter concludes with a statement of the hypotheses exa-

mined in this research.

2.2 BELIEF CHANCE Ag A FUNCTION gg DISCREPANCY

The first studies of persuasion dealt with change in be-

lief. This section discusses three theories, information

processing theory, social judgment theory, and dissonance

theory, that examine belief or opinion change. Following

the conceptual review of the three theories, a quantitative

review is presented. The section concludes with a summary

of the early conceptual work and a discussion of how these

findings relate to the present theories of multiple message

processing. ·
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In this section, all of the studies deal in one form or

another with belief change as a function of discrepancy.

The term discrepancy is synonymous with disagreement and re-

fers to the amount of disagreement between a persuasive mes-

sage and an anchors belief. The anchor belief is defined as

the position on an issue that a person maintains prior a

persuasive attempt. Discrepancy, d, can be viewed as the

quantity (m - b) where m is the message value and b is the

anchor belief.

The definition of' a belief is the relationship between

two objects. The term object is generic in its use and can

represent a person, behavior, idea, goal, value, attribute,

or concept. Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), Jaccard and King

(1977) and Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (1984) use this defini-

tion which has evolved from the early work in the the study

of attitudes and attitude change. In past research, atti-

tude has been used generically to refer to beliefs, inten-

tions and attitudes. According to Fishbein and Ajzen

(1975), generic use of the term attitude has lead to confu-

sions in the literature. The literature in this section has

S The terms initial and anchor will be used synonymously un-
less specifically noted to the contrary.

6 Notice that some of the studies listed in Table 1 have the
word attitude in the title. The studies listed actually
concerned belief and thus, are applicable to this re-
search. The evaluative component, attitude, is not rele-
vant to this research since the models deal with beliefs
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operationalized the concept of opinion as a belief, i.e. a

link between two objects.

2.2.1 Information Processing Theory ggg Belief Change

Early studies that dealt with belief change as a function

of the receiver's perceived discrepancy were based upon in-

formation processing theory as developed by Hovland, Janis,

and Kelley (1953). French (1956), Hovland and Pritzker

(1957), Anderson and Hovland (1957) and Anderson (1959),

further refined information processing theory. These au-

thors were studying change in opinion as a function of dis-

crepancy and asserted that the key determinant of change is

a comparison between an anchor position and a discrepant po-

sition advocated by an external message. Messages have a

perceived value that can be compared to an anchor belief,

i.e. if beliefs are laid out on a continuum, then a message

advocates some position on that continuum. The comparison

causes a person to ask questions about their initial posi-

tion and the answer to these questions determines the out-

come of the attempted persuasion. When the receiver answers

these internal questions closer to the position advocated by

the message, change has occurred. The acceptance is caused

logically implying an intention. As such, care was exer-
cised in the literature reviewed to use only the work that
studied belief change.
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by the incentives that are contained in the message and

their supporting arguments.

By aligning the message and anchor beliefs on the same

continuum, it is possible to operationalize the discrepancy

between a cogent message and an anchor beliefs. Information

processing theory postulates that belief change is directly

proportional to the magnitude of the discrepancy between an

initial belief and a message. The theory further asserts

that if change occurs, it will be in the direction of the

message. The basic assumption of discrepancy theory is that

a receiver must initially disagree with the message and that

this disagreement will cause either of two courses of ac-

tion. The receiver may change beliefs by reestablishing an-

chor beliefs closer to the message or the receiver may re-

ject the message and experience no change. No change

situations are the result of the receiver rejecting the mes-

sage or zero discrepancy.

Information processing theory postulates that the change

process depends upon the discrepancy created by an external

message. Hovland, Janis and Kelley (1953) summarize as fol-

—lows:

When exposed to the recommended opinion, a member
of the audience is assumed to react with at least
two distinct responses. He thinks of his own an-
swer to the question and also the answer suggested
by the communication. The first response results
from the previously established verbal habit
constituting the individual‘s original opinion;
the second response is assumed to result from a
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general aspect of verbal behavior, namely, the ac-
quired tendency to repeat to oneself communica-
tions to which one is attending. Hence, a major
effect of the persuasive communication lies in
stimulating the individual to think both of his
initial opinion and the new opinion recommended in‘
the communication. (p.ll)

Kiesler, Collins and Miller (1969, p.lO5) call this "mental

rehearsal or practice". Also Hovland, et.al. (1953) intro-

duce the concept of incentives as the motivation for accept-

ing a message.

A major basis for acceptance of a given opinion is
provided by arguments or reasons which, according
to the individual's own thinking habits, consti-
tute 'rational' or logical support for the conclu-
sions. (p.11)

This theory has two very similar sister theories, social

judgment theory and dissonance theory, that are discussed

next.

2.2.2 Social Judgment Theory and Belief Change

Hovland and Pritzker (1957), and Hovland, Harvey and

Sherif (1957) found evidence of a change in belief away from

the message when "extreme" discrepancy was produced by the

message. This phenomenon, termed the boomerang effect, as-

serts that an extremely discrepant persuasive message would

cause a person to establish beliefs at a value farther away

from the message than the anchor belief and change would be

in a negative direction.
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In order to explain the boomerang effect, message rejec-

tion, and to extend the concepts of information processing

theory, Hovland, Harvey and Sherif (1957), Sherif and Hov-

land (1961) and Sherif, Sherif and Nebergall (1965) extended

the concepts of information processing theory to construct

social judgment theory. —

Social judgment theory continues to postulate belief

change as a function of discrepancy but further states that

people do not react neutrally to messages. The theory pos-

tulates that people judge messages as to their acceptability

and this judgment is a function of the degree of message

discrepancy. The acceptablity of a message is predictable

from the discrepancy. If the discrepancy is small, in the

latitude of acceptance, the source delivering the message is

seen by the receiver as fair, truthful and unbiased. If the

message discrepancy is large, the source is considered by

the subject to be biased and this causes the receiver to be-

gin rejecting the message. As discrepancy increases, the

credibility of the source continues to degenerate and the

belief change approaches zero. Hovland, Harvey and Sherif

(1957) suggests that if the discrepancy is large enough, the

change might become the negative of7 the message advocacy,

7 The wording, "the negative of", refers to the fact that
messages can be positive or negative depending on whether
the message argues for an object attribute association or
for a disassociation of the attribute and the object. The
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Hovland, Harvey and Sherif (1957, p.248)

Figure 1: Social Judgment Theory
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i.e. a boomerang effect. However as Kiesler, Collins and

Miller (1969) point out, no theoretical explanation is of-

fered to explain the boomerang effect. Thus, social judg-

ment theory postulates that the magnitude of belief change

is a function of the closeness of the discrepant message to

the anchor beliefs.

Social judgment theory reasons, as does information pro-

cessing theory, that receivers are at equilibrium prior to

message reception. Once the message is communicated, re-

ceivers judge the information with respect to their present

beliefs. As shown in Figure l, if the discrepancy is small,

the receivers judge the message to be close to their anchor

beliefs (an assimilation effect), and large discrepancies

are seen as far removed from their anchor beliefs (a con-

trast effect). These effects occuz· within the receivers

preestablished latitudes of acceptance and rejection. When

a discrepant message falls within a person's latitude of

message acceptance, social judgment theory predicts a mono-

tonically increasing function relating belief change with

discrepancy. This is consistent with information processing

theory. Beginning at the interface of the latitudes of ac-

ceptance and the latitude of rejection, social judgment

theorists see decreasing change with increasing discrepancy

latter disassociation is a message that argues false and
the former argues true.
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and predict a curvilinear relationship between belief change

and discrepancy.

Hovland, Harvey and Sherif (1957) describe the change

function as a cubic equation as shown in Figure 1. The

functional relationship between discrepancy and belief

change is cubic if the message argues in a positive direc-

tion for part of the group and in a negative direction for

the remainder of the group.° Hovland, Harvey and Sherif's

(1957) study, i.e. the cubic relationship, is unique. For

simplicity, social judgment theorists studied messages that

advocated change in one direction. As shown in Figure 2,

this resulted in a parabolic function. Social judgment

theory asserts that the interface between the latitudes of

acceptance and rejection is a region of maximum belief

change and terms that area the latitude of noncommitment.

In general, a person‘s perception of the position of advoca-

°
In their study, Hovland, Harvey and Sherif (1957) examined
three dissimilar groups. They used a pressing issue, pro-
hibition, for the area and time, to examine the relation-
ship between discrepancy and opinion change. The three
groups, the Women's Christian Temperance League, uncommit-
ted students and an antiprohibition group, were given mes-
sages contrary to their stance and the resulting change
placed on the continuum shown in Figure 1. The change re-
sulted in the cubic relationship as shown. However the
remaining studies in this paradigm used subjects that were
not diverse on the subject matter of the message. Thus,
the other studies reviewed. here, exhibited a parabolic
function, see Figure 2. In general, the studies opera-
tionalized discrepancy by presenting messages to the audi-
ence that argued from the anchor belief to the right of
the anchor position as shown in Figure 1.
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cy determines the outcome. If the message falls within a

person's latitude of acceptance or noncommitment, they will

accept the message and change. The controversy arises in

the latitude of rejection.

Information processing theory and social judgment theory

assume that receivers break up messages into arguments or

assertions about an object and compare these arguments to

their anchor beliefs.' If the receiver's anchor belief

agrees with the external message, no change occurs. However,

if the advocacy is different from the receiver's anchor be-

liefs, i.e. discrepant, several things can happen.

1. The receiver can judge the advocacy as falling within

the latitude of acceptance and change beliefs mono-

tonically.

This is consistent with the predictions made by information

processing theory. However, social judgment theory reasons

that the message is accepted because it advocates a position

close to the person's anchor position, i.e. small discrepan-

cy.

2. The message can fall in the latitude of noncommit-

ment, those positions categorized as being neither

acceptable nor objectionable.

In this latitude, belief change is maximal. However this
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latitude is most susceptible to involvement.° According to

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975 p.457), "involvement served primar-

ily to widen the latitude of rejection (by narrowing the la-

titude of noncommitment)".

3. The receiver can perceive the message as falling

within their latitude of rejection the message begins

to be rejected.

The exact nature of the latitude of rejection is where the

information processing theorists and the social judgment

theorists disagree. If it is assumed that as discrepancy

approaches infinity, the change falls to zero, the two theo-

ries are consistent. The reason offered by social judgment

theory is that the source is seen as biased and unfair at

high discrepancy. However, Hovland, Harvey and Sherif

(1957) hypothesize that change might actually become nega-

tive, a boomerang effect. Meta—analysis of this data show

that this hypothesis is false and that these theories are

consistent. The quantitative review is presented after a

review of dissonance as it applies to belief change.

’
There is a confound in these studies in that accumulated
information was not measured. Hunter, Danes and Cohen
(1984) show that change is reduced in proportion to the
amount of information held by the audience. As such, it
is indeterminable whether the latitude of noncommitment is
reduced by involvement or accumulated information or both.
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2.2.3 Dissonance Theory and Belief Change

The basic assertion of dissonance theory is stated as

follows:

~ The existence of dissonance, being psychologically .
uncomfortable, will motivate the person to try to
reduce the dissonance and achieve conso-
nance....The strength of the pressure to reduce
the dissonance is a function of the magnitude of
the dissonance. Two elements are dissonant if,
considering these two alone, the obverse of one
element would follow from the other. To state it a
bit more formally, x and y are dissonant if not-x 1
follows from y. Festinger (1957, p.3, 18)

According to Aronson, Turner and Carlsmith (1963), disso-

nance arises when a person receives a message that is dis-

crepant from an anchor position and the greater the discre-

pancy advocated, the greater the dissonance at a given

credibility level.

Aronson, et.al. (1963) and Bochner and Insko (1966) using

dissonance theory suggest four ways of relieving the psycho-

logical discord created by the discrepancy. They suggest

that the receiver can belittle the communicator, change the

communicator's beliefs, conform to the communication and

change beliefs, and/or obtain social support from signifi-

cant others that reinforce the receiver's anchor beliefs. It

appears that these actions are a matter of degree within di-

chotomous categories:

1. The receiver accepts the message and realigns his

cognitive structure to a belief closer to the mes-

sage, or
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l
2. the receiver rejects the message and preserves anchor

beliefs.

The desired result of opinion change needs no further ex-

planation, the receiver accepts the message, experiences be-

lief change, and no further dissonance remains. The other

three xnechanisms imply rejection of the message. Source

disparagement, counterargument and/or social support are

ways that the receiver maintains the anchor position. This

is particularly true in these laboratory studies since the

communications were written and the receiver only had the

option to disparage the source internally or counterargue

internally. They were not offered the options of changing

the communicator's beliefs or seeking social support.

Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) find two problems with the

assumptions made in applying dissonance theory to change.

They further show that the assumptions xnade by Aronson,

et.al. (1963) produce a model that is identical to informa-

tion processing theory. Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) make

the point that not all messages produce dissonance. They

state that often discrepant messages are seen as intriguing

rather than dissonance producing. In general, their obser-

vation makes it doubtful that the theory is applicable.

Secondly, Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) produce linear

curves from the assumptions made by Aronson, et.al. (1963)
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and not the nonlinear model suggested by the dissonance

theorists.

In the following sections, the pertinent literature in

the area of belief change is summarized quantitatively„

This review contains the empirical work that comprises in-

formation processing theory, social judgment theory and dis-

sonance theory.

2.3 STUDIES EXAMININC DISCREPANCY ANQ BELIEF CHANCE

The purpose of this section is to examine the experiments

that used information processing, social judgment and disso-

nance theories to explain belief change. These studies

serve as the foundation upon which the intention change mo-

dels, the crux of this work, were developed. Later in this

chapter, the results of these studies and cognitive consis—

tency theory are used to derive three models of intention

change.

The studies reviewed here all operated under the premises

of information processing theory, social judgment theory and

dissonance theory. All of the following studies used opin-

ion change as the dependent variable, and one or more inde-

pendent variables. At least one of the independent varia-

bles was message discrepancy. Studies that did not measure

discrepancy as one of the independent variables are excluded

from the analysis.
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2.3.1 Selection Criteria and Coding gf the Belief Change
Studies_

In order to conduct the quantitative review, the studies

that were applicable, those that manipulated discrepancy to

induce belief change, were compiled from the bibliographies

of Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (1984) and Sternthal (1972).

From these sources, fourteen studies were located that used

discrepancy as the independent variable and belief change as

the dependent variable. Of the fourteen studies, two stu-

dies, Ewing (1942) and Freedman (1964), were omitted because

of the absence of a variance estimate. The twelve studies‘°

reviewed below represent the experimental work in studying

social judgment theory and information processing theory.

Two other studies,11 reported by Hunter, Danes and Cohen

(1984), were omitted because of research design differences.

The meta analysis shows that the regression designs are not

consistent with the aforementioned twelve studies. Thus,

the earlier studies are investigated separately. The twelve

experiments used are listed in Table 1.

1° Insko, Murashmia and Saiyadain (1966) published two ex-
periments in the same article. Thus, this reference con-
tains two independent experiments making a total of
twelve experiments and eleven references for the quanti-
tative review.

11 These two studies had the data available in the form that
could be combined with the original fourteen, however de-
sign differences between these two studies and the other
articles precluded using these two.
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I II TABLE 1 II I
I References Used in the Meta-Analysis II II I
I Studyl Reference I Title I

I 1 I Hovland and Pritzker I "Extent of Opinion I
I I I Change as a Function I
I I Journal of Abnormal I of Amount of Change I
I I and Social Psychology I Advocated" I
I I 1954, 54, 257-61 I I

I 2 I Whittaker I "Attitude Change and I
I I I Communication —

I
I I Journal of Social I Attitude Discrepancy" I

I I 47 I I
I 3 I Aronson, Turner, I "Communicator Credibil-I
I I and Carlsmith I ity and Communication I
I I I Discrepancy as Deter- I
I I Journal of Abnormal I minants of Opinion I
I I and Social Psychology I Change" I
I I 1963, 67, 31-36. I I

I 4 I Bochner and Insko I "Communicator Discrep- I
I I I ancy, Source Credibil- I
I I Journal of Personality I ity and Opinion Change"I
I I and Social Psychology I · I
I I 1966, 4, No. 6, 614-21.I I

I 5 I Zimbardo I "Involvement and
I I I Communication Discrep- I
I I Journal of Abnormal I ancy as Determinants I
I I and Social Psychology I of Opinion Conformity" I
I I 1960, 60, 1, 86-94. I I

I 6 I Goldberg I "Three Situational I
I I I Determinants of Con- I
I I Journal of Abnormal I formity to Social I
I I and Social Psychology I Norms" I
I I 1954, 49, p.325-29. I I

I 7 I Cohen I "Communication Discrep-I
I I I ancy and Attitude I
I I Journal of Personality I Change: A Dissonance I
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Table l Continued
I

I I 1959, 386-96. I Theory Approach" I

I 8 I Rosenbaum and Franc I "Opinion Change as a I
I I I Function of External
I I Journal of Abnormal I Commitment and Amount I
I I and Social Psychology I of Discrepancy From I
I I 1960, 61, 1, p.15-20. I The Opinion of Another"I

I 9 I Rhine and Severance I "Ego-Involvement, I
I I I Discrepancy, Source I
I I Journal of Personality I Credibility, and I
I I and Social Psychology I Attitude Change" I
I I 1970, 16, 175-90. I I

I 10 I Bergin I "The Effect of Disson— I
I I I ant Persuasive Commun- I
I I Journal of Personalityl ications Upon Changes I
I I 1962, 30, 423-38. I in a Self-Referring I| | | Attitude. " |

I 11 I Insko, Murashima and I "Communication Discrep-I
I 12 I Saiyadain I ancy, Stimulus I
I I I Ambiguity and I
I I Journal of Personality I Influence" I
I I 1966,34, 262-74. I II I I IL.......L.........................1..........................4
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All of the aforementioned studies have several common

elements in their methodology. Additionally each used eith-

er information processing theory, social judgment theory, or

dissonance theory to explain their results. The common ele-

ments of these experiments are as follows:

1. Each experiment used a student population as the sam-

pling.

2. Each subject received a one-sided message that at-

tempted to persuade the subjects in the direction of

the message.

3. Each article reported sufficient data so that an ef-

fect size could be calculated.

All of the studies reported the mean change in belief, how-

ever, several omitted an estimate of the variance. Both the

mean and variance estimates are necessary for quantitative

evaluation of this research paradigm. The effect size for

each experiment was calculated by dividing the mean change

by the standard deviation associated with that mean. Hun-

ter, Schmidt, and Jackson (1982) recommend using either the

effect size as defined above or the correlation. As such,

studies that did not provide the necessary data are omitted

from the review.

4. Each study delivered messages that were discrepant

from the receiver's anchor beliefs.
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Although discrepancy was the independent variable in all of

these studies, the magnitude of the discrepancy was arbi-

trary.12 Hovland and Pritzker (1957), Whittaker (1965), and

Rosenbaum and Franc (1960) manipulated discrepancy by plac-

ing check marks at a position different from the respon-

dents' initial check mark. These authors attributed the

check marks to various sources and used the distance, posi- _

tions on a Likert scale, to determine the level of discre-

pancy. Other authors used many definitions ranging from the

researcher's arbitrary definition to equidistant points on a

defined continuum.

In addition to coding discrepancy, two independent varia-

bles, involvement and source credibility, were manipulated

in several of the studies. Credibility and involvement were

two hypothesized variables that defined the latitudes of ac-

ceptance and rejection shown in Figure 2, and according to

social judgment theory, are predictable from the level of
1

discrepancy between the anchor beliefs and the message. The

levels of discrepancy examined in these studies were low,

medium and high discrepancy.

12 The precise definition of discrepancy has been resolved
in recent years by Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984). Dis-
cussion of this is postponed and the definition of dis-
crepancy in the reviewed studies is left to the author of
the respective study. High, medium and low discrepancy
was the authors' definition of the particular treatment
studied.
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Three of these studies had to be reanalyzed by the author

so that the trichotomous categories used in the remaining

studies resembled one another. In. the three replication

studies, Hovland and Pritzker (1957), Whittaker (1965) and

Rosenbaum and Franc (1960), the mean change was reported for

twelve questions and no variance was reported for each mean.

Whittaker (1965) reported eight levels of discrepancy while

the other two studies reported three. In order to collapse

the Whittaker (1965) data and obtain a variance estimate for

the Hovland and Pritzker (1957) and. Rosenbaum and Franc

(1960) studies, the reported means for the twelve questions

that each used was reanalyzed. Upon reanalysis, it was dis-

covered, using Fisher's LSD test, that the Whittaker (1965)

data fell in to three distinct levels of discrepancy. In

reanalyzing the means from the other two studies, a variance

estimate for each of the three levels of discrepancy checked

with the t-values reported in the articles. This allowed

the inclusion of these studies since a variance estimate al-

lowed the calculation of the effect sizes within each dis-

crepancy level.
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2.3.2 Analytical Approach Qggg ip Summarizing php Belief
Change Studies

The approach used to analyze the data in these studies

follows that recommended. by Hunter, Schmidt, and. Jackson

(1982, p.95—11S). Their approach recommends placing the re-

sults of each study in the form of effect sizes, i.e. the

mean change in belief divided by the standard deviation.

Furthermore their approach permits the incorporation of

different sample sizes in the accumulation process. This

differs from the approach of Glass, McGraw and Smith (1981)

where the effect sizes across studies are not weighted by

sample size. Rosenthal (1984, p.20) also recommends weight-

ing the effects by the size of the sample used in the study.

Since the effect size from each study is a data point for

analysis, the natural approach is to summarize each effect

across the studies. The average effect size used the formu-

la

· d = E {Nidi} / 2 Ni (2-1)

where d is the average effect across the studies, di is

the effect of the i—th. study and Ni is the number of res-

pondents in the i—th. study. At the meta—analytic level,

the average effect across studies is the best estimate of

the population effect size, g E d. Also it is possible

to estimate the variance in the studies. The variance esti-

mate is obtained by

o2
= Z {N. ( d. — d

)2 } / Z N. (2-2)d 1 1 1
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where cä is the weighted variance across the studies and

the remaining variables are defined under equation (2-1).

From equations (2-1) and (2-2) it is possible to complete

the analysis. Hunter, Schmidt and. Jackson (1982, p.102)

provide a correction for sampling error. The adjustment at

the meta-analytic level is

ci = { 4 ( 1 + d /8) K } / 2Ni (2-3)

where ci is the variance across the studies that is due to
sampling error for K studies. Rosenthal (1984) makes the

following suggestion in regard to sampling error:

the effect size obtained from each of a set of
studies could be correlated with some feature of V
the study such as the year in which it was con-
ducted, the average age of the subjects involved
in each study, and so on. Such correlations can
be corrected for sampling error. (p.30)

Equation (2-3) corrects for the sampling error and allows

the calculation of a corrected variance. The corrected var-

iance is the variance remaining after the removal of sam-

pling error and should be the variance that is either mea-

surement error or is the variance resulting from a

moderating variable, i.e. involvement or source credibility.

The corrected variance, cä, is

2 _ 2 _ 2 _cö —cd oe (2 4)

From the corrected variance, the standard deviation estimate

for the population can be calculated. The standard devia-

tion is cö = ( og )l/2 and an estimate of the reliability
—

2 /
o2

is Rel (d) = cö d.
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Besides obtaining an estimate of the population effect

size, one of the major contributions of the meta—analytic

procedure is hypothesis testing. In general, one is using

the results of two or more studies to test hypotheses in a

given research paradigm. A chi-square test across the stu-

‘dies provides evidence as to the similarity among the stu-

dies. The chi-square statistic is
_ 2 - 2 2 _xk_l — N sr/ { (1 r ) (2 5)

where si is the standard deviation of the r correlations

and r· is the average correlation13 across the studies.

Hunter, Schmidt and Jackson (1982), in referring to the hy-

pothesis that all of the correlations are equal across stu-

dies, state that

This (chi-square) statistic can be used for a for-
mal test of no variation, though it has Very high
statistical power and will, therefore, reject the
null hypothesis given a trivial amount of varia-
tion across studies. Thus, if the chi-square is
not significant, there is strong evidence that
there is no true Variation across studies; but if
it is significant, the Variation may still be neg-
ligible in magnitude. (p.47).

The above methodology was used to examine the results ob-

tained in the twelve experiments. Table 2 summarizes the

messages and the sources attributed to the messages. The

involvement treatments for studies 5 and 9 are also listed

13 Hunter, Schmidt and Jackson (1982, p.98) show that the
correlations and effect sizes are algebraically transfor-
mable to one another. For simplicity, the effect sizes
were transformed to correlations and averaged.
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in Table 2.

The literature is in agreement that discrepancy causes

belief change. Every study investigated here summarily ar-

gues that belief change is a function of discrepancy and ob-

tained change in the direction of the message advocacy. The

following sections deal with. moderator variables in this

causal linkage, the curvilinear question and the question of

the boomerang effect.
i

2.3.3 Design Differences ggg Belief Change Studies

Studies 4, 11 and 12 used an after-only with control de-

sign whereas the remaining experiments used a before-after

experimental design. Bochner and Insko (1966), Insko, Mura-

shima and Saiyadain (1966), Sternthal (1972) and Greenwald

(1976), suggests that differences exist between these two

designs, i.e. the within design is more powerful and thus

should have a larger effect size than the after only design.

Greenwald (1976) notes that the within design is more sta-

tistically efficient than the other design. Thus this dif-

ference, if present, must be resolved before summarizing the

twelve studies. The purpose is to examine the effect that

the independent variables, discrepancy, credibility and in-

volvement, have on belief change in addition to any design

differences.
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| TABLE 2 II I
I Summary of the Messages Used in The Studies II II I.
IStudyI Discrepant Message I Source of Message I

I 1 ITwelve unrelated topics I Subject stated reference I
I Ifrom atomic power to I groups such as teachers I
I Ihistory to voting I parents, historians. I

I 2 ITwelve unrelated topics I Other college students. I
I Isimilar to study 1 but I I
I Iincluded fraternity I I
I Ilife, athletics, etc. I I

I 3 IPoetry Stanzas I T. S. Eliot- High I
I I I Student Teacher- Low I

I 4 IHours of sleep required I Nobel Physiologist - High I
I Ifor good health I YMCA director - Low I

I 5 IBlame for juvenile I Friends I
I Idelinquency I I
I Ia)High message clarity I I
I I (High involvement) I I
I Ia)Low message clarity I I
I I (Low involvement) I I

I 6 II. Q. of black males I Group average response I

I 7 |Foster homes for I Department of Human I
I Ijuvenile delinquents I Relations I

I 8 IReplication of study 1 I Professional people I

I 9 Ia) Tuition increase I a) Yale professor - high I
I I (High involvement) I Army private - low I
I Ib) Acreage at a park I b) H. E. W. — high I
I I (Low involvement) I Hair stylist - low I

I 10 I Masculinity - I Psychiatrist - high I
I I Femininity I 9th. grader — low I

I11,l2I Posters for an eye testl Stooge titled an expert I
I I I IL.....L..__....................L................................J
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In this stream of research, the before-after design is

the more frequent design since this type of design examines

"true change".1* In studies 4, 11 and 12, the control group

was used as a surrogate for the premessage anchor beliefs.

Insko, Murashima, and Saiyadain (1966) and Bochner and Insko

(1966) used the after only design to eliminate sensitizing

the subjects to the purpose of the experiment by the premea-

_sures. These studies used the anchor belief as the control

beliefs where as the before-after designs actually measured

the anchor beliefs of the experimental groups.

The hypothesis for this investigation is

Hypothesis ggg

The effect size for the studies using a before-
after design is not significantly different from
the studies that used a control group for the an-
chor belief.

As shown in Table 3, the completely within designs, the

before-after studies, are not consistent but those in the

after-only design, the between design, are consistent. The

between designs have an average effect of 0.839 with 0.0

variance remaining after the correction for sampling error

and the chi—square had a p-value of 0.9998. The within stu-

1* True change refers to change within an individual. Adver-
tising and persuasion attempts to change a persons be-
liefs and is a within process.
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.
V-______”—___°———___—___——_—____'————————“”—“—_—'——"_““—"“_“'7

I I| TABLE 3 II I
I Experimental Design as a Moderator Variable I

I I
I Within vs. Between Designs Studies 1 to 12 II I
I . I Total I Within I Between I
I I Studiesl Designs I Designs I

I Effect Size I 0.8924 I 0.9210 I 0.8393 I
I Variance I 0.4776 I 0.6223 I 0.2038 I
I Corrected Variance I 0.1984 I 0.3973 I 0.0 I
I Sample Size I 1843 I 1199 I 644
I Chi-Square I 105.54 I 80.08 I 24.86
I D. F. I 116 I 60 I 55 I
I P-Value I 0.7469 I 0.0427 I 0.9998 I
I I I I IP.........................L........J............1..__._...___%
I Variance in Average Effect Size: 0.00152 I
I Variance in Accumulated Effect: 0.4776 I
I Correlation of Design With Effect: 0.05633 I
I Correlation Corrected for Attenuation: 0.0874 I
I IL..........._...._..............__..................._J
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dies show that 32.3% of the variance is sampling error and

that 67.7% is left unexplained. In these studies a large

portion of the variance is unexplained but the results show

that no difference in design is evidenced, i.e., a t—statis—

ticls of 0.183. Also, the correlation of design with effect

when corrected for attenuation is 0.0874 and is not diffe-

rent from zero. Since the difference between the mean ef-

fects of the within design and the after-only design is not

different from zero and the correlation of design with ef-

fect is no different from zero, hypothesis 1 could not be

rejected and studies 4, 11 and 12 were analyzed with the re-

maining studies. Also the chi-square statistic for the aver-

age effect size of the twelve studies shows that the varia-

tion resulting from design differences is trivial. However

a considerable amount of variance remains to be explained.

The corrected variance is 0.4776.

Design differences between the after-only and the before-

after experiments did not account for the across the first

twelve studies. Two studies reported in Hunter, Danes and

Cohen (1984) were omitted from this review because of design

differences. Since there is no difference between the aft-

15 There is a large difference in the number of subjects
used in the two designs, the within, designs had 1.86
times the number of respondents as did the after-only de-
signs. This sample size difference is accounted for in
the pooled variance estimates of the t-test and the cor-
rected variance.
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er—only with control designs and the before-after design, it

was decided to compare these studies with a third design em-

ployed in the literature.

The Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) studiesls differed

from the previous twelve in two ways. First discrepancy was

measured continuously rather than discretely as was done in

studies 1 through 12. Secondly, studies 13 and 14 were re-

gression designs and had infinitely more discrepancy levels

than the three levels used in studies 1 through 12. The ef-

fect sizes in study 14 were calculated by using Fisher's LSD

test across discrepancy responses. The LSD test, while ex-

tremely powerful, was not completely successful in delineat-

ing three discrepancy levels and thus, subjectivity was used

in distinguishing between the three levels of discrepancy

common to the first twelve studies.

The hypothesis tested here is

Hyoothesis Two ·

Design differences between the early ANOVA studies
and the collapsed regression designs are not
different in the predicted results.

The results shown in Tables 4 and 5 are consistent when stu-

dies 13 and 14 are omitted, i.e., the chi-square is 105.5

with 116 degrees of freedom and a p—value of 0.747. There

16 Hereafter these two studies will be referred to as study
13 for the accumulated information study reported in
Chapter 12 and study 14 for the product study reported in
Chapter 13.
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I II TABLE 4 I
I I
I Discrepancy With Belief Change I
I I
I I
I All Studies 1 to 14 I
I IP———————-·—-———-—————v———*———————————————————————————————%
I I Discrepancy Levels IP——**‘*———*‘—-*—‘—*—+———————T‘——————1—-————*—T—·——————%
I I Total I High I Medium I Low I

I Effect Size I0.8668 I 1.2865 I 0.9648 I 0.3658 I
I Variance I0.5201 I 0.6169 I 0.2478 I 0.2344 I
I Corrected Variance I0.2840 I 0.3423 I 0.1130 I 0.0283 I
I Sample Size I 2965 I 1002 I 937 I 1026 I
I Chi—Square I218.56 I 75.745 I 36.729 I 40.156 I
I D. F. I 159 I 56 I 51 I 51
I P-Value I0.0012I I 0.0406 I 0.9337 I 0.8629 I
I I I I I IP......_.............L.......4........L........L._._....%
I Variance in Average Effect Size: 0.1494 I
I Variance in Accumulated Effect: 0.5201 I
I Correlation of Discrepancy with Effect: 0.536 I
I Correlation Corrected for Attenuation: 0.725 I

I I
I I
I Note the correction for attenuation assumes that the I
I ratio of the corrected Variance to the original variancel
I across the studies is the ratio of measurement error to I
I total Variance and thus is an indicator of reliability. I
I In this case the studies are not consistent and the I
I correction for attenuation is not totally justified. I
I The inconsistent results indicate that there is I
I systematic as well as random error. I
I IL........._...................................................4
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is evidence that the above hypothesis should be rejected.

Thus, the studies prior to the regression experimental de-

signs are consistent but not with the regression design.

Notice that the unexplained variance in the medium and

low discrepancy treatments is trivial. In general, the

predictions across studies are the same except when discre-

pancy is high. However, when studies 13 and 14 are omitted

as in Table 5, the results are consistent at the three dis-

crepancy levels. Even though the chi-square shows that the

studies are consistent, there is considerable variance that

is unexplained, i.e. 41.6% of the variance across the stu-

dies remains after sampling error corrections.

Table 5 presents the results of the accumulation of stu-

dies excluding studies 13 and 14. In the medium and low

discrepancy manipulations, the unexplained variance is tri-

vial. Thus, these manipulations are consistent, Greater

variation exists in the high discrepancy studies where 55.2%

of the variation is not due to sampling error. Table 5 also

shows that there is a positive correlation of discrepancy

with effect. The correlation is 0.4945. Clearly discrepan-

cy and belief change are related and in a positive direc-

tion.

Because of the aforementioned analysis, studies 13 and 14

were omitted from the remaining literature review in this
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I II TABLE 5 · I
I I
I Discrepancy With Belief Change II _ I
I I
I Three Levels of Discrepancy I
I Excluding Studies 13 and 14 I
I I
I I Discrepancy Levels I

I I Total I High I Medium I Low I

I Effect Size I0.8924 I 1.1137 I 0.9506 I 0.5819 I
I Variance I0.4776 I 0.6700 I 0.3204 I 0.2756 I
I Corrected Variance I0.1984 I 0.3701 I 0.0399 I 0.0155 I
I Sample Size I 1843 I 647 I 619 I 577 I
I Chi-Square Il05.54 I 41.558 I 27.511 I 24.396 I
I D. E. I 116 I 41 I 38 I 35 I
I P-Value I0.7469 I 0.4463 I 0.8957I 0.9102 I
I I I I I I
I Variance in Average Effect Size: 0.0485 I
I Variance in Accumulated Effect: 0.4776 I
I Correlation of Discrepancy with Effect: 0.3187 I
I Correlation Corrected for Attenuation: 0.4945 I
I I
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section. The regression versus ANOVA design will be dis-

cussed later in the chapter. As stated above there is con-

siderable unaccounted variance remaining in the high discre-

pancy treatments. Further analysis of this result follows

in the next section.

2.3.4 Change Studies Manipulating Discrepancy eng Source
Credibility

Four of the studies manipulated credibility in addition

to discrepancy. The results are summarized in Table 6.

These studies are consistent in that all of the variance

across them is sampling error. The average effect was
{

0.9011 for the 820 subjects exposed to messages under Vary-

ing credibility levels.

In order to see if credibility does affect the relation-

ship between discrepancy and belief change, the effects were

separated into two levels of credibility, high and low.

This was done to test the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis Theee

When the studies are separated into low and high
credibility situations, the studies yield consis-
tent results. However they differ in magnitude
between the high and low credibility manipula-
tions.

As is seen in Table 6, credibility is a moderator variable.

In testing the hypothesis that there is a difference in ef-

fect between high and low credibility groups and by using
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I II TABLE 6 II I
I Credibility as a Moderate Variable I

I I
I High Credibility Vs. Low Credibility I
I Studies 3, 4, 9, and 10 II I
I I Credibility I
I I Total I High I Low I

I Effect Size I 0.9011 I 1.0287 I 0.7797 I
I Variance I 0.2764 I 0.3881 I 0.1397 I
I Corrected Variance I 0.0 I 0.0484 I 0.0 I
I Sample Size I 820 I 400 I 420 I
I Chi-Square I 39.73 I 27.497 I 12.073 I
I D. F. I 59 I 29 I 29 I
I P—Value I 0.9745 I 0.5449 I 0.9976 I
I I I I I
I Variance in Average Effect Size: 0.01549 I
I Variance in Accumulated Effect: 0.2764 I
I Correlation of Credibility with Effect: 0.2368 I
I Correlation Corrected for Attenuation: 0.2368 I
I IL.............._........................................._.....J
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the corrected variances to obtain a pooled variance esti-

mate, a t = 23.196 with 818 degrees of freedom was obtained.

Clearly, greater change occurs with higher credibility and

credibility is correlated with effect, i.e., the correlation

coefficient is 0.2368. The remaining studies did not mani-

pulate credibility but attempted to maintain high credibili-

ty. It is debatable as to whether high credibility was ob-

tained in the remaining studies since it was not manipulated

nor measured. Subjectively, it appears that these studies

did maintain some degree of high credibility.

Further investigation of hypothesis three sheds more

light on the moderator variable, source credibility. Notice

that in Table 7 that the credibility studies were further

extracted into discrepancy levels. There is a significant

difference in effect sizes between credibility sources at

the high discrepancy treatments. Since the corrected vari-

ance for each discrepancy level within credibility treat-

ments is zero, all of the t—values will be statistically

significant. However the magnitude of the difference at the

medium discrepancy level, 0.044, is negligible. In the low

discrepancy treatments, the difference between credibility

levels is 0.20 which is slightly larger. However, in the

high discrepancy treatments, the difference in effect be-

cause of different levels of source credibility is 0.65.
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V““—'"'-'"'"'"'__'““_“““__'_““___"“'__“““'“"-'““_"““-“’"""7
I II TABLE 7 I
I I
I Discrepamcy Within Credibility Levels I
I I
I IF————‘**—-——————*————v———————————*——————————*———————·——%
I I High Credibility I

I I Discrepancy Levels IP—**‘—*———————"‘*———d‘*——*·—*T*—*—*—**T—————-——v————————d
I I Total I High I Medium I Low I

I Effect Size I1.0287 I 1.4368 I 0.9117 I 0.6992 I
I Variance .I0.2764 I 0.3592 I 0.2342 I 0.3224 I
I Corrected Variahce I0.0484 I 0.0000 I 0.0000 I 0.0021 I
I Sample Size I 400 I 132 I 162 I 106 I
I Chi—Square I27.497 I 10.078 I 6.811 I 5.8965 I
I D. E. I 29 I 9 I 11 I 7 I
I P-Value I0.5449 I 0.3442 I 0.8142I 0.5519 IF......................L....._...L.........L........J..........4
I Variance im Average Effect Size: 0.8928 I
I Variance in Accumulated Effect: 0.3881 I
I Correlation of Discrepancy with Effect: 0.4796 I
I Correlation Corrected for Attenuatioh: 0.4796 I
I I
I IF——*—***————————————T———-——**···———-————*——*———————————%
I I Low Credibility I

I I Discrepahcy Levels IF——————*————————*———*——t——***——*T————————T·‘—————-T————*————%
I I Total I High I Medium I Low I

I Effect Size I0.7797 I 0.7885 I 0.9560 I 0.4999 I
I Variauce I0.1397 I 0.1038 I 0.1606 I 0.0276 I
I Corrected Variance I0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I
I Sample Size I 420 I 140 I 169 I 111 I
I Chi—Square I12.073 I 3.6410 I 5.487 I 0.7528 I
I D. F. I 29 I 9 I 11 I 7 I
I P-Value I0.9976 I 0.9334 I 0.9053I 0.9979 IL....................L.......4..._....L.......L._......%
I Variamce im Average Effect Size: 0.03322 I
I Variahce im Accumulated Effect: 0.1397 I
I Correlatiom of Discrepahcy with Effect: 0.4877 I
I Correlation Corrected for Attenuation: 0.4877 I
I IL.....................................................J
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Thus at high discrepancy, much lower change can be expected

when credibility is low. This viewpoint is shared by the

literature.

Thus, it may be concluded that a highly credible
source is more influential than a less credible
communicator when message discrepancy is relative-
ly high....there is less of a credibility effect
when discrepancy is relatively low. Sternthal,
Philips, and Dholakia (1978, p.291)

The effects are illustrated in Figure 3.

At first glance, one is tempted to connect the points

representing the low and high credibility conditions and il- .

lustrate the relationship between change and discrepancy

within credibility treatments as curvilinear. This would

comply with Aronson, et al. (1963), Bochner and Insko (1966)

Brewer and Crano (1968) and would support the following po-

sition.

The evidence....indicates that influence is usual-
ly a linear function of discrepancy when advocacy
is attributed to a highly credible source, whereas
it is often curvilinear when the source lacks
credibility. These data suggest that credibility
is likely to have a systematic effect on persua-
sion only when an appeal is highly discrepant from
message recipients' initial opinion. Sternthal,
Phillips and Dholakia (1978, p.291)

The curvilinear· position is held by the social judgment

theorists. However, later research by the cognitive consis-

tency and recent information processing theorists have sum-

marily obtained linear results. _
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Figure 3: Belief Change within Credibility Levels
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Most of the research in later years has employed a re-

gression design and has shown the relationship to be linear.

The cognitive consistency theorists, Wyer and Goldberg

(1970), Wyer (1970, 1975, 1976), and the information pro-

cessing theorists, Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984), Danes and

Hunter (1980) and Danes (1985), have obtained linear rela-

tionships between change and discrepancy. The difference

between these early theorists and present day researchers is

the design methodology. There is a way to resolve the con-

troversy: assume that everyone is right.

Notice that the curves shown in Figure 3 are drawn as a

series of lines projecting from the origin to the meta-ana-
·

lytic population estimates of the effect of discrepancy on

change as moderated by source credibility. In each of these

studies, an ANOVA type experimental design was employed to

test various hypotheses. Thus, each study reported mean be-

lief change and variance estimates for each manipulated con-

dition. The ANOVA designs specifically test the null hy-

pothesis that all of the group means are equal within each

treatment, e.g. Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Crablowsky

(1979), and Green (1978). However, this type of design does ‘

not account for individual differences in belief change

within each discrepancy condition.
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As previously discussed, there is not a consistent defi-

nition of exactly what constitutes high, medium and low dis-

crepancy. Close inspection of the twelve early studies re-

veals that there is variance in each treatment about the in-

dependent variable. In a given manipulation, e.g. the high

discrepancy condition, there are individual differences

around the summary meta analytic estimate. This variance is

not visible at the individual study level. For example, the

high discrepancy condition was administered for messages

ranging from nuclear issues to hours sleep per night to poe-

try stanzas. Obviously there are, at the individual subject

level, different levels of high discrepancy both within the
l

respective study and across studies. Theoretically, there

is a cluster of responses about the summary statistic that

is not retrievable by the meta analysis.

The multiple regression design avoids the entire problem.

This design operationalizes discrepancy as ‘the difference

between a message value, m, and an anchor position. Both of

these variables are measured for each individual and then

analyzed in the aggregate. There is an ellipsoid around

each of the point estimates in Figure 3 that can be de-

scribed by a regression line. In recent years, discrepancy

and change have been operationalized as a continuous real

number between 0.0 and l.O rather than the discrete opera-
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tionalizations common to ANOVA designs. Thus, the indepen-

dent variable, discrepancy is allowed to vary across indivi-

duals as a continuous rather than a discrete variable. By

operationalizing discrepancy continuously, the rival hy-

pothesis that the manipulation was not effective is avoided,

i.e. discrepancy levels are respondent not researcher deter-

mined. Discussion of the regression change models clarifies

this position and formulates the discrepancy continuously

rather that discretely. This is illustrated later in the

chapter when the models are derived.

2.3.5 Studies Manipulating Discrepancy, ang Involvement

Studies 5 and 9 manipulated involvement as well as dis-

crepancy and study 9 additionally manipulated credibility.

As shown in Table 8, these two studies yield consistent re-

sults. Since the corrected variance in both high and low

involvement conditions is 0.0, a t-statistic for the differ-

ence would be infinity. The difference in effect under the

two involvement conditions is 0.298. Also involvement is

correlated with effect, i.e., correlation coefficient is

-0.2584. ‘

Involvement, in these studies, was used synonymously with

importance. This continues to be true. Petty and Capicoppo

(1981), Leavitt, Greenwald, and Obermiller (1981), and Engel
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and Blackwell (1982) view the construct in terms of personal

importance or relevance.

Since both dissonance and social judgment theo-
rists speak of ego-involvement and importance in
the same breath, importance ratings were taken as
a measure of ego—involvement. Rhine and Severance
(1970, p.l77)

Each of these studies operationalized involvement as impor-

tance ratings. Hovland, Harvey and Sherif (1957) used the

same operationalization of involvement when they were stud-

ing the prohibition issue by delivering discrepant messages

to three different groups.‘7 The problem with the results

obtained in these studies is a serious confound that could

explain the results obtained here.

Examination of the messages delivered in these two stu-

dies reveals an interesting fact. Zimbardo (1960) delivered

discrepant messages about the blame for juvenile delinquency

where as Rhine and Severance (1970) delivered messages about

a tuition increase at the subjects' university, the Univer-

sity of California at Riverside, for the high involvement

condition and about a park in Allentown, Pa. for the low in-

volvement condition. A rival hypothesis to each of these

17 Recall that the groups were the Women's Christian Temper-
ance Union (WCTU), college students and an antiprohibi-
tion group. Each of these groups rated the issue as im-
portant. Later in the chapter, it is shown that benefit
segmentation is operationalized similarly. The early in-
volvement studies lead to the exploratory Importance Mo-
del formulated in the latter sections of this chapter.
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studies is that the effects obtained were a result of

accumulated information. While there is apparently a dif-

ference in levels of ego involvement, the accumulated infor-

mation held in the anchor beliefs confounds their results.‘°

This matter is discussed in the next section.

2.3.6 Information Held

There is a confound in the studies reviewed above that ‘

was measured in only study 13. That confound is accumulated

information. Satiel and Woelfel (1975) argue that change is

a function of the information that constituted the anchor

and the information presented by the message arguments.

They argue that change is inversely related to information

that has accumulated prior to receiving a cogent message.

Given equally discrepant messages, if subject A has a large

amount of information on a topic compared to subject B, then

subject A will counterargue to a larger extent than subject

ls According to Rhine and Severance (1970) and Fishbein and
Ajzen (1975), there are three causal variables that af-
fect belief change. These are discrepancy, involvement
or importance, and source credibility. In addition to
reiterating these variables, Hunter, Danes and Cohen
(1984) add the variable accumulated information. This
research accounts for each of these variables by holding
source credibility constant, measuring accumulated infor-
mation prior to message delivery and testing a model that
is based on the personal importance of a product's attri-
butes. Discrepancy is allowed to vary for each individu-
al as discussed in the previous section. The following
sections discuss the importance issue.
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I I| TABLE B I
I I
I Involvement as a Moderator Variable I
I I
I I
I High Involvement Vs. Low Involvement I
I Studies 5 and 9 I
I I
I I Involvement I

I I Total I High I Low I”I
Effect Size I 0.6216 I 0.4926I 0.7506 I

I Variance I 0.2491 I 0.2195I 0.2454 I
I Corrected Variance I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I
I Sample Size I 224 I 112 I 112 I
I· Chi—Square I 10.140 I 4.251 I 5.230 I
I D. E. I 15 I 7 I 7 I
I P-Value I 0.8108 I 0.7504I 0.6318 I
I I I I IP......._.............L..........L........L............__.%
I Variance in Average Effect Size: 0.01663 I
I Variance in Accumulated Effect: 0.2491 I
I Correlation of Involvement with Effect: - 0.2584 I
I Correlation Corrected for Attenuation: -0.2584 I
I ‘ IL.__._......................................................J
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B. Anderson and Hovland (1957), Hovland (1972) and Satiel

and Woelfel (1975) argue that beliefs that are formed from ·

large amounts of information are more difficult to change

than beliefs that are not as established. For example, sup-

pose that subject A has spent years studying auto mechanics

and has repaired automobiles for years. This subject then

receives a message that argues that a car can run for 3000O

miles between oil changes. Subject A is likely to counte-

rargue with that message, will retrieve case studies that

show the contrary and will most likely reject the message.

In general, it would be most difficult to change the belief

about the frequency of oil changes for an automobile. How-

ever the same subject may be very easily swayed on a subject

about which no information has been accumulated. For exam-

ple, subject A may be easily persuaded about personal compu-

ters. According to Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (1994), infor-

mation held is the raw material for counterargumentation and

they show that subjects with a large amount of information

are much more resistant to change because of counterargu-

ments. Table 9 reproduces their results.

Using their results as a premise and with no data to con-

firm, the inference is made that a portion of the unex-

plained variation in studies is due to this phenomenon. A

large number of the effects in this literature are statisti-
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cally zero, i.e. no change occurred. However, the litera-

ture offers little in the way of explanation.

Table 88 of Appendix A shows that 30% of the effect sizes

are not significantly different from zero, i.e., the t—value

is less than the critical t-statistic for the degrees of

freedom. In the medium and low discrepancy cases, the mag-

nitude of discrepancy could be the explanation. However, as

shown in Appendix A, there are 13 cases of no change. In

particular, studies 8, 11, and 12 did not have a belief

change greater than zero in any case. Studies 9 and 10 can

be explained by credibility and perhaps some of this is the

explanation for studies 8, 11 and 12. The messages and the

nonsignificant changes appear to be, in part, affected by

the information held phenomenon.

Study 8 used messages that dealt with the value of a col-

lege education. Since the subjects were students, it would

seem likely that they had a considerable amount of informa-

tion to support their anchor beliefs and the message proba-

bly had no effect. The t—values for the effects obtained in

this study are all under 0.85 and this indicates that the

effects are not significantly different from zero. In the

two studies by Insko, et al. (1966), studies 11 and 12, some

evidence that the respondents had information about the mes-

sages lies in the fact that 20% of the subject guessed the
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r—————————————————————————·——————————————————————————w
I I
I TABLE 9 I
I I
I Mean Belief Change with Discrepancy and Information I
I Held I

I E I
I Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (1984, p.211) IF———————*—‘——-—-————*-—--**-1—-—-—-————‘———-———————————d
I I Nuclear Beliefs IP—————————————————————————————t-————————————————————————+
I Discrepancy Level I Accumulated Information IF·—*—————‘·—————*—-—-——*—————-+—*———**—v——————*1-—————-—-I
I I Low_ I Medium I High II————————————————————————————+————————t———————+————————4
I High I 0.539 I 0.263 I 0.117 I
I Medium I 0.271 I 0.117 I 0.027 I
I Low I 0.070 I 0.010 I 0.012 II..............._............4........L.......L........%
I I
I I
I I
I I
I IF--————·——————————————-—***1-——·-————-———*———-———————-I
I I I Military Beliefs IF-----————————————————————+————————·——————————————————I
I Discrepancy Level I Accumulated Information IF--—————————·————————————————%————————w————————T—————————
I I Low I Medium I High Ih--—————————————————————————+————————+———————%—————————%
I High I 0.250 I 0.127 I 0.003 I
I Medium E I 0.108 I 0.060 I -—-—— I
I Lgw I 0.069 I 0.000 I 0.002 I
I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
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purpose of the experiment in a before-after pretest but this

was not reported in the after—only experiments.

The most striking evidence for the information inference

is shown in by Bochner and Insko (1963). The message was

arguing for reduced hours of sleep and was attributed to two

levels of credibility. In this study, the only nonzero be-

lief changes were when the source was highly credible. It

seems that most people know the effects of reduced hours of

sleep and could present counterarguments from their own ex-

perience to reject the message regardless of the credibility

associated with the source.

2.3.7 Summary et the hetty Literature et Belief Change

The literature reviewed above deals with the early theor-

etical studies of belief change and lays the foundation for

the basic information processing model of change as formu-

lated by Anderson (1959). This model is formalized later

following a summary to this point in the literature review.

The summary points are as follows:

1. Part of the variance in the studies, aside from sam-

pling error, is a result of inconsistent operational-

izations of discrepancy and the differing levels of

source credibility that are not reported quantita-

tively.
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Specific operational definitions of discrepancy were not de-

veloped when these studies were conducted. The formal de-

finitions of discrepancy did not appear until Danes (1976)

operationalized this independent variable as aa continuous

variable. This research operationalized discrepancy as a

continuous variable in the regression design. This is dis-

cussed later in the chapter. Suffice it to say that the op-

erational definitions of discrepancy in these twelve studies

were researcher determined and not respondent determined.

2. A linear trend is exhibited with discrepancy as long

as credibility is high.

It was argued above that a linear trend exists regardless of

the level of credibility and that the differences are in the

slope of the lines joining the origin and the mean change

estimate. This inference from later research makes the par-

adigm consistent in the predictions about change.19

3. There is a significant difference in effect at the

low and high discrepancy levels when credibility is ,

lowered. At the moderate level, the difference is

trivial.

19 This research avoids the controversy by using a medium to
highly credible source. The literature is definitely in
agreement about the linearity under these conditions.
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The social judgment theorists were correct in predicting

less change at extreme discrepancy and in their prediction

of latitudes of acceptance, rejection and noncommitment.

These latitudes correspond to the respective levels of dis-

crepancy, low, medium and high, within credibility condi-

tions. However, later research shows these theorists to be

incorrect in hypothesizing a curvilinear relationship bet-

ween discrepancy and change.
l

4. A 95% confidence interval, -0.0787 to 2.306, around

the mean effect in the high discrepancy situation of

Table 5, the probability of a boomerang, negative

change, is remote.

5. Larger effect sizes can be expected when the subjects

have little or no accumulated information.

Based on the above, it appears that information processing

theory and social judgment theory are consistent and predict

similar outcomes.

Therefore we shall take the basic social judgment .
model for attitude change to be one in which
change is always in the direction of the message
and the amount of change increases as long as the
discrepancy is small enough to keep the message
within the latitude of acceptance but decreases to
zero as discrepancy tends to infinity. Hunter,
Danes and Cohen(l984, p.58)

They further state that the latitude of acceptance is larger

if the receiver is favorably disposed toward the communica-

tion source, high credibility. The effect size and results
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of a quantitative review of this literature prior to the

paradigm established by Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (1984) in-

dicate that the effect sizes are positively correlated with

discrepancy and are homogeneous, the chi—square is 105.54

with 116 degrees of freedom and a p-value = 0.75. The hy-

pothesis that discrepancy causes belief change is confirmed

by the aforementioned analysis. Furthermore, "boomerang"

effects are non-existent and are random error.

It appears that the three theories of belief change, in-

formation processing, social judgment theory and dissonance

theory, explain belief change. Information processing theo-

ry contributes in that beliefs do change in the direction of

the message as discrepancy increases. Social judgment theory

mitigates this theory by recognizing a latitude of accep-

tance and rejection. Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) take

social judgment theory to be a change always in the direc-

tion of the message while decreasing to zero as discrepancy
S

increases2° to infinity. What happens is that a person
h

evaluates a message in light of prior established anchor be-

liefs. The receiver then "calculates" the discrepancy level

2° In general, there is a fan of linear curves emanating
from the origin that is upwardly bounded by a line with a
slope of 1.0. This represents an equally proportionate
change with discrepancy. The curves then fan toward the
horizontal axis as the discrepancy causes the message to
be judged in the rejection latitude. The judgment is
further determined by source credibility, importance or
involvement, and accumulated information.
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and measures this on a continuum. If the discrepancy is

within the latitude of rejection, the receiver rejects the

message and holds fast to the anchor position. There ap-

pears to be no theoretical or quantitative evidence that

discrepancy would cause a receiver to boomerang to a lesser

yet significant belief change. As stated earlier, the be-

liefs in the latitude of rejection are not different from

zero.

The information processing model adopted by Anderson

(1959) and Danes and Hunter (1980) is

Ab = new b - old b = ¤(m - old b) (2-6)

where ¤ is the message impact parameter for a single message

new b is the belief after a single message, old b is the an-

chor belief and m is the value of the cogent message.

The change model, equation (2-6), was derived from the

early change models reviewed in the last section and re-

solves the differences pointed out in the discussion. This

model is theoretically justified by both information pro-

cessing and social judgment theories. Close examination of

equation (2-6) reveals that discrepancy is modeled as a con-

tinuous independent variable rather than a discrete, dummy

coded treatment variable. From the original definition of

discrepancy as the difference between an anchor position and

a message, the independent variable, the a is the slope of
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the lines shown in Figure 3 and the Ab is the change in be-

lief caused by the discrepancy.

As shown in Figure 3, the curves have a different slope

associated with each credibility condition. The slope of

these lines is the a, the impact parameter, modeled in equa-

tion (2-6). Furthermore, Table 8 shows that involvement is

correlated with change and Table 9 shows that accumulated

information makes change more difficult. Source credibili-

ty, involvement and accumulated information form the basis

by which people establish their latitudes of acceptance, re-

jection and noncommitment. The size of the change is di-

rectly predictable from the discrepancy and the lengths of

these latitudes. The ¤ reflects this by its magnitude. The

value of the slope, a, is restricted to the range between

0.0 and 1.0. For the case of no involvement, no accumulated

information and a perfectly credible source, the impact par-

ameter, the slope ¤, should have a value of 1.0.

The next section discusses the message value described in

equation (2-6) and the theory of cognitive consistency.

Also presented in the following section is the operational

definitions of intention as subjective probabilities. Fol-

lowing this discussion, the derivation of the multiple mes-

sage models is presented since these models follow from the

information processing model, equation (2-6).
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2.4 COGNITIVE CONSISTENCY THEORY AND CHANGE TN BELIEFS AND
INTENTION

The discussion to this point has dealt with beliefs and

has defined them as opinions. However, later research has

refined the concept into two basic types of beliefs, de-

scriptive beliefs and inferential beliefs Fishbein and

Ajzen (1975) define beliefs as the subjective probability

relating an object to another object, attribute, value, idea

or concept. The distinction between descriptive and infer-

ential beliefs is arbitrary according to Fishbein and Ajzen

(1975), because many attributes that appear to be observa-

tions are actually inferred beliefs. Descriptive beliefs

are formed from direct experiences and through one or more

of the five senses while inferential beliefs are formed from

logic.

Beliefs that go beyond directly observable events
may be called inferential beliefs....the descrip-
tive belief formed on the basis of the observation
that "O is obese" produced the the inference that
"O is jolly."...It should be clear, however, that
inferential beliefs need not be based on descrip-
tive beliefs but may instead be formed on the ba-
sis of prior inferences. Fishbein and Ajzen
(1975, p.l32)

These authors continue to refine the concept of beliefs by

acknowledging informational beliefs, those beliefs formed by

accepting the information provided by an external source,

advertisements for example. The crux of this study concerns

informational beliefs their and consequential effect on in-
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tention. This is discussed below. This section forms the

antecedent development for multiple message processing mo-
”

dels by defining the concept of a message value and devoting

attention to cognitive consistency theory.2‘ to the informa-

tion processing model.

Wyer and Goldberg (1970) propose a model of cognitive or-

ganization that modified earlier investigation by McGuire

(1960 a, b, c). Wyer and Goldberg (1970) asserted that be-

liefs are predictable from the laws of objective probability

if they are formulated as subjective probabilities. In gen-

eral, they see belief strength as being measureable by sub-

jective probabilities on a scale from 0 to 1.

The Wyer-Goldberg Model was developed as a static model

imbedded in cognitive consistency theory. Cognitive consis-

tency theory states that a person will resist changes in be-

liefs and attitudes in order to maintain a cognitive ba-

lance. In general, the Wyer-Goldberg formulation predicts
l

when beliefs will remain in cognitive equilibrium and is

useful only in the steady-state conditions of cognitive con-

sistency.

21 As it turns out, the cognitive consistency change model
that Wyer (1970) proposes is a special case of the infor-
mation processing model and is shown to be indentical to
equation (2-6). (See Table 10.)
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The Wyer studies, (Wyer, 1970,1975, 1976 and Rosen and

Wyer, 1972), operated under the assumption that subjective

probabilities are completely amenable to the laws of objec-

tive probability. In each of their studies using students,

a variety of issues were presented to the respondents. The

beliefs were measured both before and after the message and

the resulting mean square errors calculated.

In each of the aforementioned studies, all scales were

transformed to subjective probabilities by dividing the res-

pondents score by the maximum scale value. These scales

were semantic differentials formulated for the Wyer—Goldberg

Model. The Wyer—Goldberg Cognitive Consistency Model is

p(a) = p(b) p(¤Ib) + p(b°)1¤(a|b°) (2-7)
where: p(a) = probability of belief a being true

p(a|b) = probability that belief a is true given

that belief b is true

p(a|b') = probability that belief a is true given

that belief b is false

p(b) = probability that belief b is true

p(b') = probability that belief b is false or

{1 - 1=>(b)}

Cognitive consistency exists when the calculated and stated

beliefs and intentions are equal, i.e. people are logically

consistent. In general, measures are taken for all of the
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variables on the right hand side of equation (2-7) and the

stated belief a. The observed p(a) is then compared to the

derived p(a) via equation (2-7) to see if the model did

predict belief. Their cognitive consistency model of belief

change is a special case of information processing theory as

shown momentarily. Each of these studies present the means

of the results and the standard error of these estimates,

the standard error of the deviations between the stated and

predicted beliefs. In the respective studies, Wyer (1970,

1975, 1976) reports overall standard error of the aggregate

estimates of 0.051, 0.048 and 0.025. The overall estimated

standard error of the estimates is 0.036. There is ample

evidence that under the conditions of cognitive consistency,

the relationship in equation (2-7) holds. In general, con-

sistency holds if the stated and derived beliefs are equal

to within measurement error. These probabilities are res-

tricted to logical implication or causality.

The discussion above has outlined the theory of cognitive

consistency and has introduced the concept of subjective

probabilities, the operational measures of intention and be-

lief strength. These concepts along with the aforementioned

definition of inferential beliefs lead naturally into the

change process. For the moment, the discussion will deal

with the cognitive consistency model, equation (2-7) and
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from this, the section concludes by presenting the link bet-

ween information processing theory and cognitive consistency

theory.

2.4.1 Belief ggg Implied Intention Change

Engel and Blackwell (1982, p.445) define beliefs as the

"information that links a given alternative to a specified

evaluative criterion, specifying the extent to which the al-

ternative possesses the desired attribute" and an intention

as "the subjective probability that beliefs....will be acted

upon." Belief strength, according to Jaccard and King

(1977, p.328), refers to the receivers' perceived subjective

probability that an alternative or "object" exists. Jaccard

and King (1977, p.328) use object in its most generic sense

by defining it as "a person, a behavior, an attribute, a

goal or some concept of value." Thus, they define belief as

the perceived relation between two of these objects. They

see behavioral intention as the "perceived relation between

oneself and some behavior," i.e. intention is a relationship

between a behavior and one's belief. Jaccard and King

(1977, p.328) list three characteristics that differentiate

behavioral intentions from other beliefs, namely that inten-

tions

1. always link oneself and some action
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2. always refer to future behavior, and

3. are usually correlated with overt behavior.

The above discussion agrees with Fishbein and Ajzen (1975)

and Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) and will be used here.

Jaccard and King (1977) were the first authors to title in-

tentions as special beliefs.

For clarity, the following discussion will use a message

to illustrate the change processes. Recall that the discus-

sion is still involved with single messages, i.e. one belief

message and its supporting arguments. From Engel and Black-

well (1982, p.478), take the following message from an ad-

vertisement: "Aim has stannous fluoride."

,This message is a belief statement from an advertiser to

a potential buyer. The message is a belief since it makes

the association between the attribute, stannous fluoride,

and an object, Aim toothpaste. Furthermore, the message is

an informational belief in that it is provided by an exter-

nal source and is not observed by the receiver. To clarify

the persuasion process, Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) refer to

this type of belief as a proximal belief and is the receiv-

er's subjective probability that the link exists prior to

message exposure, i.e. the anchor· belief. The following

quotation explains the relationship between proximal and

primary beliefs:
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In many instances, the proximal belief that is di-
rectly attacked by an informational item does not
serve as the independent variable of interest.
Instead, some other belief, an attitude, an inten-
tion, or a behavior is the dependent variable that
is to be changed. In fact, inferential beliefs,
attitudes, intentions, and behaviors can be influ-
enced only indirectly by changing one or more be-
liefs that serve as the primary determinants of
these variables. One of the fundamental problems
in any influence attempt, therefore is the identi-
fication of those beliefs that need to be changed
in order to influence the dependent variable under
investigation. Such beliefs, which serve as the
fundamental determinants of the dependent varia-
ble, will be termed primary beliefs. Fishbein and
Ajzen (1975, p.389)

Cognitive consistency theorists (McGuire, Wyer and col-

leagues) view people as logical information processors. As

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) note, the belief that is being at-

tacked by an external message is the target belief and can

be either a proximal belief or an external belief, a belief

that is not directly related to the information provided by

the message. Given that intentions are special beliefs,

these special beliefs can be viewed as external beliefs with

the special characteristics of linking a person to a behav-

ior. Using the message, Aim has fluoride and following the

logical syllogism outlined by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), a

schematic of a possible syllogism is

1. Major Premise: If Aim has stannous fluoride, then Aim

will prevent tooth decay.

2. Minor premise: Aim has stannous fluoride.
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3. Conclusion: Aim prevents tooth decay.

The components of the syllogism are components of the Wyer-

Goldberg Model, (2-7) above. The conditional belief,

p(a|b), is the major premise, the target belief of the ad-

vertisement, p(b), is the minor premise and the conclusion

is the dependent variable, p(a). Each of these variables is

measured as a subjective probability. The remaining varia-

bles in equation (2-7), p(b') and p(a|b'), are the subjec-

tive probabilities that Aim does not have stannous fluoride

and the probability of having healthy teeth given that Aim

does not have stannous fluoride. From the above, the fol-

lowing model of change was proposed by the cognitive consis-

tency theorists, Wyer (1970) and Jaccard and King (1977).

The model is

Ap(a) = A p(b) { p(alb) — p(aIb')) (2-8)

where: A p(a) E change in the dependent variable

A p(b) E change in the primary belief

The conditional probabilities are as defined under equation

(2-7). Equation (2-8) states that change in the dependent

variable under investigation, another belief in this case,

is a function of the change in the primary belief and the

difference between the probability that a is true given that

b is true and the probability that a is true given that b is

false.
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The cognitive consistency change model is a special case

of the information processing model. The cognitive consis-

tency model requires that the stated and derived beliefs be

consistent both before and after the message whereas infor-

mation processing theory does not. However, evidence exists

that restricts the cognitive consistency change model. Peo-

ple become more consistent when they are given time to think

about the issues.

When a belief questionnaire is administered twice
to the same subject, sets of interrelated beliefs
typically show greater consistency on the second
administration than they did during the first.
McGuire labeled this phenomenon the "Socratic ef-
fect". Rosen and Wyer (1972, p.420)

Numerous researchers have observed the Socratic effect in

one form or another, McGuire (1960 a, b, c), Watts and

McGuire (1964), Dillehay, Insko, and Smith (1966), Nelson

(1968), Holt and Watts (1969), Watts and Holt (1970), Wyer

and Goldberg (1970), Wyer (1974a), Rosen and Wyer (1972) and

Henninger and Wyer (1968). Since people are not always con-

sistent, i.e. after a message they are momentarily inconsis-

tent, and information. processing theory‘ does not require

cognitive consistency, the information processing model,

equation (2-9), is used to derive the multiple message mo-

dels later in the chapter. In fact, there is a strong rela-

tionship between the cognitive consistency model and infor-

mation processing. This is discussed in the next section.
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2.4.2 Information Processing ang Cognitive Consistency
Theories

Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) reformulated the informa-

tion processing model, equation (2-6), in the form of sub-

jective probabilities. The model assumes that belief change

is a function of the discrepancy between the anchor belief

and the message. In terms of subjective probabilities, the

formulation is as follows:

Ap<a> = ¤ { m · p(a)O} (2-9)
where: A p(a) E change in belief

a E the regression or impact parameter

p(a)O E the anchor belief before the message

m E the message value

According to information processing theory, people re-

ceive a message and the message must disagree with the re-

ceiver's anchor position in order to create a discrepancy.

The message, the minor premise above, argues that Aim has

stannous fluoride and this external message argues for per-

fect association between Aim and stannous fluoride. Fish-

bein and Ajzen (1975, p.460) term the above "source prob-

ability" to represent the strength of the source's belief

that Aim has stannous fluoride. Hunter, Danes and Cohen

(1984) reaffirm that when an external message argues for

perfect association, i.e. true, the message has the subjec-

tive probability value of 1.0 and messages that argue for
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perfect dissociation, i.e. false, have the subjective prob-

ability, 0.0. In situations such as just described where

the message argues perfectly for a belief, the message has

the quantitative value of 1.0, m = 1.0 and the discrepancy,

d, equals {1 - p(b)O}. However, when the message is attack-

ing a primary belief and the objective is to change a target

belief that is not equal to but is caused by or logically

implied by the target belief, the message value, m, is of

the form p(a|b). The quantity, p(a|b) directly measures the

strength of the logical implication that Aim prevents tooth

decay given that the product has stannous fluoride. Furth-

ermore, suppose that the dependent variable is an intention,

i.e. the intention to buy Aim toothpaste. The message value

in this case is still p(a|b) except that the logical impli-

cation is the intention to purchase Aim given that it con-

tains stannous fluoride. The discrepancy becomes {p(a|b) -

p(a)O). Wyer and associates did not restrict the condition-

al probability as Danes and Hunter (1980) and Hunter, Danes

and Cohen (1984) have in their formulations using subjective

probabilities.

The restriction that Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) as-

sert is that conditional subjective probabilities are creat-

ed only under the conditions of causality and logical impli-

cation. In general, a receiver will have the probabilities
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p(a|b) and p(a|b') if and only if that receiver believes

that b causes a or that b implies a. The reversal principle

associated with objective probabilities under Bayes Theorem

does not hold in this use of subjective probabilities.

Close examination of Wyer's messages indicates that the re-

_ verse of p(a|b) would be senseless and illogical. Also, the

Wyer studies calculated p(a) after the message from the post

test measures and not the pretest measures.
”

_

In order to overcome the shortcomings described above,

Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) derived the model of change

shown in equation (2-9) based on information processing

theory. According to cognitive consistency theory, m can

take on values as subjective probabilities. That is, m =

p(a|b) if the receiver perceives B to be a cause of or to

logically imply A and the message argues that object A has

attribute B. For messages which dissociate attributes from

an object, m = p(a|b'). Without formal study, it seems that

many advertisements argue that attribute B or not attribute

B, b', is a reason to purchase a product. The consumer then

must logically imply that given B or B', I should purchase

A.

One of the contributions of Jaccard and King (1977) was

the recognition that the dependent variable, the p(a), can

be an intention as well as a belief. They use the term

"special belief" when speaking of intention and provide evi-
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dence that the equation (2-8) holds for logically deduced

intentions as well as beliefs. Theoretically viewing inten-

tion as a special belief is justified by the very definition

of a belief. A belief is the subjective probability con-

necting an object and an attribute. Examination of the de-

duction based on the Aim syllogism could result in the con-

clusion, I intend to buy Aim. This conclusion would be a

subjective probability that connects a future action, buy

Aim, with an object, I.

Wyer and associates did claim to have a model of change

and he assumed that the consistency equation, p(a) predicted

equals p(a) observed, has the same universal applicability

as the laws of objective probability. Indeed, Wyer's formu-

lation of change, p(a)l minus p(a)O, can be shown to be

equivalent to the Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) information

processing model. See Table 10 for the mathematical deriva-

tion. As Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) argue, Wyer did not

predict the changes in belief expected to ensue based on

time zero conditional and stated beliefs. He measured these

beliefs as subjective probabilities before and after the

messages and found them to fit the consistency condition.

Wyer showed that the subjects were consistent in their stat-

ed and derived beliefs under those particular conditions.

The p(a) after the message was not a predicted value even
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I II TABLE lO |I I
I The Wyer Model - A Special Case of Information I
I Processing Theory * II II I
I From equation (2-8); I

I II Ap(aI = A p(b) { p(aIbI - p(aIb'I I I
I I
I From equation (2-9), Ap(b) = a {m - p(b) } II By substitution; I
I I
I Ap<a> = « { m — p<b> }{1¤>(a|b) — p<aIb'> I II I
I Let the message argue for association, or m = l.O. I

I I
I Ap(aI = ¤ { 1 — p(b) I { p<aIbI - p<aIb'I I I

I I
I Ap(aI = ¤ { p(aIbI — p(b) p(¤IbI - { 1 - p(b) }p(aIb‘II I
I By definition, p(b') = l - p(b) I

I I
I Ap<aI = ¤ { p(aIbI - { p(b) p(aIbI +

p(b‘I
1¤(aIb'I I I I

I I
I At cognitive consistency, equation (2-7) must hold, I
I the basic assumption of cognitive consistency. II II _ _ I
I p(aI = p(bIp(aIbI + p(b Ip<aIb I II II Therefore: III I
I Ap(aI = ¤ { p(aIbI — p(aI I I

I I
I * Hunter, Danes, and Cohen (l984) II I
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though they were reported as such. This point is not trivi-

al in that it is very crucial to prediction models that pre-

measures accurately forecast postmeasures of beliefs. In

general, one should be capable of predicting dependent mea-

sures from independent variables. In general, the cognitive

consistency model is a special case of the information pro-

cessing model. When people are consistent in their stated

and predicted intentions or beliefs, the two models predict

the same result. However the broader theory, information

processing, is not restricted to consistency.

Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) provide evidence that the

information processing model is a superior model in terms of

prediction to the cognitive consistency model. These au-

thors designed a study to test the two models, equations

(2-8) and (2-9), and found the information processing model

to have the lower PRESS statistic and the higher
R2

in com-

parison to the the cognitive consistency model. Also the

cognitive consistency model hmd nonsignificant parameters

for the discrepancy term in the model, i.e. six of the ten

products studied had parameter estimates that were no diffe-

rent from 0.0. The information processing model complied

with theory in that the parameter estimates were signifi-

cantly different from zero.
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2.5 MULTIPLE MESSAGE PROCESSING

The models developed above were concerned with predicting

change for single messages. However, most of the messages

presented in marketing advertisements are multiple, i.e.

there is attack on more than one belief. For example, an

advertisement found in Engel and Blackwell (1982, p.478) can

be summarized as three messages that are designed to per-

suade consumers. Paraphrased, these messages about Aim to-

othpaste are as follows:

l. Aim has stannous fluoride.

2. Aim is low in abrasion.

3. Billy (a child) likes the taste of Aim.

The above messages are attempting to change target beliefs

about Aim toothpaste. The amount of change is a function of

the discrepancy between each message and their anchor. Also

each of these three messages logically advocates the bene-

fits that a consumer can expect by using the product. If

each message is accepted and has logically implications for

the receiver, the effect upon these beliefs should set up a

logical syllogismzz with the resulting conclusion that "I,

22 Earlier in this chapter, the correspondance between a
target belief and the logical implication was discussed
and it was shown that the connection between the belief
and the concluding intention is measurable. In general,
the extent to which the message Aim has fluoride implies
that a person should purchase the product Aim is measured
by the conditional probability of intending to purchase
Aim given that it has the attribute stannous fluoride.
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the consumer, should buy Aim".

Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) suggest two models in

which the above three messages can be processed. They sug-

gest that the processing can be random or it can proceed in

a sequential and detectable order. Each model has specific

assumptions about the mechanism used by people when they

study messages and these assumptions will be discussed be-

low.

Examination of the advertising example above can be stu-

died by using the information processing model for single

messages.

The basic assumption in information processing
theory is that the receiver reacts to a communica-
tion or set of messages by breaking it into compo-
nent messages, arguments or assertions about the
object being described. The receiver then com-
pares each argument or assertion with his own cor-
responding belief. Any argument that agrees with
his own belief will have no effect on his attitude
toward the object. However, if an assertion is
different from the receiver's belief, then the re-
ceiver may either reject the message or yield to
the argument. If he yields, then there is belief
change. Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984, p.35)

The above quotation illustrates a very important point in-

volved with the design of advertising copy, not all messages

are accepted nor disagree with the receiver's anchor belief.

For example, the first message above may not change a belief

because there is no discrepancy but the latter two may have

an impact on change. Even if the latter two messages above
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have an impact one of the messages may have much more of an

impact than the other. Each impact is a function of the

discrepancy created by the individual messages. The belief

change for each micromessage follows the information pro-

cessing model:

Ama) = ¤ {m -— ma)O } (2-ll)
If the intention, p(a), is logically implied from the belief

presented in the message, the message can be assigned a sub-

jective probability value of p(a|b) for the causal belief,

b. In the example above, each message positively associates

an attribute with the object, Aim. However if the message

dissociates an attribute from the object, the message value

would be p(a|b') where the b' is read as not belief b. The

dependent variable studied here, the target of change, is

behavioral intention, p(a), and the message value, p(a|b),

is modeled as a measure of the logically implied intention

given that a belief is true.

Below, modelsza are developed that have shown promise in

predicting intention change when subjects are exposed to co-

gent multiple messages. Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) have

proposed the Order of Presentation Model and the Random Mo-

del as two possible change models. Each of these will be

23 The models are referenced both with and without the terms
"Order of". The terms Presentation, Importance and Random
are used to describe the models that are derived in the
next sections.
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discussed separately below and a modification to the Presen-

tation Model will be part of the scope of this particular

research. Thus, the two models discussed below, the Random

and.the Order of Presentation Model will be studied experi-

mentally in this research. A modification to the Presenta-

tion Model comprises a third model that was tested experi-

mentally.

2.5.1 Ehe Qheeh eE Presentation MeeeE

If receivers process advertisements via ordered succes-

sion, they would decode each message in a sequential order.

In other words, the Order of Presentation Model assumes that

people process multiple messages as follows:

1. Each receiver reads the copy in the order that it is

written.

2. As they read down the copy, they change intention in-

crementally based on the content of that particular

message.

The intention discrepancy is created between the previous

intention and the message. In other words, if the person is

reading message 1 and the message implies buying, the dis-

crepancy is between the anchor intention and the first mes-

sage. If the person is reading the second message, incre-

mental change has occurred because of the first message's
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discrepancy. Thus, the discrepancy is between the second

message and the new intention resulting from the incremental

change. The process repeats until the person finishes read-

ing the copy.
1

3. The receivers do not cycle2‘ back through the copy,

i.e. each message is read only one time.

4. The net change in intention, the global effect of the

advertisement, is the sum of the component changes

resulting from the incremental change associated with

each micromessage.

For example, suppose that a receiver reads that Aim has

stannous fluoride and accepts this message as true. Further

assume that this message is discrepant from the initial be-

lief about Aim being connected to stannous fluoride and that

stannous fluoride implies purchased. Given the above, the

consumer would proportionally changezs their intention, in

the direction of the message, to purchase Aim from p(a)O to

p(a)l. Then the consumer would read message two that Aim is

low in abrasion. Again assume that the information process-

ing assumptions are met and that the consumer changes again.

2* The term cycle or recycle refer to a person rereading a
given message.

25 The proportional change would follow the information pro-
cessing model and depends upon the impact parameter, u,
illustrated in equation (2-11). It is the rate of change
in intention with respect to the discrepancy between the
message and the anchor intention.
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This time the discrepancy is between the intention after

reading message 1 and the intention implied by the second

message, p(a|b)2, i.e. the discrepancy is p(a|b)2 - p(a)l.

The process continues until all of the messages are read by

the consumer. Each time the consumer changes their inten-

tion incrementally and the discrepancy between the resultant

change and the forthcoming message changes. If this is the

processing scheme followed then, by using the information

processing model, equation (2-11), it is possible to model

the change progression throughout the advertisement. For

clarity, let Mi be the conditional probability of an inten-

tion given a kmlief, p(a|b)i. The Order of Presentation

change process would be as follows:

p<a>1 = p(¤>O + ¤1f M1 - p(a>O}

(Aim has stannous fluoride = M1)

p(a)3 = p(a)1 + ¤2{ M2 - p(a)1}

(Aim is low in abrasion = M2)

p(a>3 = p(a)3 + ¤3{ M3 - p(a)2}

(And so forth until the last, the n—th., message is read)

O 0 0 O

O O 0 O

p(a>¤ = p<a)¤_1 + ¤mfp<a/b)¤ - p(a)n_1}

and
Ap(a)tOtal

over the n messages would be p(a)¤ — p(a)O.

Table 11 develops the Order of Presentation Model assuming
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incremental impact of the messages as one progresses through

the advertisement. The discrepancy would be p(a|b)n -

p(a)¤_l for the last message. Any impact reduction would be

incorporated in each ai for the i—th. message.

2.5.2 The Random Meeel

Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) propose an alternate

scheme to the Presentation Model and call this mode random

processing. For example, assume again that the information

processing assumptions about discrepancy and implication

hold but suppose that instead of reading the advertisement

once from top to bottom, the consumers read in a random

fashion. Suppose the consumer reads the abrasion message,

experiences change, then reads the fluoride message and ex-

periences more change. Also suppose that they cycle back

through the messages in a different order, say first with

the fluoride followed by the abrasion message. Each time a

message is read there is change but the messages are read

random1y* with short consideration given to each. message.

The messages are recycled several times.

The Random Model assumes that the messages are processed

by cycling through an advertisement in a random fashion and

perhaps several times in a light fashion, i.e. browsing

through a magazine advertisement. As Hunter, Danes and Co-
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I I
I TABLE ll II I
I Ordered of Presentation Model Assuming Unequal Message I
I Impact II ‘

II I
I p(e>1 = p(e)O + ¤1{ M1 - p(a)O} I

I II p(e>2 = p(e)1 + ezf M2 - p(e>1} I

I II p(e>3 = p<e)2 + ¤3{ M3 — p(e)3} I

I I
I 0 o 0 0 II II I
I 0 0 0 0 I

I I
I 0 0 0 0 I

I I
I p(e)¤ = p(e>¤_1 + enf Mn - p(e)11_1I I

I I
I The above simplifies: I
I ‘

I
I . I

I1 Y1

I p(a)¤ = anmn +kil{
11i=k1

— ai I „k_1 Mk_1I (2-12) ·
I I
I I
I where: p<eIb)O E p(eIe) = p(e)O I
I II 0:0 E 1.00 I
I I
I H E the product over n messages from the k—lth

I
I . message read II I
I M 1 E the message value of the k-lth message IK-

I I
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hen (1984) show, the messages are averaged across all ord-

ers. The impact parameter for each message, ai, is assumed

equalzö for each micromessage. The equation for the Random

Model is

Ap(a) = {1 - (1 ){ M - p(a))

where M is the average p(a|b) or p(a|b') and the coeffi-

cient 1 - (1 -
a)¤ is a geometric series. The Random Model

in prediction form becomes:
_ n n -p(a)n — {1·¤}p(P=1)O + {1 — (1-¤) ) M (2-13)

Past research by Danes (1985) and Hunter, Danes and Cohen

(1984) has shown that the Random Model is the better predic-

tion model when compared to the Presentation Model, equation

(2-12). The third model discussed below is unique to this

study. The Order of Importance Model is exploratory and is

inferred from the marketing literature.

26 If the impact parameters are assumed to be unequal, the
Random Model is identical to the Presentation Model ex-
cept that the message values are replaced with the aver-
age message value, M. If the impact parameters are as-
sumed unequal, the more realistic assumption, then the
Random Model is rendered useless. The parameters are un-
estimable since the model is underidentified. It is im-
possible to estimate the individual impact parameters for
this model if the impact is assumed unequal, This is be-
cause the number of parameters exceeds the number of in-
dependent variables. As such the equality of parameter
assumption is necessary and the discussion of the impact
parameter encompasses this assumption.
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2.5.3 The Qrggr gf Importance Model

This model is a modification of the Presentation Model

discussed in an earlier section. The assumption common to

this model and the Presentation Model is that an order ex-

ists when people process messages. Other assumptions made

by the Importance Model are as follows:

1. The order in which the messages are written is ig-

nored by the consumer in processing information. _

This model assumes that the order in which consumers read

messages is unrelated to the processing of the information.

This avoids the structured nature of the Presentation Model,

i.e. it is likely that consumers read and change more in

line with the random schematic. This model makes no assump-

tion about the way that advertisements are read but assumes

an entirely mental rather than a physical process.

2. The Importance Model assumes that the messages are

processed in a sequential order as did the Presenta-

tion Model except that the processing order is based

on the importance of the attribute about which the

message advocates change.

Work in the area of benefit segmentation and product manage-

ment has been concerned with attribute importance. Haley

(1971), in referring to benefit segmentation, states that

the real payoff has to do with copy efficiencies
rather than with media efficiencies, and here as
will be shown, the impact of advertising can be
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increased by at least two- or three-fold....In
short, benefit segmentation is a tool for improv-
ing your communications with the group or groups
of consumers selected as the market target by se-
lected themes which improve your chance of captur-
ing the attention of your prospects and of involv-
ing them in your advertising. (p.3)

According to Urban and Hauser (1980), benefit segmentation

is the grouping of buyers based on their preference as mea-

sured by importance weights and those consumers with homoge-

neous importance scores are benefit segments. Calantone and

Sawyer (1978) and Haley (1968) operationalize benefit seg-

ments in a similar fashion. The operational definition of

benefit segmentation was used by the cognitive consistency

theorists to explain change.

Jaccard and King (1977) define psychological relevance as

p(a|b) - p(a|b'), i.e. subjects are asked to state the prob-

ability of belief A given belief B and given not B. Hunter,

Danes and Cohen (1984) extend this argument to include pur-

chase intention and label this difference as the importance

of the product attribute. They clarify the theoretical con-

nection as follows:

Purchase intention usually depends on the attri-
butes of the product. Presence of an attribute
can be defined by a statement such as 'The Fiat is
economical.' The extent of belief can then be mea-
sured as the subjective probability of that state-
ment. The importance of the attribute to the pro-
duct can be measured by comparing two subjective
conditional probabilities: the probability of pur-
chase if the attribute is present versus the prob-
ability of purchase if the attribute is absent.
Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984, p.2l8)
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Certainly, belief A could be purchase intention and belief B

could be an attribute associated or disassociated by the

message in an advertisement.

Danes and Hunter (1980), using Jaccard and King's defini-

tions, defined the components of these models application to

persuasion in marketing. They define the following:

1. p(a) = probability of purchase intention, 'I should

buy A'

2. p(b) = belief strength of B

3. p(a|b) = perceived receiver's logical implication

that B causes or logically implies A.

For example take the message: "More people use Right Guard

than any other deodorant." used by Healey and Kassarjain

(1983 p.lll). The above quotation is expected to be com-

pleted by the consumer as therefore I should purchase Right

Guard. In the terminology of the above,

1. p(b) = More people use Right Guard than any other

deodorant

2. p(a|b) = .I should purchase Right Guard given that

more people use it

3. p(a|b') = I should purchase Right Guamd given that

more people do not use it.

According to Jaccard and King (1977), the psychological

relevance or importance of Right Guard having the attribute
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of being used by more people than its competitor's brand is

given by p(a|b) - p(a|b'). In this context there appears to

be an alternative definition of importance, that being the

discrepancy term.

The psychological relevance dictates the importance of

the product having a given attribute but the discrepancy

dictates the importance in the purchase decision of the pro-

duct having the attribute. This closely resembles the con-

cept of determinance. Calantone and Sawyer (1978) illus-

trate this distinction within their study of retail banking

benefit segments. Their questionnaire format to consumers

about bank usage was:

When choosing a bank with which to do business,
how important are the following (attributes) to
you? Calantone and Sawyer (1978, p. 396)

From these questions these authors segmented the bank market

into five consumer segments. This is closely akin to the

questions used by Danes and Hunter (1980), Hunter, Danes and

Cohen (1984), and Danes (1985) which are of the form: Would

you purchase or how likely is it that you would purchase

product X given that it has attribute Y. The difference or

discrepancy for a message that argues in a positive direc-

tion would be M - p(a)O. The logical connotation would be

the difference in purchase intention now that the subject

knows that the product has this attribute less the intention

to purchase prior to a message.
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This concept is more in line with the concept that Alpert

(1971) calls determinance. However as stated below, the

literature has failed to show any difference between the

dual questioning of determinance and the single questioning

practice used in measuring importance. As Haley (1968) sug-

gests, the relative importance of individual product bene-

fits can serve as an effective segmentation tool. This po-

sition is reaffirmed by Wind (1968), Calantone and Sawyer

(1978) and Young, Ott and Feigin (1978).

Calantone and Sawyer (1978) suggest that perhaps the

wording of the importance questions might have been measur-

ing determinance rather than strictly measuring importance.

Myers and Alpert (1977) and Alpert (1971) suggest that one

possible method for operationalizing determinance is by ask-

ing the respondent for their importance ratings and for the

perceived difference among the attributes for competing pro-

ducts. These authors suggest that there is a big difference

between importance and determinance by stating

Alpert (1971) found that attributes chosen as det-
erminant using scales for both importance and dif-
ferences were better able to model overall prefer-
ence ratings for inexpensive pens than were those
selected using importance-ratings alone. Myers and
Alpert (1977, p.108)

These authors advocate using a dual measurement approach to

identify determinant attributes and make a distinction bet-

ween importance and determinance. Myers and Alpert (1968)
l

state
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Attributes toward features which are closely re-
· lated to preference or to actual purchase are said

to be determinant; the remaining features or at-
tributes-no matter how favorable—are not determi-
nant. (p.13)

They classify important attributes as those attributes which

have "some consequence or significance ixz making choices

among brands or in forming an overall evaluation or rankings

of products" (Myers and Alpert, 1977, p.106). They argue .

that importance is a part of determinance but that determi-

nance is a more encompassing concept.

Even though Myers and Alpert (1977) make a distinction

between determinance and importance, they fail to show a

difference between dual and single questioning operationali-

zations. In fact the literature has failed to specifically

show that consumers make the distinction. Myers and Alpert

(1977) sight Alpert (1971) as evidence to the difference and

their quote is above. However, examination of the evidence

presented by Alpert (1971) shows that the difference is

hardly overwhelming:

Direct dual questioning (determinance) surpassed
direct questioning, but only at the .23 level, and
indirect dual questioning was better than simple
indirect questioning at the .24 level. (p.189)

Wilke and Weinreich (1972) found no difference in the pred-

ictive validity of the single-dual questioning procedure and

neither did Berkowitz, Ginter and Talarzyk (1976). As far

as the literature is concerned there appears to be insuffi-
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cient evidence that importance measures (single questioning)

are inferior to the determinance measures of Myers and Al-

pert (1977). Perhaps the consumer elicites the determinant

attributes when asked for importance and vice versa. Thus,
U

the Importance Model is based on a single questioning opera-

tionalization used by Calantone and Sawyer (1978).

The literature suggests that attribute importance de-

scribes benefit segments and that one of the major advantag-

es of benefit segments is advertising copy design. As such,

it naturally follows that a likely alternative to the Pre-

sentation Model is based on the importance of the attributes

described by the message. Recall that the Presentation Mo-

del assumed change on the first message read, followed by

the second and so forth until the copy was completely read.

The Importance Model proposes that people can read the copy

at will but that they will change intention according to the

importance of the attribute, i.e. they will change on the

most important attribute message first, followed by the sec-

ond and so forth.

Quite simply, the Importance Model places the message va-

lue for the most important attribute in to the information

processing model and calculates the change in intention.

Then the message value for the second most important attri-

bute is placed into the information processing model and the
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change is calculated based on the discrepancy between the

change resulting from the most important message and the

message value of the second most important attribute. The

sequence is identical to that shown in equation (2-12) ex-

cept for the message value p(a|b). The mathematical model

is identical to the Presentation Model except that the mes-

sage values, p(a|b)i, are ranked in descending order of im-

portance. _

2.5.4 Summary et the Models

This hypothesized thought process should occur according

to the attribute importance for each individual message.

The ordered model should then better predict intention

change and consequently ordering of messages should be a

useful tool for segmentation strategy. In two earlier stu-

dies reported by Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984), the Random

Processing Model has fit the data better than the other mo-

dels. In these studies, no attempt was made to control mes-

sage processing. The messages were presented i11 a given

order in each case but were not controlled as far as the

subjects were concerned, i.e. they were allowed to read in

any order that they chose.

The single message information processing model has con-

sistently provided the best prediction of final intention of
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the change models. In light of this, the information pro-

cessing model was accepted as the best predictor of change.

From this the derivation of the processing models was pre-

sented for three plausible models - Order of Presentation,

Order of Importance and the Random Model.

2.6 HYPOTHESES

Based on the above it appears that three major processing

models have arisen in the paradigm, the Random and two Ord-

ered Processing Models. To date, the Random Processing Mo-

del has provided the best fit to the data. However, the

processing has never been controlled, i.e., the subjects

have always been allowed to read the messages in a free flow

fashion. Furthermore, there is not a methodology that con-

firms the processing mode other than the fit to a regression

model with the inference that the person changed intention

via that mode. Also the entire group of respondents have

been aggregated rather than segmented.

These shortcomings in prior research lead to several

theoretical hypotheses that remain to be studied. The pro-

minent issue at hand is the question of processing in a

controlled situation when the subjects are segmented via at-

tribute importance.
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The purpose of this study is to examine consumer segments

and their processing of messages in a controlled environ-

ment. This is a form of strong inference as described by

Sawyer and Peter (1983). Two of the points that Sawyer and

Peter (1983) make is that experimentation should devise al-

ternative hypotheses and design the experiments so that one

or more of these hypotheses can be excluded. As such, sev-

eral points about the preceeding hypotheses are necessary.

Globally, the study is concerned with testing the Random,

the Presentation and the Importance Models in different si-

tuations so that better prediction of intention can be real-

ized. The hypotheses have the following characteristics:

1. Each hypothesis is phrased so that one model will be

predicted for a given situation.

2. Each hypothesis does not contain the straw man hy-

pothesis that none of these models fit or predict in-

tention.

This point is justified since the models have fit and pred-

icted well in the past, e.g. Hunter, Danes and Cohen, Danes

and Hunter (1980) and Danes (1985).

3. The hypotheses imply that the actual experimental de-

sign will vary the order by which subjects receive

messages.
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The design explained in Chapter III varies the order of pre-

sentation within two benefit segments. The exploratory Im-

portance Model is hypothesized to explain the reason that

benefit segmentation is a critical element in copy design.

In general, the Importance Model, if valid, explains why

such a segmentation scheme is more useful than others in

terms of advertising. Five hypotheses are presented below

that are designed to test the theory developed in deriving

the above intention models.

2.6.1 Hypothesis Qge
-

A common thread among segmentation studies is identifying

segments which are homogeneous on some factor or factors.

Hypothesis One proposes that when a group of consumers are

segmented on the basis of benefits that they are seeking,

the processing of the cogent advertising copy will be in

order of importance of the attributes that the message asso-

ciates with the particular product.

Hypothesis Qng

When a benefit segment is presented persuasive
messages in an order equal to the segment's aggre-
gate order of importance, the intention after the
messages will be best predicted by the Order of
Importance Model.

Support for this hypothesis begins with Hovland, Harvey and

Sherif (1961) when they found that different groups changed
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differently and had varying magnitudes of change. Also the

segmentation literature, Haley (1968, 1971) and Calantone

and Sawyer (1978) continually reiterate that copy strategy

is one of the primary advantages to benefit segmentation.
1

Also it was argued that discrepancy is very similar to the

concept of determinance-importance. The literature, Jaccard

and King (1977) and Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984), supports

the notion that importance is relevant to information pro-

cessing theory.

This research is aimed at changing purchase intention by

attacking a belief with a persuasive message and supporting

arguments, and modeling the impact that this attack has on a

group of consumers.

In sum, Hypothesis One attempts to test the basic tenant

of benefit segment that the important attributes are the

causal change attributes and attempts to extend the benefit

segmentation research by examining the order of change that

occurs when a segment receives messages in an order equal to

their importance order.

2.6.2 Hypothesis Two

Hypothesis Two continues the aspects of Hypothesis One by

setting the presentation order not equal to the attribute

importance order. In general, this hypothesis further sepa-
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rates the Presentation Model and the Importance Models since

. the messages were presented to the subject in the same order

as suggested by Hypothesis One, but the segment was diffe-

rent.

Hypothesis The

When a benefit segment is presented persuasive
messages in an order different from the segment's
aggregate order of importance, the intention after
the messages will be best predicted by the Order
of Importance Model.

Support for this hypothesis is similar to the first hypothe-

sis but further tests the Importance Model. In general,,

this hypothesis fills a void created by setting the message

order equal to the importance order. If the first hypothe-

sis holds, it could be argued that it is indistinguishable

that the Presentation Model and The Importance Models were

the superior models. However, if this hypothesis holds and
1

the first hypothesis holds, there is strong evidence that

aggregate homogeneous groups process messages in a similar

order and that order is determinable by the importance of

the attributes that are the target beliefs.

2.6.3 Hypothesis Three

The third hypothesis attempts to test the assumptions of the

Random Model. Past research in this paradigm has argued in

favor of the Random Model as the most general model, e.g.
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Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984). However the limitations of

that research, i.e. unsegmented audiences, may be the reason

that the Random Model was the better prediction model. As

such, the third hypothesis attempts to test this model with-

in a segment.

. Hypothesis ge;ee

When a benefit segment is presented persuasive
messages in a random order and the messages are
recycled, the intention after the messages will be
best predicted by the Random Model.

This hypothesis dictates that the subjects receive the mes-

sages randomly and as such implies that the presentation

order will be random. This hypothesis precludes the Presen-

tation Model and attempts to test the Random Model against

the Importance Model.

2.6.4 Hypothesis gee;

The fourth hypothesis provides a test of the Importance Mo-

del at the individual level. It is possible that consumer

segments are not formed in entirely on the importance of the

attributes. Specifically, segments may be fragmented on the

importance of attributes especially when dealing with rank

orders. This hypothesis is designed to test the Importance

Model at the individual rather than at the aggregate level.

Hyeothesis gee;

When a benefit segment is presented persuasive
messages in an order equal to the individual's
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order of importance, the intention after the
messages will be best predicted by the Order of
Importance Model.

As in treatment three there will not be a common order of

message presentation and the Presentation Model can not be

tested under this hypothesis.

2.6.5 Hypothesis ggg;

This hypothesis will be tested by combining the data col-

lected under the first two hypotheses and by combining the

data from all four· hypotheses. In the former case, the

first two treatments had a common order of message presenta-
1

tion and is a replication of an earlier study by Danes

(1985). In the earlier study, Danes found the Random Model

to be the better prediction model when compared to the Pre-

sentation Model. This was prior to the formulation of the

Importance Model.

Hypothesis ggyg

When an unsegmented audience is presented persua-
sive messages the intention after the messages
will be best predicted by the Random Model.

This analysis provides for a test of the models for an un-

segmented audience. The latter combination again tests the

models for unsegmented audiences and provides an analysis

for many possible presentations of messages. In the first

combination, all models can be tested since a common order
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exists. However in the latter, only the Random and Impor-

tance Models can be tested.

2.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY

Chapter II reviewed the literature concerned with change

in belief and intention when an audience is presented cogent

messages. The early Yale school studies were shown to be

consistent in that they predict change in the direction of

the message argument and that no boomerang is present. The

cognitive consistency theories allowed the formulation of

the information processing model in terms of a continuous

variable, discrepancy. From these theories, three models of

purchase intention were formulated. The Random Model and

The Order of Presentation Model have been tested recently

and the Random Model has been shown to be the better predic-

tion model. However, this research has developed a third

model which has not been formulated by past researchers. As

such this suggests that the research presented is explorato-

ry in nature. Based of the literature, five hypotheses were

postulated for testing. Chapter III describes the experi-

ment that tested the hypotheses. Chapter IV presents the

results of the data analysis and the last chapter discusses

the results of that analysis and discusses future research

paths in the area of modeling change.



Chapter III

7

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY .

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter explains the experimental design that was
l

used to test the conditions under which people process per-

suasive messages.27 The crux of this study is to simulate

message processing and control for the processing within the

context of predicting the intention of consumer groups.

The paramount concern of this study is to study the pred-

iction models of purchase intention and to assess these mo-

dels within a controlled setting. This research is not at-

tempting to maintain a one-to-one correspondence with events

in the business world, but is attempting to establish theory

that is strong enough for direct application to such busi-

ness events.

The remainder of this chapter outlines the methodology

employed in examining the multiple message processing mo-

dels. The first section describes the research design,

first from a global perspective and then for each treat-

27 In Chapter II, three models were developed based on pos-
sible ways that people read and think about copy. These
models are the Random, the Order of Presentation and the
Order of Importance models. It was hypothesized that
different behavior can be analyzed with these models as a
framework.

112
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ment.28 After a discussion of the treatments, the chapter

proceeds to the sampling frame, measurement issues and con-

cludes with a presentation of the pretest results.

3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN

The design was a four treatment, before-after experiment.

In past research, when single messages were delivered, the

effects were slightly larger with a within-design and the

nature of the subject matter dictates this type of design.

Since the models attempt to predict the change in intention

resulting from exposure to persuasive messages, the design

employed true change.28

Four treatments were necessary to test the underlying as-

sumptions used in developing the models. The Random Model

assumes that people process the component messages of an ad-

vertisement in a random order by giving short consideration

to each message and cycling through the messages. The Pre-

28 The term treatment and hypothesis are used interchange-
ably since each treatment was a direct result of the hy-
potheses presented in Chapter II.

28 The term true change refers to the fact that advertise-
ments attempt to change beliefs and intentions within a
person. Three of the early change studies used a control
group as a surrogate premeasure group and then used
change as the responses from an after-only experiment mi-
nus the control measures. The meta-analysis shows that
there is no difference in design on this aspect. Also a
totally within design is more realistic in this type of
research.
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sentation Model assumes that people change intention as the

messages are delivered to them. The Importance Model as-

sumes that consumer groups will consider certain attributes

to be more important in the purchase decision process and,

theoretically, these messages should cause larger change in

intention. Table 12 contains the hypothesized model within

the four treatments.

Each of the three models were developed on behavioral as-

sumptions about how the change process might occur and used

the information processing model to develop the change equa-

tions. The crux of the study is to examine these behavioral

assumptions and the likenesses and differences among the

three models. Past research in the area by Hunter, Danes

and Cohen (1984) and Danes (1985) has studied the Random and

Presentation Models outlined in Chapter II. This research

added a third exploratory model, the Importance Model, that

assumes that individuals change via a process based on their

order of attribute importance. Past research has not cont-

rolled the delivery of multiple messages as was done in this

experiment. In general, this study simulates the assump-

tions of each model and test the three models when the as-

sumptions are controlled experimentally.
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I I| TABLE 12 |
I I
I Schematic of the Four Treatments II II I
I Treatment 1 I Treatment 2 I
I Order of Importance Model I Order of Importance Modell
I I · I
I Segment 1 I Segment 2 I

I Messages presented I Messages presented in I
I in order of aggregate I order that is different I
I attribute importance. I from aggregate order of II I importance. I
I II I
I Treatment 3 I Treatment 4 I
I Random Model I Order of Importance Modell
I I . I
I Segment 1 I Segment 2 I

I Messages presented I Messages presented in I
I in random order and I order individual order I
I recycled once. I of attribute importance. II I II I Iu...._....._....._..........J............_..._..._..._....J
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3.2.1 Common Elements tg each Treatment

The major difference between the four treatments is the

order in which the messages were presented to the audience.

Each of the hypotheses in Chapter II predict a particular

model for a given delivery situation. The majority of the

design elements are common throughout the treatments and are

discussed is the following sections. .

3.2.1.1 Computer Control

The computer was used to simulate the assumptions of each

model. The computer allowed control of the order of presen-

tation,3° i.e. built in manipulation checks. Past research

has always allowed the subjects to read the cogent messages

according to their preference and allowed the subjects to

recycle at will. Each of the hypotheses in Chapter II spe-

cifies a particular order in which consumers change inten-

tion within a segment. In addition to controlling the pre-

sentation order, the computer delivered the messages to all

subjects for the same total reading time and controlled the

cycling. Table 12 summarizes the order of message delivery.

3° Past research by Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) and Danes
(1985) has not controlled for the order presented to the
audience. Each. respondent received. a booklet with the
messages inserted between the before and after measures.
The subjects read in any manner that they chose. Their
research had no overt measures of the message delivery
and there were no measures of recycling or reading order.
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Each respondent answered the questions in the sequence

shown in Table 13 and was exposed to each message for 45

seconds total. While this removes the limitation of allow-

ing respondents to read the copy in any fashion that they

desired, it limits the realism.

In sum, the computer was used to control the delivery of

the messages, to control the total reading time and to

standardize the order in which the respondents answered the

questions. Past research by Insko (1962, 1964), Rosnow and

Lana (1965), and Bouchner and Insko (1966) have found that

no significant effects are caused by the order in which res-

pondents answer questions. Thus, all subjects answered the

questions in the same order. The common reading time elimi-

nated the rival hypothesis that reading time could be the

source of different levels of change. Also using the same

messages allowed comparisons between the treatments. The

messages are discussed later in this chapter and the compar-

ison between as well as within groups is presented in Chap-

ters IV and V.

3.2.1.2 Subject Pool

Calder, Phillips and Tybout (1981) suggest several guide-

lines concerning the methodological issues of respondent se-

lection,‘operationalization of constructs, the research en-
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I II TABLE 13 II I
I Research Design Schematic II II I
I Sequence of Events for Each Treatment I
I (Computer Driven Unless Otherwise Noted) I

I I
I 1. Receive introductory scenario to establish high I
I credibility and set the frame of references. II I
I 2. Demographic questions to familiarize subjects I
I with the terminals. Total of 9 questions. II I
I 3. Questions designed to measure their level of I
I information held about Windsor Hills Apartments. I
I Three questions. II I
I 4. Receive questions on attribute importance. I
I Numerical estimates followed by line drawing. I
I Total of 10 questions. II I
I 5. Six questions respectively measuring p(a)O, I
I p(b)O, p(a|b) and p(aIb') using numerical I
I estimates and line production on a scale on the I
I screen. Total of 64 questions. II I
I 6. Messages presented in various order. II I
I 7. After measures of p(a)¤ and p(b)n. I
I Total of 24 questions. II I
I 8. Follow up on the purpose of the experiment, I
I attitude toward the source and use of CRT. I
I Total of 16 questions. (Not on Computer.) II I
I 9. Debriefing question. Qne open—ended I
I question about the purpose of the study. II IL.._............_.....__..................................._..J
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vironment, and the design. They suggest that a homogeneous

respondent sample be employed in theory testing. Their rea-

soning is that homogeneous respondents

permit more exact theoretical predictions...and
decrease the chance of making a false conclusion
about whether there is covariation between the va-
riable under study. Calder, Phillips and Tybout
(1981,p. 200).

The objective is to reduce the probability of making a Type

II error, thereby increasing the power of the test. By do-

ing this, more confidence can be placed in the results or

failure to falsify the theory. Given these circumstances, a

student sample met the criteria of a homogeneous respondent

set. The various characteristics of the student sample are

discussed in the section dealing with subject assignment and

message selection.

3.2.2 Treatment I

As illustrated in Table 12, this treatment delivered the

messages to the subjects in a fixed order, i.e. each respon-

dent received the written messages based on the ordinal rank

order of importance of the attributes to the group. The or-

dinal ranking was based on the pretest results discussed la-

ter in this chapter. This treatment controlled the delivery

of the messages in such a way as to make the order of pre-

sentation equal to the aggregate order of attribute impor-
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tance. Also this treatment controlled for the cycling of

messages by delivering the messages once for 45 seconds to
1

the audience.

It was hypothesized that the Importance Model would be

the best model in this treatment. In general, this simula-

tion tested the three models within the framework of segmen-

tation theory. Subjects were placed in this treatment on

the basis of car availability and were presented messages in

the order of attribute importance based upon pretesting.

This treatment resembles present marketing practice in that

messages are developed on the basis of pretests and targeted

at a particular segment, e.g. Haley (1968, 1971). However

this simulation carrys theory one step further by postulat-

ing that segment members process information in a homogene-

ous manner and that the processing is in descending order of

attribute importance. Also this treatment along with the

other treatments allowed studying the cycling aspects pro-

posed by Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) and Danes (1985).

In this simulation, the messages were not recycled, i.e. the

messages appeared independently and only once upon the CRT

screen. If the Random Model were the appropriate model for

this situation, the cycling had to be a mental rather than a

physical process.31

31 Mental cycling means that the subject recycled the mes-
sages from memory and not by rereading the copy. Physical
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3.2.3 Treatment II

In this treatment, the audience received the messages in

the same order as Treatment I. However, the subjects in

this treatment were not members of the same segment as those

in Treatment I. In this treatment, the order of presenta-

tion was not equal to the aggregate order of importance.

This simulation was designed to test the second hypothesis

which again predicted the Importance Model. This treatment

provides a stronger test of the Importance Model because the

presentation order is different from the importance order.

This treatment discerns order effects by answering an inter-

nal validity question. With equal importance and presenta-

tion orders in the first treatment, a plausible threat is

that the delivery caused the change. The solutions found

in this treatment clearly delineated this threat. Also as

in the first treatment, information concerning the cycling

question was obtained and the homogeneous processing ques-

tions were answered.

Also this treatment when combined with Treatment I exa-

mined the fifth hypothesis, which stated, that when an audi-

ence is unsegmented, the Random Model will be the best pred-

cycling is behavioral since the copy is reread by the
subject. It is a moot point since the Random Model was
not the best prediction model in any case. However the
results of Treatment III have some interesting implica-
tions. These are discussed in Chapter V.
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iction model. By combining the data from this treatment and

Treatment I, it was possible to test the three models with

no segmentation yet for the same order of message presenta-

tion. Thirdly, this treatment in combination with Treatment

I was a weak replication of Danes (1985). This replication

-is discussed in the last two chapters. The combined data

analysis reaffirmed Danes' findings and expanded his work.

3.2.4 Treatment III

Treatment III tested the basic assumptions of the Random

Model. The audience received the messages in an order det-

ermined by a random number generator and physically recycled
V

the messages once. Thus the subjects in this treatment read

the messages twice and in a random order each time. This is

an approximation to the assumptions made by the Random Mo-

del. The theoretical assumptions of the Random Model assume

that individuals cycle several times giving short considera-

tion to each message on each pass. In the aggregate, as

discussed in Chapter II, the Random Model makes the assump-

tion that each message has equal impact and that all messag-

es are read an equal number of times. Neither the model nor

the simulation is completely realistic, yet both are approx-

imations to the browsing situation.
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Simulating the behavioral assumption that people browse

through written copy several times and comparing this treat-

ment to the other treatments allows the discernment of

whether the cycling is mental or physical or a combination

of each. If the Random Model holds for this treatment as

hypothesized and fails for the other three as hypothesized,

there is evidence that the cycling phenomena is physical.

However if the Random Model holds in this treatment and in

one or more of the other treatments, there is evidence that

the processing can be both mental and physical behavior. If

the hypothesis fails and another model holds,32 this situa-

tion allowed a comparison of the effects of recycled versus

uncycled reading. Finally, if the Random Model fails to

hold in this treatment and holds in another treatment, there

is evidence that the effect upon processing is mental not

physical.

3.2.5 Treatment IV

Treatment IV delivered the messages to each individual in

their respective order of attribute importance. As in

Treatment III, there was no common order of presentation.

This treatment allowed testing of the Importance Model's as-

32 In this treatment, only the Importance Model can be test-
ed with the Random Model. There was no order of presenta-
tion to the aggregate group and this precludes testing of
the Presentation Model.
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sumption that people process messages according to their in-

dividual rank order of importance. Should this hypothesis

hold and the Importance Model fail in the other treatments,

there is theoretical progress, this shows that people pro-

cess according to individual importance, but managerially,

this treatment is superfluous.33 It is pragmatically impos-

sible to deliver written copy to individuals in their indi-

vidual order of importance.

3.2.6 Sampling Frame and Treatment Assignment

The purpose of this research is to examine the predictive

validity of three theoretical models within. benefit seg-

ments. In order to accomplish this goal, the sample pool

was first divided into two segments.3* The schematic listed

in Table 13 shows that several demographic questions were

asked of the audience first. In this section, people were

asked about their access to an automobile and based on their

33 This situation would be interesting since it is possible
to communicate at the individual level via personal sell-
ing. A finding for the Importance Model in only this
treatment may open areas of research in the personal
selling ares but is beyond the scope of the present re-
search.

3* The pretest revealed that two possible benefit segments
were found for the product chosen, Windsor Hills Apart-
ment. The distinguishing benefits consumers are seeking
in renting an apartment involve transportation to and
from campus. One segment, Car owners, wanted parking
space and the second segment, Non—car owners, wanted bus
transportation.
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response, were placed in one benefit segment or another.

The assignment between the two treatments within each seg-

ment was accomplished by using a random number generator.

3.2.6.1 The Product

The product chosen for this study was Windsor Hills

Apartments. Several advantages exist with this particular

complex:

1. This particular product has been studied by Danes

(1985) using a student population.

By replicating Danes (1985) to the extent that the product

is the same, differences between his study and this study

are minimized. This allowed a comparison between the stu-

dies. Because this paradigm is presently evolving and there

is little past research directly pertaining to processing

multiple messages, it is important to compare the two stu-

dies.

2. Windsor Hills has a low proportion of student ren-

ters, approximately 2% of the population of students

were renting at Windsor Hills when the study was con-

ducted.

The apartment office reported that 240 undergraduate stu-

dents live at Windsor Hills. The probability of a subject

residing at Windsor Hills and confounding the experiment by
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knowing that the messages are bogus was rather low. No Wind-

sor Hills residents are included in the experiment. In fact

no residents showed up for the experiment.

3. A relatively large portion of the students at Virgi-

nia Tech are in the market for apartment,, i.e. ac-

cording to the Virginia Tech Housing Office, 59% of

the student population are renters.

Thus, the product is relevant to the subjects.

4. Students are relatively unfamiliar with Windsor

Hills. (See Table 14).

Hunter, Danes and Cohen (1984) have shown that low accumu-

lated information enhances persuasion, thereby increasing

the power of the experiment. Accumulated information was

measured and provided a very interesting result. The above

makes Windsor Hills apartments an appropriate product for

the tests of the aforementioned hypotheses.

As mentioned earlier, a before-after design was used in

each treatment. This design has been used successfully for

the study of change in belief and intention, (e.g, Wyer and

Goldberg 1970, Wyer 1970, Rosen and Wyer 1972, Wyer 1974,

Danes and Hunter 1980, Danes 1985, and Hunter, Danes and Co-

hen 1984). While the design has been repeatedly used, it is

not without threats to internal validity. These threats are

discussed below as are ways to account for extraneous vari-

ance.
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I 7 II TABLE 14 II I
I Familiarity and Residence of the Respondents II II I
I (Pretest Data) I

I Complex I Mean I Percent I
I I Familiarity I Residing I

I 1. Foxridge I 6.47 I 23.7 I
I 2. Terrace View I -- I 18.4
I 3. University Dormsl —- I 14.5 I
I 4. Draper‘s Meadow I 3.67 I -- I
I 5. Sturbridge I 3.65 I 5.3 I
I 6. Stonegate I 3.63 I 0.0 I
I 7. Windsor Hills I 2.65 I 2.6 I
I 8. Price I -- I 1.3 I
I 9. Carlton Scott I l 2.20 I ——

I
I 10. Dutch Village I 1.82 I

——
I

I 11. Jefferson I 1.12 I -—
I

I 12. Carriage Hill I 1.05 I —-
I

I 13. Heritage Acres I 1.49 I —-
I

I 14. House I -- I 13.2 I
I 15. Other I -- I 21.1 I

I Control I

I 1. Hampshire House I 0.205 I
I 2. Colony House I 0.35 I
I 3. Apartments in I I
I General I 4.42 II I IL.__._......_..........L........_......_................—
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3.2.7 Internal Validity

Churchill (1979) and Saxe and Fine (1981) enumerate bet-

ween them ten threats to internal Validity. Table 15 con-

tains a paraphrased definitional listing of these sources of

extraneous Variation.

Several measures were taken to avoid the threats listed

in Table 15. Mortality and maturation effects were avoided

by limiting the experiment to a class period. In the first

phase of pretesting, the computer portion took over an hour

to complete, i.e. an average time of 1.6 hours after remov-

ing a line drawing exercise.35 By reducing the computer por-

tion to an average time of 42 minutes, mortality was elimi-

nated and maturation35 effects were minimized.

Instrumentation effects were eliminated by using the identi-

cal questionnaire throughout the treatments and statistical

regression effects37 were minimal. Subjects were rewarded

35 This is an exercise used to measure reactions to physical
stimuli before the respondent reacts to the social stimu- ·
li. This is discussed later in the chapter.

35 Chapter V reports the results of post experimental ques-
tioning concerning fatigue and as shown there, maturation
was minimal. No one left the experiment early, thus mor-
tality was absent. Also the time limit was necessary be-
cause of university policy at the time. There were res-
trictions of a class period. placed upon the computer
terminal room at the time the experiment was conducted.

37 By using magnitude estimates, it was possible to check
for regression effects by the subjects. The data reported
in Chapter IV shows no evidence of statistical regres-
sion.
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I I| TABLE 15 II I
I Threats to Internal Validity II II I
I 1) History I The propinquity of external I
I I events to the experiment (e.g., I
I I subjects recently reading an I
I I advertisement about apartments). II I I
I 2) Maturation I The subjects changing with the I
I I passage of time (e.g., subjects I
I I becoming bored or tired). II I I
I 3) Testing I The experimental instrument I
I I causing part of the response II I I
I 4) Instrumentation I Changes in the measurement I
I I instrument across conditions. II I I
I 5) Statistical I Tendency of extreme cases to j
I Regression I move to the average during I
I to the Mean I the experiment. II I I
I 6) Selection Bias I Purposely placing subjects I
I I in treatments without accounting II I for differences. II I I
I 7) Mortality I Losing subjects during the I
I I experiment. II I I
I 8) Treatment I Subjects discussing the I
I Diffusion I experiment with other subjects II I who have not received the I
I I treatment. II I I
I 9) Compensatory I Rewarding subjects differently I
I Equalization I in different conditions. II I I
I 10) Compensatory I Competition between different I
I Rivalry I treatments. II I IL........._.............L.........._........_...............J
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equally by their instructors and there was no intertreatment

rivalry. This leaves three internal validity threats that

were not directly controllable or measurable.

The remaining validity threats include history, testing

and treatment diffusion. The subjects, upon debriefing,

were asked not to discuss the experiment within anyone, how-

ever it is possible that there was discussion after the ex-

periment. Also testing effects remain unaccounted, i.e.

there was not an after-only experiment conducted to account

for testing effects. The limited use of the terminal room

precluded such analysis. However there is evidence reported

in Chapter V that shows that these effects are not promi-

nent. If there was a diffusion effect, there should have

been a problem with persons guessing the purpose of the ex-

periment. There is little evidence that people knew that

the experiment was a study in persuasion. Also testing ef-

fects should have manifest themselves equally across treat-

ments and the effect upon model discrimination would be neg-

ligible.

There was an unavoidable history effect in this experi-

ment. Another apartment complex was running an advertise-

ment concerning the heat included in the rent at their

apartments. While this was not the Windsor Hills Apart-

ments, it affected the importance of that attribute to the
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subjects. However, the advertisement was present throughout

the entire experiment, i.e. there was an opportunity for all

to see the advertisement prior to the experiment. There is

evidence that this advertisement affected the importance

scores since the rent includes heat attribute became more

important to the experimental subjects than in the pretest38

group. In order to minimize the effects of this event, the

audience was told to clear their desk and were given a clean

sheet of paper by the proctor. The advertisement was on the

back cover of the registration materials and the experiment

was started midway through preregistration for the summer

and fall sessions. It was discovered the morning of the ex-

periment that the advertisement was on the back of the prer-

egistration booklet. Fortunately this was before any sub-

jects were tested but was too late to postpone the

experiment for the purposes of changing the messages.

Aside from the history effect, the postexperimental ques-

tioning revealed little evidence of the internal validity

threats listed in Table 15.

_

External conditions that affect the groups under
study may also threaten internal validity. These
history factors generally cannot be controlled,
either before the experiment is designed, or later
in analysis of results....Because of history

38 In the Car segment, the pretest rank was last for this
attribute but in the actual experiment, this attribute
was the second most important attribute. Its rank re-
mained unchanged for the No-car segment.
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effects, every attempt should be made to situate _
the control and treatment conditions at the same
time and in the same place. Saxe and Fine (1981,
p.70)

As noted earlier the experiment was conducted in the same

place and the advertisement was present during the entire

experimental process. As such, internal validity threats

were minimized in the experiment.

3.3 MEASUREMENT ISSUES

In the past, researchers in this paradigm have for the

most part, used one form or another of the typical semantic

differential or Likert scales to measure the variables in

the change models. There is controversy in the literature

as to whether these scales are ordinal or interval. As

Churchill (1979) states in regards to measurement using ca-

tegorical scales:

A great controversy exists over whether measure-
ment of attitudes has been accomplished with ordi-
nal or interval scales. These scales have cer-
tainly not been ratio, since the origin is not
natural, and they are definitely something more
than nominal because they possess more than the
identity property. The debate focuses on whether
the differences in scores convey meaning other
than relative ranking of individuals. The pre-
vailing posture in marketing seems to agree with
that of psychologists that many of the scales are
interval. Churchill (1983, p.268)

Lodge (1981) enumerates, rather strongly, three weaknesses

of these types of contemporary scales. ·
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1. Category scales lose information because of the lim-

ited resolution available to subjects.

Kalwani and Silk (1982) state that the present empirical ev-

idence is insufficient to resolve the issue of optimum scale

length for intention measures.

2. Category scales are only ordinal level scales and

thus, use of the more powerful data analysis techni-

ques is unwarranted. „

As quoted earlier, many researchers do not agree with this

point and do see these scales as interval.

3. Categorical scales fix the range of opinions and thus

affect the response.

While subjective probabilities are fixed to the range bet-

ween zero and one, the range within the scale, i.e. the re-

solution of categorical scales, does not allow for all real

numbers between these limits. As such this research at-

tempted to use magnitude estimation methodology to measure

the variables in the processing models.

Magnitude or ratio level scales are characterized by an

absolute zero point and allow only a proportional transfor-

mation of the scale responses. This type of scale is appro-

priate for testing the models for several reasons.

1. The point of zero or no intention is just as meaning-

ful as that of no weight or height.
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2. Subjective probabilities are continuous real numbers
l

between O and 1.0.

Categorical scales via the limited resolution property can-

not be continuous real numbers.

3. In looking at past research, model discrimination is

difficult, i.e., the regression statistics are simi-

lar in magnitude.

There is the possibility that the difficulties in model dis-

cernment may be because of the category scales.39

Magnitude scaling was used from the outset since

A principal finding to date is a 12% to 15% in-
crease in explained variance for magnitude over
categorical measures, a consequence primarily of
large amounts of measurement error stemming from
categorical measures. Lodge(1981, p. 77)

Another procedure caused by the magnitude estimation proce-

dure eliminated a rival hypothesis as to why Hunter, Danes

and Cohen (1984) and Danes (1985) experienced high reliabil-

ities. There is the possibility that the high reliabilities

are a result of respondents rechecking their responses by

looking back through the booklet. In this experiment, it

was impossible since one question appeared on the screen at

39 It is shown in Chapter IV, that the difficulties in model
discrimination are still present even when this type of
scaling is employed. By using ratio scaling in this stu-
dy, a rival hypothesis was eliminated from the paradigm.
The ratio type scales did not provide a clearer resolu-
tion of the difference between the umdels. Thus, the
closeness of the results is not a scaling problem.
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a time and could not be reevaluated by the subjects, i.e. it

was impossible to review the questions after they were an-

swered. Subjects were allowed to correct their responses

immediately after the question was asked. Pretest question-

ing on an individual bases, revealed that subjects could not

recall their responses from one question to another. Also

no one recorded their responses on the supplied note paper.

Magnitude estimation techniques offered the promise of

greater explanatory power, and removed the problem of limit-

ed resolution. Thus, the procedure had merit and was used

for these reasons.

3.3.1 Maqnitude Estimation Procedure

Based on the above and within the resource constraints of

this research, two methods for eliciting subjective prob-

abilities via magnitude estimation were used, the line pro-

duction and the numeric estimation techniques. Lodge (1981)

suggests that these two techniques are the most adaptable to

social scientific studies. He further suggests that the

line production technique tends to be more regressive than

numeric estimation and tends to have an exponent less than

1.0. The numeric estimation method appears to consistently

yield an exponent of 1.0. Lodge suggests that magnitude es-

timates must follow a power law of the form:

R = R sm (3-1)
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where: R = the response

k = proportionality constant

S = stimulus, i.e., the question

m = power law exponent which should be 1.0 line

production and numeric estimation.

Magnitude estimates are verified to be ratio scales by

cross-modality matching.‘° This was eliminated early in pre-

testing because of time. ·
l

From equation (3-1), the power law can be expressed as a

log-linear function of the form

ln R = ln k + m ln S (3-2)

where the logs are the natural logarithm of the variables.

Log-log regression of equation (3-2) should be a straight

line with a slope of m and an intercept of log k. Lodge

(1981) points out that these type of scales are not true ra-

tio scales in that log k may not be zero, i.e., the propor-

tionality constant may not be guaranteed to be zero. Howev-

“°
The cross—modality matching paradigm is used to verify
the ability of an individual to make ratio judgments. The
procedure consists of asking respondents to estimate phy-
sical, i.e. lines of various lengths, stimuli prior to
the social scaling. From this it is possible to deter-
mine the ability of the subjects to make judgments rela-
tive to a scale stimuli. It was necessary to eliminate
this paradigm early on in the experiment because of the
inordinate amount of time required to complete the exer-

· cise.” Also students complained about the exercise since
they thought it was a waste of time. They did not com-
plain about the multiple measures employed in the experi-
ment.
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er, in this research, every attempt through instructions

will be made to establish an absolute zero value, in which

case k = 1.

In the ideal case, the ratio of the exponents should be

1.0 for the same response items to the same stimuli. In

other words, the slope of the regression should be 1.0 and

the intercept should be 0.0 to within measurement error.

Using this procedure has several advantages. As paraphrased

from Lodge (1981), magnitude scaling procedures provide a

rigorous test of the internal scale validity since the em-

pirical responses to the scales must conform to previously

established theoretical ratios. The scale analysis coupled

with the unidimensionality assessment provides strong evi-

dence of scale validity and overcomes the questions associ-

ated with categorical scales.

Along with magnitude estimates rests the problem of eli-

citing subjective probability estimates. The next section

discusses the elicitation of these probabilities.

3.3.2 Subjective Probability Elicitation

Several authors have reviewed the numerous studies deal-

ing with eliciting subjective probabilities. The literature

suggests that the simplest and most accurate scaling methods

are direct elicitation and the odds method, the chances out
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of 10 or 100. Wise(l970), Seaver, von Winterfeldt and Ed-

wards (1978), Chesley (1975), and Wallsten and Budesar(1983)

reached this conclusion. Each of these authors note that

considerable research in the area remains before one "best"

measurement method in found. However the above researchers

summarily suggests that both the odds and the direct methods

are the most general. They further recommend that the sub-

jects be trained in probability methods or that the respon-

dents be selected so that they are familiar with the defini-

tions of probabilities. Thus, a judgment sample was used,

statistic students.

The direct elicitation method consists of asking the res-

pondent for the probability of the statement being true or

occurring. The odds method asks for the respondent to state

the odds or chances out of 10 or 100 of a statement being

true or occurring. Since the measures employed in this re-

search are new to the paradigm, both were employed. Also in
‘

order to conduct the logarithmic regression and unidimen-

sionality analysis,*1 line production accompanied the numer-

ic direct responses. The respondents were ask to state the

*1 The logarithmic regression requires a numeric estimate
and a line production estimate for a total of two mea-
sures per method. The unidimensional analysis is neces-
sary for reliability purposes and aids in scale validity
assessment. It requires at least three indicators of a
constru for the confirmatory factor analysis. Thus the
research employed four indicators per model variable.
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probability, thendraw a line under a probability scale,

then state the odds, and lastly draw a line under the odds

scale. Each of the scale methods were separated by 16 ques-

tions measuring the other variables.
'
This minimized the

ability of a respondent to copy responses and accomplished

the above goals.*2 .

3.4 MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT AED PRETESTING

Pretesting consisted of two phases. The first phase of

pretesting involved determining the segments to be used in

the experiment and the possible messages for the defined

segments. The second phase of pretesting delivered the mes-

sages to several students and examined problems with the

computer delivery and the expected levels of change. This

section discusses the messages first and concludes with the

preexperimental testing.

3.4.1 Message Development ggg Experimental Gpiäg

To test the model assumptions within the context of bene-

fit segmentation, messages were developed based on their po-

tential for change and their segmentability. This pretest

questionnaire is reported in Appendix C and was administered

*2 As shown in Chapter IV, the scales performed according to
theory and were unidimensional. Also the reliability es-
timates exceeded those in past research in the area of
change.
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to seventy-seven marketing students. The constructs of in-

terest at this point were attribute importance, familiarity

with the various apartment complexes in Blacksburg and

source credibility.

Every attempt was made in the experiment to maintain med-

ium to high credibility.*3 Close friends attained the high-

est level of credibility among the seven choices. The res-

, pondents rated the credibility of close friends at a mean of

6.2 on a 9 point scale. The second highest rating was the

Virginia Tech Tenants Union and third was the apartment ren-

tal offices. The means for each were 3.95 and 3.9 respec-

tively. The study conducted by Danes (1985) successfully

operated under the guise of the Tenants Union and other stu-

dent ratings, i.e., he obtained large change in intention.

Thus, this study used the same source guise.** In addition,

mention was made that it is very likely that close friends

*3 As shown in Chapter II, change was lower at high discre-
pancy when the source was low in credibility. In general,
credibility is important to the extent that message re-
jection occurs. The sources chosen remain constant
throughout the experiment.

** In postexperimental questioning, it was found that the
subjects did see the housing office as a medium to highly
credible source. In debriefing the respondents were ask
if the housing office was unbiased. The responses aver-
aged 6.45 out of 9.0. The subjects generally saw the
messages as being accurate and truthful, respective means
for the questions being 6.01 and 5.24 out of 9.0. Thus in
spite of the poorer pretest results, source credibility
was maintained in the experiment.
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of the respondents were included in the survey.

Windsor Hills Apartments was chosen based on the results

reported in Table 14. As shown by the quantitative litera-

ture review, greater change occurs with lesser levels of in-

formation held by the respondents. The pretest results

shown in Table 14 reveal that students have little informa-

tion about Windsor Hills and thus, increasing the change ma-

nipulation. Also there is a low student population at this

complex. As stated earlier, residents of this complex would

realize that the messages were bogus and would confound the

experiment. No residents were present for the experiment.

3.4.1.1 Message Development and Segmentation Criteria

Once it was decided to use apartments as the product and

to use the Housing Office and other students as the message

source, the next step was to develop the actual messages to

be delivered and the possible segments. In order to develop

the messages, seventeen students were asked to enumerate an

exhaustive list of the attributes that they would consider

in selecting an apartment. From this list, the importance*5

*5 The term importance is used to identify the importance of
the attribute in selecting an apartment. Calatone and
Sawyer (1978) operationalized importance in this fashion
and state that this operalization may be closer to the
concept of determinance. This operational procedure has
successfully defined benefit segments in the past. See
Chapter II for a discussion of determinance versus impor-
tance.
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questions shown in Appendix C were developed and adminis-

tered to seventy-seven undergraduate students. The mean im-

portance scores are reported in Table 16 in descending order

of importance. Table 17 reports the means by segment.

Prior to administering the questionnaire, the seventeen

students that were asked to enumerate the attributes were

asked individually to describe the benefits that they were

seeking in an apartment. Summarily, the largest problem in

choosing an apartment in Blacksburg revolved around trans-

portation between home and school. Most of the enumerated

attributes were not segmenting variables, i.e., most of

these students were homogeneous with respect to the attri-

butes*6 reported in Table 16. However those students that

had a car, were having parking problems both at school and

at their residence. Others that did not have an automobile

needed access to the bus system. Thus a possible segmenta-

tion strategy was delivering a common bundle of benefits to

those that had a car and those that did not have a car.

Also these interviews showed some differences in importance

by sex.

*6 For example, everyone cited the rent as the most impor-
tant attribute. This makes rent a poor attribute for
segmenting the students.
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V—_—————_—_—————_——————_———_————_-____________"_-————_—_7

I I
I

TABLE 16 I
I

I Means of the Attribute Importance Scales I

I I
I (Attributes are Shown in Descending Order) I

I Attribute I Mean I

I 1. Rent (a) I 6.602 I
I 2. Maintenance (a) I 6.231 I
I 3. Washer and Dryer (a) I 6.038 I
I 4. Number of Bedrooms I 6.013 I
I 5. Bus Stop I 5.641 I
I 6. Closet Space I 5.513 I
I 7. Parking I 5.359 I
I 8. Wall to Wall Carpets I 5.128 I
I 9. Heat Included in Rent I 5.064 I
I 10. Air Conditioning I 4.910 I
I 11. Convenient to Shopping (a)I 4.718 I
I 12. Close to Campus (a) I 4.615 I
I 13. Dishwasher I 4.590 I
I 14. Two Bathrooms I 4.487 I
I 15. Balcony/Patio I 4.128 I
I 16. Pool (a) I 3.949 I
I 17. Storage Space I 3.244 I
I 18. Garbage Disposal I · 2.808 I
I 19. Electric Heat I 2.487 I
I 20. Allows Pets I 2.205 I

I (a) Indicates the message was in Danes (1985) I
I I
E......................................_..............;
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After these exploratory interviews, the questionnaire was

given to seventy-seven undergraduate marketing students. In

addition to the credibility and importance questions, these

students were ask other demographic questions so that one or

more of these could be used to characterize segments. These

included, in addition to sex and car availability, number of

roommates, present address, class rank, present rent and

disposable imcome.

In analyzing the twenty attribute importance ratings

shown in Table 16, several of the attributes were discrimi-

nating variables in defining benefit segments. The two seg-

ments‘7 were sex and availability of an automobile. The

availability of an automobile was by far the better discri-

minating variable.

As shown in Table 18, the car ownership category groups

had a much better fitting discriminant function than did the

sex grouping. On all counts car ownership seemed to be a

segment with several segment determining variables. At the

0.05 level, the Box M shows that the groups have equal co-

variances, the F-equivalent is significant and the car own-

ership groups explain 76.4% of the variance in the discrimi-

*7 All of the demographic variables were analyzed in various _
combinations and the only two that successfully segmented
the subjects were sex and car categories. This data rev-
ealed that the student population is homogeneous on most
apartment attributes.
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I I
I TABLE 17 I
I I
I Mean Attribute Importance by Segment I

I I
I (Attributes are Shown in the same Order as Table 16.) IF'—*—******——***——**—*———————————T·——————————————————————%
I I Segment Means IF‘—*—“—***‘——“**“**——*—"‘*"""—‘+"**—**—*'——r———*————————d
I Attribute I Car I No-Car I

I 1. Rent (a) I 6.528 I 6.739 I
I 2. Maintenance (a,b) I 6.453 I 5.652 I
I 3. Washer and Dryer (a) | 5.887 I 6.391 I
I 4. Number of Bedrooms I 5.868 I 6.391 I
I 5. Bus Stop (b) I 4.849 I 7.609 I
I 6. Closet Space (b) I 5.792 I 5.000 I
I 7. Parking (b) I 6.170 I 3.435 I
I 8. Wall to Wall Carpets I 5.264 I 4.956 I
I 9. Heat Included in Rent (b) I 4.698 I 5.783 I
I 10. Air Conditioning I 5.231 I 4.217 I
I 11. Convenient Shopping (a,b) I 4.396 I 5.565 I _
I 12. Close to Campus (a,b) I 3.943 I 6.043 I
I 13. Dishwasher I 4.849 I 4.304 I
I 14. Two Bathrooms I 4.415 I 4.739 I
I 15. Balcony/Patio I 4.302- I 3.870 I
I 16. Pool (a) I 4.264 I 3.478 I
I 17. Storage Space I 3.509 I 2.783 I
I 18. Garbage Disposal I 2.830 I 2.826 I
I 19. Electric Heat I 2.415 I 2.652 I
I 20. Allows Pets I 2.094 I 2.652 I

I (a) Indicates the message was in Danes (1985) I
I I
I (b) Indicates a significant difference between I
I group means at the 0.05 level for a t—statistic I
I I
L................................................._.....J
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nant function. The sex grouping explains 55%. The

cross-validated groups in each case are well above the

chance-criteria.

Also, one other grouping was chosen for analysis, that

group being car owners versus female nonowners. The reason

_ for testing this grouping scheme was the significant varia-

bles of the two analyses and the fact that 21% of the sample

were females who did. not own cars. The cross validated

classification was 72.5%, well above the chance criteria of

60. However, the discriminant function only classified

27.3% of the female nonowners correctly. This analysis, as

were the others, was based on the minimum residual stepwise

procedure with a p = 0.05 to enter criteria. The Wilkes

Lambda procedure gave identical results in all three cases.

Based on the above analysis, it appears that ownership of

a car is a two element segment and the attributes shown in

Table 18 are the benefit bundles that are sought. However,

there does seem to be spurious discriminating variables,‘°

i.e., the closet, the balcony and the rent with heat varia-

bles. It does not seem reasonable that these are logical

predictors of segments dealing with car ownership. Given

‘°
As shown in Chapter IV and \/ with much larger sample
sizes, n=229, only the Bus Stop and Parking Attributes
are discriminating and these two variables predict seg-
ment membership as well as the five listed in the pretest
results.
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the apparent inconsistencies, it was decided to modify the

discriminant results. Two message pretests resulted. The

first pretest delivered six messages and in the second pre-

test, five were delivered to the audience. The next section

discusses the messages.

3.4.1.2 Message Pretesting

Note, however, that nothing has been said about the abil-

ity of these variables to change intention. On this basis,

six messages were delivered in the first phase of pretest-

ing, the top ranking three from Table 16 and the top three

discriminating attributes. At the time, it was ambiguous as

to the persuasibility of these attributes. and there was a

question as to the discriminating function, i.e., the sample

size was rather small for discriminant analysis. Thus, the _

first pretest delivered messages about low rent, excellent

maintenance and laundry facilities to the students. These

were tested because they were the most important attributes

to the students. Also, the students were homogeneous on

ranking these as important. The remaining three messages

concerned the bus stop, the parking and large closets.

These were chosen on the basis of discriminating power. At

this stage of the experimental process, it was unknown how

powerful the messages had to be to obtain change in inten-
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I I
I TABLE 18 II I
I Discriminate Results for the Benefit Segments I
I I
I I
I (Variables From Stepwise Procedure) I

I I Dependent Variables I

I I I Car I
I Variable I Sex I Ownership I

I Parking I - I 0.449 I
I Large Closet I - I 0.464 I
I Bus Stop I 0.403 I -0.317 I
I Balcony/Patio I -0.320 I 0.269 I
I Rent With Heat I — I -0.264 I
I I I I
I _ Fit Measures I

I Box's M (p-value) I 2.56 I 31.04 I
I I (0.05) I (0.07) I
I Canonical Correlation I 0.508 I 0.874 I
I Wilkes Lambda I 0.742 I 0.236 I
I F (p-value) I 6.08 I 20.121 I
I I (O-OO5) I (O-O) I
I Hit Ratio(selected) I 76.3% I 97.3% I
I Hit Ratio(cross—validated)I 67.5% I 75.0% I
I Males I 42 I 42 I
I Females I 36 I 36 I
I Car Owners I -- I 53 I
I Non Owners I -— I 25 I
I Cp (1.25 Cp) I 50.3 I 57.8 I

I {(62.9)
I (72.4) {

L___.___...._.._._.........4..............L.............J
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tion. In the six message pretest, a mean intention of

0.1425 was obtained and was significantly nonzero, i.e.

t=4.035 with 29 degrees of freedom. However these six mes-

sages were not able to discriminate between the two groups.

In general, the Car segment had a mean intention change of

0.142 and the No—car segment had a change of 0.158. Thus it

appears that while the computer program performed flawless-

ly, the messages were not operating properly. Also there
l

was still a time problem, i.e. the time to complete the ex-

periment. was 1.1 hours. on the average. Also there was

still a mortality problem since six subjects left the exper-

iment before it was completed. Thus, two problems remained,

the messages and time.

In order to overcome the aforementioned problems, the

messages were changed. Inspection of Table 17, revealed

that there are seven messages that are significantly diffe-

rent between the Car and the No-car segments. Of the seven,

it was decided to choose the top five attributes for the bo-

gus messages. This was done because the first pretest

showed that six messages caused excessive time problems and

removing one message considerablely reduced the time*9 to

*9 In addition to the reading time for one message, twenty
four questions were eliminated along with the message.
This reduced the burden upon the respondents and allowed
time for post experimental questioning reported in Chap-
ter V.
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complete the experiment. By removing one message, the time

was reduced from 1.1 hours to 42 minutes. The five messages

tested were the maintenance, the bus stop, the closet space,

the parking and the heat included in the rent. Intention

change for this pretest was 0.2349 for the No-car segment

and 0.1606 for the Car segment. There was a significant

difference between the change experienced in the segments.

3.5 SAMPLE QIQQ

According to Cohen (1977), sample size in multiple re-

gression is a function of R2
and the degrees of freedom of

the model. In the Random Model, the degrees of freedom is

the average message value and the anchor intention, i.e., 2

degrees of freedom. For the ordered model, the independent

variables are the logical implication measures for each mes-

sage and the anchor intention, i.e., in this case, 5 messag-

es for 6 degrees of freedom. The respective calculations

that follow are basmd on the prediction rather than fit

coefficients of determination obtained in the Danes (1985)

study. These are reported in Table &da..

For the Random Model, Danes (1985) obtained an R2
=

0.662. Assuming a significance level of 0.05 and power of

0.95, Cohen‘s (1977, p. 441) power tables yield a noncen-

trality parameter, L = 15.44 for a sample size of 11. For
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the ordered model under the same assumptions, L = 21.84 for

a sample size of 21. B

Cohen (1977) formulates sample size formula for multiple

ipartial correlations which is designed to estimate the in-

cremental increase in the coefficient of determination with

additional variables. While this is not the case here,

these formula can be used to provide a best "guess" as to

the size needed to discriminate between models. In this

formulation the sample size is a function of the difference

in R2 and the degrees of freedom of the two models. This

provides an L = 23.59 at the same criteria as previously and

a sample size of 186. For power of 0.80, the sample size

should be 125. However, Lodge (1981) reports that 12% to

15% more variance can be resolved via magnitude estimation

than with categorical scales. Based on these calculations,

and the target sample sizes were approximately 100 for each

segment or 200 total. These trade—offs seemed reasonable

given the the information at the time. The actual experi-

ment ended with 229 persons.5°

5° Because of a larger population of car owners, the demo-
graphic split is 60 % car owners, it was necessary to use
over the proposed 50 subjects per treatment. Thus, the
smallest treatment group, Treatment IV, had 48 respon-
dents and the remaining treatments were larger. This
maintained random assignment within each segment for the
entire experiment.
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1
3.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY _

This chapter outlined the research design, the scaling

methodology and the results of the pretests. As discussed,

the design employed a before—after experimental design for

four treatments. Each of the four treatments are used in

the next chapter to test the hypotheses delineated in Chap-

ter II. Treatment I tests the three models within a benefit

segment, the Car segment, and sets the order of presentation

equal to the aggregate order of attribute importance.

Treatment II applies the same manipulation to a different

segment, the No—car segment, and this forces the presenta-

tion and importance orders to be unequal at the aggregate

level. The third treatment simulated the underlying theor-

etical assumptions of the Random Model by recycling the mes-
1

sages and presenting them in a random order to the Car seg-

ment. Treatment IV delivers the messages to the audience,

the No—car segment, in their individual order of importance.

By using the same messages and controlling the delivery time

it was possible to combine the data to further test the mo-

dels. Combining the first and second treatments replicates

the work of Danes (1985) and proposes some interesting con-

clusions that are found in Chapter V. Also all of the data

was combined to further test the models for an unsegmented _

audience. ·
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The methodology for the scales was developed and ratio

type methodology was used to gather the data for model test-

ing. The pretests results are also reported in this chap-

ter. The pretest was largely concerned with message devel-

opment, segmentation and persuasion of the bogus messages.

The issues discussed in Chapter II of source credibility and

accumulated information were examined and serve as the basis

for choosing Windsor Hills apartment as the product and the

Virginia Tech Housing Office as the message source.

The results of the data collection are presented in the

next chapter. Also that chapter examines scale validity.

The last chapter then discusses the results of the Chapter

IV data analysis and presents an analysis of demand arti-

facts. The last chapter proposes future research directions

and managerial directions.



Chapter IV

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of

the experiment discussed in Chapter III. Measurement issues

are discussed and attention is given to the interpretation

of the results.

This experiment was designed to test three models that is

predict the change in purchase intention that is expected

when consumers are exposed to persuasive messages. To test

these models, four treatments were necessary. Each treat-

ment, while delivering the same messages and asking the same

questions, presented five persuasive messages to two exper-

iemtnal groups in different orders. The consumers were seg-

mented on the basis of benefits sought when renting an

apartment. The segments can be described by the availabili-

ty of an automobile while on campus.

This chapter is organized as follows. The first section

briefly reiterates the purchase intention models and is fol-

lowed by a synopsis of the treatment groups as detailed in

Chapter III. Next, the measurement issues are reported and

the chapter concludes with the treatment results.

154
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4.2 Rhghh Q; Th; PURCHASE INTENTION MODELS

Purchase intention is a function of the initial intention

and one or more quantitative variables referred to as the

message values. In this experiment, there were five one-

sided messages advocating Windsor Hills apartments. The

messages used in the experimental manipulations positively

associated five attributes of varying importance to the au-

dience with Windsor Hills Apartments. The attributes used

were excellent maintenance, excellent parking facilities,

three bus stops, a large closet in each room, and the heat

included in the apartment's rent. After reading these mes-

sages, a receiver should logically imply that s/he should

submit a rental application. They should have a larger sub-

jective probability of submitting a rental application after

reading these messages than they had prior to the experi-

ment.

4.2.1 heeep et the Models Egg thett Processing Assumptions

As previously stated, two basic models exist to predict

post message intention as a function of premessage intention

and the message values. These models have been termed the

Random Processing Model and the Ordered Model. The Ordered

Model has one mathematical formulation, but it has two pos-

sible orders: one via the order of presentation, the deliv— ‘

ery order, and the other the order of attribute importance.
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4.2.1.1 Random Model

The Random Model makes two assumptions about how consumers

process information. This model postulates that readers of

print advertisements may or may not read messages in the

order that they are presented. In general, different read-

ers may read the same messages in entirely different orders.

One may read down the page, another may read from the middle

to the bottom and then to the top, while a third may read

from bottom up. The Random Model assumes that as far as ag-

gregate intention is concerned, many orders are probable.

Furthermore, the Random Model assumes that people may read a

message more than once and may read or cycle through the

advertisement several times.

The Random Model is an averaging model, since it is der-

ived by averaging across all possible orders for the five

messages. The Random Model becomes a function of the ini-

tial purchase intention and an average message value.

Mathematically, it takes the form:

p(¤)n = ßlp(a)O + 6241 (4-1)

where: p(a)¤ = intention after n messages

p(a)O = intention prior to receiving or

being exposed to any messages

M = average of five message values or
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{ Zp(a|b)i } / n, for n = 5

B1 = regression parameter defined as (1-¤)¤

B2 = the second regression parameter defined as

{1-(1—a)¤} or 1-Bl

a = average impact parameter for n messages.

The formulation of the model is in prediction form and not

in change form. The change formulation would have the ini-

tial intention on both sides of the equality. Furthermore,

the model is shown as a linear model. This model and the

Ordered Model model are linear in variable and as shown in

the definition for the ßi's, are nonlinear in parameter.

The a in equation (4-1) is the average impact that the five

messages have on the segment and assumes equal message im-

pact for each of the five micromessages. The equal impact

assumption arises from the fact that for nonlinear regres-

sion, the technique used to estimate the individual message

impact parameters, equation (4-1) is underidentified 5*

5* In general, a necessary requirement of this technique is
that an equal number of independent variables and esti—
mated parameters be present. In equation (4-1), there are
two independent variables and, if the assumption is re-
laxed, there would be five parameters to be estimated.
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4.2.1.2 Ordered Model

The Ordered Model assumes that subjects will experience

incremental change in some determinable order. As discussed

in Chapter II, theory postulates two orders, processing via

order of presentation or via order of attribute importance.

Here a specific order dictates how subjects might change in-

tention.A

The Order of Presentation Model assumes that consumers

will change as they read an advertisement and that they read

in the presented order. It further assumes that their in-

tention will change as they are exposed to the messages. In

general, they read message one and change intention. Then

they read message two and change again and so forth through-

out the ad.

The Order of Importance Model assumes that subjects will

largely ignore the order of presentation, but will change

according to the importance of the attribute in the deci-

sion. Under this assumption, consumers process the informa-

tion in their own order of importance and will sequentially

change in this order. Mathematically its form is identical

to the order of presentation, however, the change occurs in

descending order of importance. The Ordered Model is formu-

lated as the linear equation:

p(a)¤ = ßOp(a)O +
BlMl + ... + BnM¤ (4-2)

n
where: BO

=iil
(1 — ai) for n messages
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ßn = dn for the n—th message

61 to ß¤_l = gg eil l'°‘1) °‘k—1
k=1 1=k

The difference between equation (4-l) and (4-2) is that the

regression parameters are not an average message impact par-

ameter but contain the impact parameters for each message.

4.3 ggggg gg Tg; gggg TREATMENTS

Four treatments were used to test the aforementioned mo-

dels. The treatments were designed so that the assumptions

made by each model could be simulated and from this a pro-

cessing mechanism could be inferred from the data. Further-

more, the subjects were segmented into two benefit segments.

All treatments received the same five messages and all sub-

jects were allowed 45 seconds to read each message.

4.3.1 Treatment ggg ·

In this treatment, the five messages were delivered in

descending rank order of importance based on the pretest re-

sults shown in Chapter III. This treatment consisted of

subjects who had full access to an automobile while on cam-

pus. In this treatment, the order of presentation was equal

to the aggregate order of importance.
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This design was to test the hypothesis that an Ordered

Model will outperformsz the Random Model. In general, this

treatment was designed to test the theory that when subjects

are segmented into benefit segments, they will process mes-

sages in a common order, i.e., their order of attribute im-

portance. Furthermore, this treatment was designed to real-

istically simulate advertisements since they are designed

based on sampling and then, the copy is presented to an au-

dience in the aggregate.

4.3.2 Treatment Two

In this treatment, subjects were presented the identical

messages in the same order as Treatment I. However the sub-

jects in Treatment II belonged to a different benefit seg-

ment, the No-car segment, and thus, the aggregate order of

presentation did not reflect the aggregate order of impor-

tance.

This treatment makes a clearer distinction between the

three models. If consumers change intention by following a

Presentation Model, i.e. by reading and changing intention

incremently, then the Presentation Model should provide the

best fit and prediction validity. With the messages about

52 The performance measure in this research is the predic-
tive validity of a particular model. This is measured by
the PRESS statistic. Futher diagonistics are discussed in
Appendix D.
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the more important attributes scattered in the presentation

and if subjects ignore the importance of the attribute in

their information processing, the Presentation Model should

prevail. If the segment follows the Random Model's assump-

tions, then the audience was mentally recycling through the

messages giving short consideration to each.

4.3.3 Treatment Thgee

In this treatment, the messages were delivered in a ran-

dom order with rereading. There was no aggregate order of

presentation and this segment was a group of car owners.

In this treatment, the Random Model was expected to be

the better predictor. The expectation was that the cycling

would cause the sample's processing order to be random, i.e.

a common order would be undetectable and thus, the Random

Model would be the better model.

4.3.4 Treatment gee;

Treatment 4 consisted of non—car owners and each indivi-

dual received the messages in their individual orders of im-

portance. In general, the order of presentation was identi-

cal to the individual rank order of importance. While not

realistic, i.e. it is not economically plausible to deliver

written copy to each individual in their order of impor-
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tance, this treatment controls for the order of presenta-

tion. Furthermore, this treatment may have strategic impli-

cations for personal selling where it is possible to present

messages in order of importance orally. It is expected that

the Ordered Model should be the better predictor of change.

4.4 MEASUREMENT ISSUES

This section examines the operational measures of the

constructs used in the models. The empirical measures em-

ployed to operationalize the models are the intention to

submit a rental application both before and after the mes-

sages, the message values as conditional probabilities and

the attribute importance scores.

Chapter III discusses the measures employed and the use

of magnitude estimates. The cross-modality matching proce-

dure suggested by Lodge (1981) was not employed in the data

collection because of time constraints. However, the proce-

dures recommended by Lodge (1981) were followed to assess

the validity of the scales as magnitude scales. In the

strictest sense, subjective probabilities are not magnitude

scales. They are truncated since there exists an upper lim-

it, 1.00. Furthermore, one would expect that behaviorally,

subjects would be reluctant to make fine divisions toward

the scale anchors, i.e. with the fixed upper limit being
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1.00, it would seem unreasonable to expect subjects to indi-

cate certainty in regard to intention.

4.4.1 Assessment gf the Scales as Ratig Scales

The question at issue here is whether the measures used

in this experiment are ratio scales. In order to adequately

answer this question, one needs to examine the theory of

such an estimation procedure. Chapter III dealt with the

theoretical aspects of magnitude estimation and shows that

magnitude estimates should follow a power law.

The power law is used to assess the degree to which mea-

sures are proportional to one another given that the two

scales are reactions to the identical stimuli. Lodge (1981,

p.l3) expresses the power law in terms of social measurement

as

R = R sb (4-3)
where R represents the magnitude of a response to a ques-

tion, S is the magnitude of the stimulus, b is the exponent

which characterizes the relationship and k is a proportion-

ality constant.

This relationship can be linearized by taking natural lo-

garithms of each side of the above. This results in

Ln(R) = Ln(k) + b Ln(S) (4-4)
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The above transformation linearizes the power law so that

the data can be assessed by linear regression. Equation

(4-4) is used to assess the degree to which subjects were

making ratio judgments when replying to the indicators.

The empirically obtained ratio between response
modalities when matched to social stimuli should
approximate the ratio established for the same two
response modalities when matched to physical sti-
muli. Emphasis is on approximate to signal the .
need for logical and statistical methods for com-
paring empirical to theoretical ratios. Lodge
(1981, p. 31)

Since all responses were measured using numeric estimation

and line production and the predicted ratio between these

two response modes is 1.00, the regression coefficient of

equation (4-4) should not be different statistically from

1.00 and the intercept should not be different from zero.

The degree of departure from these theoretical parameters

indicates the degree to which subjects were deviating from

ratio estimation. Line drawing and numeric estimation of

physical line lengths are the recommended physical stimuli

referred to in the quotation. In spite of the omission of

the physical stimuli, the methods employed in this experi-

ment at least allowed continuous response by the subjects

and as such should increase precision over the previously

used categorical scales.
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4.4.1.1 Scale Stimuli

Since the cross modality paradigm was not used in this

experiment, one can only demonstrate a propensity toward ra-

tio measurement. This will be addressed by examining the

power law for each measurement stimuli used in the experi-

ment. Recall that there were two different scale stimuli

that were given to the subjects. The importance measures

were unbounded while the subjective probability estimates

were bounded.

The importance measures were relative to an assigned ad-

jective phrase and an individual adjective phrase. Both

phrases were based on the results reported in Lodge (1981).

The assigned phrase, 'More or Less' was given a value of 40

based on an average of the results of the phrases:

So—so, good and bad, neither good nor bad, and
mediocre. Lodge (1981, p.38)

The mean value for these adjective phrases is 42 with a

range from 34 to 50. The objective was to establish a re-

ference near a point of indifference. Thus respondents were

asked to establish a value of so—so, relative to the as-

signed stimuli, i.e. relative to a value of 40 for the

phrase more or less. As expected, the mean value for so-so

was 40.85 with a range from 10 to 75. The numerical res-

ponses were then relative to their assigned value for so-so.

The scale value was calculated by dividing this assigned va-

lue into the subject's numerical estimates.
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For the line production phase of the importance measures,

subjects were given a line representing the phrase so-so.

This line was designed to provide subjects with the same

stimuli as before by taking their assigned value for so—so

and apportioning the CRT screen size, 80 sections, to this

value. In other words, the line length stimuli was given by

taking the maximum value of the numeric estimate and divid-

ing 80 by this value. For example, suppose that the maximum

importance numeric response was 3 for a so-so value of 40.

The respondent would be given a line that was 80/3 or 27

units long and was told that this represented the phrase

so-so.

The probability measures were obtained by numeric esti-

mates of probability and chances out of 100. The former

measures required subjects to state their subjective prob-

ability as a response. The latter asked for a reply to in

the form of odds or chances out of 100. The line production

measures were scales, one with quartile divisions from 0 to

1.00 and the other in quartiles from 0 to 100. The line

production scales repeated the questions used in the numeric

estimation but the respondent was asked to mark an 'X' under

their response. The former scale was graduated by 0.25 to

1.00 and the latter by 25. The numbers were used as res-

ponse cues.
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The measures were designed to provide the respondent with

the opportunity to respond without the confines of catego-

ries typical in social science inquiries. While time pres-

sures precluded using the cross-modality paradigm as origi-

nally proposed, these scales performed very well. They

closely approximated the theoretical ratios for numeric es-

timation relative to line production. The results are given

in the following section.

4.4.2 Logarithmic Regression Results gf thg Scales

As shown in Tables 19 and 20, the power law was for the

most part followed. The results presented in these tables

are the coefficients estimated by log-log regression. Tables

19 and 20 report the standard errors and t-values for the

parameter estimates. Also included is the correlation bet-

ween the numeric estimates and the line production respons-

es, the adjusted R2 and the angle that the line forms with

the abscissa. The theoretical angle is 45 degrees since the

tangent for a slope of 1.0 is 45 degrees.

The regression was run using all of the experimental sub-

jects regardless of treatment because this analysis is used

to assess the ratio properties of the scales. The response

to a given indicator should, within measurement error, fol-

low the power law relationship shown in equation (4-3). The
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ratio properties should be independent of the manipulations.

If the ratio scales are treatment dependent, then they would

not be valid measurement indicators. The ability of a res-

pondent to respond to questions should not be affected by

the different ordering of messages. Also, the data were not

pooled as are most of Lodge‘s (1981) examples. The pooling

reduces random error by averaging over 10 or more subjects

but may mask individual differences.

When assessing the ratio properties of scales, theory

seggests that two criteria should be met before one can

state that the subjects are making ratio judgments. The

following criteria are necessary but not sufficient. The

subjects must be able to make ratio judgments to physical

stimuli before there is assurance of the subject's ability

to make ratio judgments.53 Time pressures prevented the phy-

sical check but the theoretical relationships can still be

checked. The following are the theoretical criteria for ra-

tio scales:

1. The intercept equals zero to within measurement er-

ror.

53 In Chapter III, the cross—modality matching paradigm was
discussed and because of time, was eliminated form the
experiment. The purpose of this exercise is to test the
ability of the respondents to make ratio judgments
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If this criteria is met, then the Ln(k) = 0.0 which means

that the proportionality constant relating the two stimuli

is 1.00.

2. The regression parameter, the slope, equals 1.00.

This hypothesis tests the ratio of the response modalities,

the numeric estimates and the line production. These two

criteria are rigorous tests of the ability of the scales

»used in this experiment to follow the theoretical relation-

ships established for ratio measurements.

4.4.2.1 Regression Results for the Importance Measures

The results of the logarithmic regression for the impor-

tance measure are summarized in Table 19. All of the

slopes, i.e. the exponential relationship between the two

estimation methods, are nonzero. However, a two tailed t-

test on these slopes indicates that the exponents for both

the maintenance and parking measures are different from

1.00. This is using an a of 0.05 for a critical t—test sta-

tistic of 1.96 with 228 degrees of freedom. These measures

were the first two magnitude measures in the experiment.

Also, two intercepts were different from zero, the mainte-

nance and the heat measures. The remaining three measures

meet the criteria for an intercept of 0.0.
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I I| TABLE 19 |
I I
I Summary Logarithmic Regression for Importance Measures II I II I
I I I I I Adi- I I
I IInterceptI Slope ICorrelation I

R2 IAngle I

I Maintenance Attribute I

I Estimate I 0.173 I 0.853 I 0.647 I0.416 I 40.4 I
I Std. Error I 0.061 I 0.067 I I I I
I T—Value I 2.850 I12.775 I I I I

I Parking Attribute I

I Estimate I 0.036 I 0.884 I 0.742 I0.548 I 41.5 I
I Std. Error I 0.045 I 0.053 I I I I
I T-Value I 0.801 I16.664 I I I I

I Closet Attribute I

I Estimate I 0.002 I 0.952 I 0.735 I0.538 I 43.6 I
I Std. Error I 0.045 I 0.583 I I I I
I T-Values I 0.044 I16.330 I I I I

I Bus Stop Attribute I

I Estimate I 0.006 I 1.016 I 0.843 .I0.710 I 45.4 I
I Std. Error I 0.042 I 0.043 I I I I
I T—Value I 0.156 I23.632 I

’I
I I

I Rent Includes The Heat Attribute I
I

I Estimate I 0.119 I 0.922 I 0.819 I0.670 I 42.7 I
I Std. Error I 0.042 I 0.043 I I I I
I T—Value I 2.857 I21.528 I I I I
I I I I I I IL_...___._...4....._.._L....._.L...........J_.....J..._._J
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Notice that there was a learning effect resulting from

. the omission of the cross modality matching paradigm.5* The

reliabilities, the correlation coefficients, improved as the

respondents answered more of the questions. There is evi-

dence that the respondents were using ratio estimates in the

later three measures. However, there is doubt that the

former two are ratio estimates since they did not follow the

power law. Also, these scales are less reliable than the

probability scales.

4.4.2.2 Regression Results for the Model Variables

Table 20 summarizes the log—log regression results for

the intention and conditional intention scales. Each of

these variables were measured by two methods, the direct

elicitation of probabilities and the odds or chances out of

100 method. Within each of these methods, numeric estimates

and line production measures were taken. Inspection of Ta-

ble 20 shows that the initial intention measures failed to

meet the criteria for the intercepts. In both methods, the

5* The numeric estimates and line production responses to
the physical stimuli not only serve as a check on the
subject's ability to make ratio judgments but help the
respondent practice answering questions with these two
techniques. With the omission of this exercise, the res-
pondent had to 'practice‘ on the measures. Notice that
the slopes and intercepts improved to within the theoret-
ical criteria after the first two importance measures and
the first model measures.
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intercept was negative and different from zero. The slopes

for both methods were not different from 1.0. There are two

possible explanations for this. One is the regressive na-

ture of the line production, Lodge (1981). This seems to be ,

a reasonable explanation since all of the intercepts in Ta-

ble 20 are negative and two other measurements had signifi-

cantly nonzero intercepts. The second explanation is that

there was a learning effect. However with all intercepts

having the same sign and other intercepts being nonzero,

this does not appear to be a plausible explanation. The

learning should have been complete by the time that the sub-

jects had reached this point in the experiment, since they

had responded to the importance questions in a similar man-

ner. The only slopes that were statistically different from

the theoretical ratio of 1.0 is the conditional probability

measure for the heat included in the rent message. Both the

odds and the probability methods had slopes that were not

1.0. It is interesting to note that the probability method

had a slope that is less than 1.0 while the odds had a slope

that was greater than 1.0.

In sum, it appears that for the most part, subjects were

making ratio judgments or at least near ratio judgments.

However, in order to be conservative, interval level rather

than ratio level measure will be assumed for the regression
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I . II TABLE 20 II I
I Logarithmic Regression for the Model Variables II II I

I Method IInterceptI Slope ICorre1ation I
R2

IAng1e I

I I Initial Intention I

I Probabilityl -0.618I 0.949I 0.649 I0.419 I 43.4 I
I Std. Error I 0.124I 0.074I I I I
I T-Value I -4.99OI 12.863I I I I

I Odds I -0.21sI 1.051 I 0.723 I0.520 I 46.4 I
I Std. Error I 0.102I 0.067 I I I I
I T-Value I -2.109I15.751 I I I I

I A I Message: Maintenance I

I Probabilityl -0.068 I 0.989 I 0.863 I0.744 I 44.7I
I Std. Error I 0.558 I 0.038 I I I I
I T-Values I -1.219 I25.783 I I I I

I Odds I -0.217 I 1.014 I 0.694 I0.479 I 45.4I
I St. Error I 0.100 I 0.070 I I I I
I T-Value I -2.167 I14.524 I I I I

I I Message: Parking I

I Probabilityl -0.096I 1.037I 0.837 I0.700 I 46.0I
I Std. Error I 0.070I 0.045I I I I
I T—Va1ue I -1.376I 23.071I I I I

I Odds I -0.0B2I 1.114I 0.763 I0.580 I 48.0I
I Std. Error I 0.095I 0.063I I I
I T-Value I -0.B66I 17.767I I I I

I I Message: Closets I

I Probabilityl -0.757I 1.019I 0.846 I0.715 I 47.5I
I Std. Error I 0.067I 0.043I I I I
I T—Value I -1.126I 23.928I I I I

I Odds I -0.632I 1.079I 0.781 I0.608 I 47.2I
I Std. Error I 0.0sBI 0.06*/I I I I
I T—Value I -0.720I 18.834I I I I
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Table 20 Continued

I Method Ilnterceptl Slope ICorre1ation I
R2 IAngle I

I I Message: Bus Stop I

I Probabilityl -0.156I 0.945I 0.837 IO.699 I 43.4I
I Std. Error I 0.064I 0.041I I I I
I T—Va1ue I -2.44lI 23.029I I I I

I Odds I -0.086I 1.087I 0.828 IO.685 I 47.4I
I Std. Error I 0.071I 0.049I I I I
I T—Va1ue I -1.209I 22.292I I I I

I I Message: Heat in the Rent I

I Probabilityl -0.077I 0.861I 0.862 I0.742 I 40.7I
I Std. Error I 0.046I 0.034I I I I
I T—Value I -1.652I 25.618I I I I

I Odds I -0.015I 1.134I 0.834 I0.649 I 48.6I
I Std. Error I 0.068I 0.050I 0.834 I I I
I T—Value I -0.220I 22.809I I I I

I I Final Intention I

I Probabilityl 0.001I 1.038 I 0.945 IO.893 I 46.1 I
I Std. Error I 0.022I 0.024 I I I I
I T—Va1ue I 0.02lI43.693 I I I I

I Odds I -0.05OI 1.069 I 0.794 |0.629 I 46.9 I
I Std. Error I 0.054I 0.054 I I I I
I T-Value I —0.928Il9.691 I I I II I I I I I IL_...._....._.L......._.L.......L...........J.......L.....J
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analysis. In the next section, it will be shown that these

measures are unidimensional and very reliable.

4.4.3 Reliability et the Measures

Any measuring instrument is relatively reliable if
it is minimally affected by chance disturbances

V (i.e., randonx measurement error). Carmines and
Zeller (1979, p.16)

l
In assessing reliability, it is necessary to first establish

the dimensionality of the indicators. In order for reli-

ability to have meaning, it must be established that the in-

dicators are unidimensional or parallel, i.e. they are mea-

suring a unique trait.

Parallel measures have identical but unknown true scores

and equal variances (Carmines and Zeller, 1979; Peter,

1979). Given two indicators X and Y, there should exist a

relationship such that X = T + ex and Y = T + ey where T is

a perfectly measured true score for the construct and ex and

GY are random measurement errors with equal variances. Ac-

cording to Carmines and Zeller (1979, p.47), parallel mea-

sures have the following properties.

1. The expected (mean) values of parallel measures are

equal.

The expected value is generally taken to be the mean score

of the indicators and is an estimate of the true score.

(Peter, 1979)
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2. The observed score variance of parallel measures is

equal.

3. The pairwise intercorrelation among parallel measure-

ments are equal. _

Hunter and Gerbing (1982), Anderson and Gerbing (1982) and

Danes and Mann(1984) term this criterion internal consisten-

cy.

4. The correlations of parallel measures with other

traits are equal and smaller than the same trait cor-

relations.

Hunter and Gerbing (1982), Anderson and Gerbing (1982) and

Danes and Mann(1984) term this property external consisten-

cy.

These properties imply that there are no systemat-
ic differences between parallel measurements; in-
stead, they only differ from another because of
strictly random error, and thus, for essential
purposes, are completely interchangeable. Car-
mines and Zeller (1979, p.47)

If indicators satisfy the above criteria, there is strong

evidence that the measures are parallel and that the fluctu-

ations of the responses are random measurement error.

Prior to examining reliability, the above criteria are

tested. Cronbach's alpha only has meaning if the measures

of constructs are unidimensional (Hunter and Gerbing, 1979;

Green, Lissitz and Muliak, 1977). Recall that numeric esti-

mation and line production estimates were obtained for two
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different. methods, the direct probabilities and the odds

methods. The following sections examine these measures in

light of the above criteria.

4.4.3.1 Equality of Means - Criterion One

Table 21 reports the means or expected values for the

four indicators associated with each of the seven con-

structs. Paired t—tests between the minimum and maximum me-

ans in each row were not significant except for the prob-

ability measure for the initial intention. As discussed

earlier, the numeric estimation of the initial intention was

the first measure and is statistically different from the

remaining three indicators of initial intention.55

4.4.3.2 Equality of Variances - Criterion Two

Table 22 lists the variances for each construct indicator

across the four scales. Inspection of this table reveals

that there is little difference in the magnitude of the var-

iances. Ott (1977) suggests using Hartley‘s Test for equal

variances. Hartley's test compares the ratio of the maximum

variance to the minimum variance for the cluster items and

55 Even though the first measure, the probability measure
for the initial intention, failed the test of equality of
means, the measure was retained. Examination of the re-
maining criteria shows that the other three conditions
were met. Eurthermore when this indicator was included,
reliability remained unaffected.
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I II TABLE 21 I
I Expected Values of the Indicators II I
I I Probability I Odds I

‘
I Construct I Method I Method I

I I N.E. I L.1>. I N.E. I L.P. I

I Initial Intentionl 0.3287 I 0.3970 I 0.3911 I 0.4194 I

I Maintenance I 0.4932 I. 0.4886 I 0.4647 I 0.4769 I

I Parking I 0.4077 I 0.4223 I 0.4194 I 0.4260 I

I Closets I 0.4201 I 0.4145 I 0.4137 I 0.4157 I

I Bus I 0.4704 I 0.4868 I 0.4779 I 0.4941 I

I Heat in Rent I 0.5644 I 0.5467 I 0.5339 I 0.5325 I

I Final Intention I 0.6840 I 0.6902 I 0.6702 I 0.6840 I

I II Sample Size = 229 I
I I
I N.E. = Numeric Estimation · I I

L.P. = Line
Productionu...__...._..........._..._...............................4
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compares this ratio to a F value. The data passed this test

at the 0.05 level. Visual inspection of Table 22 verifies

this result for each variable.

4.4.3.3 Test for Internal Consistency — Criteria Three

Internal consistency deals with the degree to which the

pairwise correlations within a construct are equal. Furth-

ermore, within a construct or cluster of indicators, the
l

correlation between two indicators must satisfy the product

rule:

rxixj = rxiT rxjT (4-5)

where: = pairwise correlation between indicator i and
1 J

indicator j

rx_T = the correlation of indicator xi with the
1

cluster true score T.

ryiT = the correlation of indicator yi with the
cluster true score T.

Hunter and Gerbing (1982, p. 278) provide a formula for the

partial correlation between two indicators. Their method

partials out the effects of the true score which is the

trait causing responses to the items. This value should be

near zero to within measurement error. Also, the operating

assumption is that the errors are uncorrelated. The formula

is
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I II TABLE 22 I

I Variance of the Indicators II I
I I Probability I Odds I

I I N.E. I L.P. I N.E. I L.P. I

I Initial Intentionl 0.0748 I 0.0610 I 0.0681 I 0.0613 I

I Maintenance I 0.0765 I 0.0711 I 0.0779 I 0.0674 I

I Parking I 0.0671 I 0.0585 I 0.0668 I 0.0568 I

I Closets I 0.0732 I 0.0596 I 0.0663 I 0.0582 I

I Bus I 0.0809 I 0.0800 I 0.0812 I 0.0763 I

I Heat I 0.0757 I 0.0809 I 0.0831 I 0.0755 I

I Final Intention I 0.0662 I 0.0684 I 0.0757 I 0.0718 I

I Sample Size = 229 I
I N.E. = Numeric Estimation I

E L.P. = Line Production
EL........._...................................................J
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rxixj - (rxiTrxjT)

rxixjT = -———-—-——---—-----—————--——------——--——-——
(4-6)

((1 - (rxiT>2> >« (1 - (rx_T>2> 11/2
where rx·x'T is the partial correlationjcontrolling for the
true scogeg and the remaining correlations are defined under

equation (4-5). The numerator is the difference between the

observed pairwise correlation and the value calculated by

the product rule operating on the communalities obtained

from the confirmatory factor analysis. The squared terms in

the denominator are the communalities of the indicators as

estimated by confirmatory factor analysis, in this case by

the computer program , PACKAGE, by Hunter and Cohen (1969).

Table 29packi. through Table 29 report the partial coef-

ficients in the lower left triangle below the diagonal of

these tables. The factor communalities are on the diagonal

of each cluster matrix and the pairwise correlations are in

the upper right triangle of the same tables. Hunter (1977)
n

does provide a chi-square test for a strong-weak gradient in

the cluster. This is a test that all of the partial corre-

lations are zero.

Chi—Square = (N — 1) 2 (4-7)

where N is the sample size. This test sums the partial cor-

relations calculated above for each construct and multiplies
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this sum by (N-1). The ydegrees of freedom are n(n-1)/2

where n is the number of pairwise correlations. This test,

as Hunter (1977) points out, is extremely sensitive to sam-

ple size. In this experiment N = 229 and thus makes this

test extremely powerful. The chi-square rejects the hy-

pothesis that a gradient does not exist in the data and sta-

tistically would suggest that none of this data is internal-

ly consistent. This result contradicts visual inspection of

the matrices which suggests that the data are internally

consistent.56 This result, as Hunter (1977) suggests, is the

reason for visual rather than statistical examination.

4.4.3.4 Test for External Consistency - Criteria Four

External consistency refers to an indicator's correlation
E

with an indicator in another cluster. Here, the indicators

within a cluster should correlate, in magnitude, equivalent-

ly with an off trait indicator. This correlation should be

lower than the within-cluster correlations. Also, Hunter

and Gerbing (1982) and Danes and Mann (1984) provide a sum-

mary index termed the similarity coefficient. This index,

when communalities are placed in the diagonal of a correla-

tion matrix, will be between +1 and -1 with zero indicating

56 Inspection of Tables 23·through 29 reports that the par-
tial correlations are near zero. The extreme power asso-
ciated with the chi-square limits its practical useful-
ness.
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I II TABLE 23 II I
I Initial Intention Cluster II II. I
I Initial Intention II II Probability Odds II II NE LP NE LP II I
I I NE 0.64 0.80 0.75 0.73 II I
I LP 0.998 0.92 0.88 0.92 II (0.159) II I
I NE 0.997 0.999 0.89 0.93 I
I (-0.032) (-0.265) II ”

I
I LP 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.91 I
I (-0.177) (0.030) (0.318) II I
I Coefficient Alpha = 0.95 I

I Communalities are in the diagonal. I
I Pearson correlations are above the diagonal. I
I Partial correlations are in parenthesis. I
I Similarity coefficients are below the diagonal. I
I NE is Numeric Estimation I
I LP is Line Production II I
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I II TABLE 24 III
I Maintenance Message Cluster III
I I
I Maintenance Message II I
I Probability Odds II II NE LP NE LP II II NE 0.82 0.88 0.85 0.83 II I
I LP 0.999 0.91 0.89 0.89 I

I
(0.136)

I
I — NE 0.998 0.999 0.89 0.90 I
I (-0.037) (-0.134) II I
I LP 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.87 I
I (-0.112) (-0.028) (-0.155) I

I Coefficient Alpha = 0.96 I

I Communalities are in the diagonal. I
I Pearson correlations are above the diagonal. I
I Partial correlations are in parenthesis. I
I Similarity coefficients are below the diagonal. I
I NE is Numeric Estimation I
I LP is Line Production III
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I II TABLE 25 II I
I Parking Message Cluster II II I
I Parking Message II I
I Probability Odds II ·II NE LP NE LP II I
I NE 0.75 0.85 0.79 0.80 II I
I LP 0.999 0.91 0.89 0.89 I

I
(0.166)

I
I NE 0.995 0.998 0.88 0.92 I
I (-0.105) (-0.101) II I
I LP 0.994 0.999 0 999 0.90 I
I (-0.092) (-0.131) (0.256) I

I Coefficient Alpha = 0.96 I

I Communalities are in the diagonal. I
I Pearson correlations are above the diagonal. I
I Partial correlations are in parenthesis. I
I Similarity coefficients are below the diagonal. I
I NE is Numeric Estimation II LP is Line Production III
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I I
I TABLE 26 I
I I
I Closet Message Cluster I
I I
I I

I Closet Message I
I I
I Probability Odds I
I I
I NE LP NE LP I
I . I
I NE 0.76 0.87 0.80 0.79 I
I I
I LP 0.998 0.91 0.86 0.89 I

I
(0.239)

I
I NE 0.995 · 0.998 0.87 0.92 I
I (-0.063) (-0.251) I
I I
I LP 0.995 0.999 0.999 0.89 I
I (-0.192) (-0.058) (0.311) I

I Coefficient Alpha = 0.96 I

I Communalities are in the diagonal. I
I Pearson correlations are above the diagonal. I
I Partial correlations are in parenthesis. I
I Similarity coefficients are below the diagonal. I
I NE is Numeric Estimation I
I LP is Line Production I
I I
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I II TABLE 27 II I
I Bus Stop Message Cluster II II ‘

II Bus Stop Message II I
I Probability Odds II II NE LP NE LP II I
I NE 0.73 0.83 0.77 0.82 II I
I LP 0.996 0.93 0.89 0.93 I
I (0.052) II I
I NE 0.995 0.998 0.86 0.91 I
I (-0.069) (-0.006) II I
I LP 0.996 0.999 0.999 0.93 I
I (-0.021) (-0.069) (0.113) III

I Coefficient Alpha = 0.96 I

I Communalities are in the diagonal. I
I Pearson correlations are above the diagonal. I
I Partial correlations are in parenthesis. I
I Similarity coefficients are below the diagonal. II NE is Numeric Estimation I
I LP is Line Production ‘

II . I
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I II TABLE 28 II I
I Rent With Heat Message Cluster II II II I
I Probability Odds I
I NE LP NE LP I
I NE 0.79 0.85 0.84 0.85 II I
I _ LP 0.997 0.88 0.88 0.91 I

I
(0.092)

I
I NE 0.996 0.998 0.90 0.95 I
I (-0.051) (-0.119) II I
I LP 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.95 I
I (-0.131) (-0.037) (0.277) II I
I Coefficient Alpha =0.97 I

I Communalities are in the diagonal. I
I Pearson correlations are above the diagonal. I
I Partial correlations are in parenthesis. I
I Similarity coefficients are below the diagonal. I
I NE is Numeric Estimation I
I LP is Line Production II I
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perfect dissimilarity and the extremities indicating perfect

external consistency. The index is

E rx.y rx.y
Y 1 J .¢x_x_ = —————·————--———-——--———--———-—-——--——-— (4-8)

1 J

{(z rx y2)l/2 (Z rx YZ)1/2}
· Y 1 Y 1

where is the similarity coefficient and the subscript-
ed variabläs are the correlations with all other variables

including the xi and xj indicators. In general, the
fxiy-

and IXIY represent the correlations of within cluster indi-
catorsjand all other indicators involved in the study. In-

spection of Table 23 through Table 29 show that these indic-

es are all near 1.00 and indicate that these indicators are

parallel. A statistical test does not exist to test this

hypothesis and the similarity coefficients as are the 'flat-

ness' coefficients are relative to one another.

In sum, these indicators do meet the tests for unidimen-

sionality and thus allows calculation of the average interi-

tem correlations for each construct. Cronbach's alpha coef-

ficient is a popular indicator of reliability. As seen in

Table 23 through Table 29, the coefficient alpha for each

cluster is very high, above 0.95 for each cluster.
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I II TABLE 29 II I
I Final Intention Cluster II II I
I Probability Odds I
I NE LP NE LP I
I NE 0.94 0.96 0.95 0.94 II I
I LP 1.000 0.97 0.96 0.97 I

I
(0.163)

I
I NE 1.000 1.000 0.96 0.97 I
I (0.033) (-0.282) II I
I LP 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.96 I
I (-0.215) (0.077) (0.204) |

_I Coefficient Alpha =O.99 I

I Communalities are in the diagonal. I
I Pearson correlations are above the diagonal. I
I Partial correlations are in parenthesis. I
I Similarity coefficients are below the diagonal. I
I NE is Numeric Estimation I
I LP is Line Production II Iu...._......................._................_..._...J
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4.4.3.5 Further Comment on the Importance Measures

Lodge (1981) consistently reports correlations between

the two estimation techniques, numeric and line drawing, as

being over 0.95.
-As

noted by Carmines and Zeller (1979) and

Churchill (1983), the two methods, line production and num-

eric estimation, are akin to the alternative-form method of

obtaining an estimate of reliability, the correlation bet-

ween the two alternative forms.

Since there were only two indicators of importance, a

cluster factor would be underdefined and precludes unidimen-

sional analysis, i.e. at least three indicators are re-

quired. In this case the only estimate of reliability is

the correlation of the numeric estimates with the line pro-

duction estimates. These estimates are crude since there

was no time delay between the two measures, Carmines and

Zeller recommend two weeks for the alternative form reli-

ability estimates. However this is the best approximation

with the data in this study and these correlations serve as

a conservative lower limit to their reliability.

The correlations in Table 19 are lower than the other

measures. Greater measurement error in the importance mea-

sures is expected because of the omission of the cross-mo-

dality exercise from the experiment. The importance mea-

sures, in effect, were the cross-modality matching process.
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As mentioned earlier, these indicators steadily improved as

the subject answered more questions. The slopes went from

values that were different from one to values that were no

different from zero and the correlations improved from 0.65

to over 0.80.

Recall that the purpose of the importance measures was to

order the messages within the two benefit segments. In the

pretest discriminant analysis with a sample of 78, five at-

tributes were significant discriminaters for the Car/No-car

benefit segments. In this study only two of the attributes

were discriminating variables, the Parking and Bus Stop as

compared to the pretest results. Table 30 shows that the

importance measures did equally well when compared to the
S

pretests in their ability to discriminant. In general,

these importance measures had a cross—validated hit ratio of

71.21% versus the pretest hit ratio of 75.0%.

Table 32 categorizes the mean attribute importance for

the two segments. The rank order of importance for each

group is shown in Table 33. Table 33 shows that the top

three messages were of equal importance and the last two

were of equal importance in the car segment. There was more

variation in the No—car Segment in that only the closet and

heat messages were equal in importance. Thus, the No—car

segment was a less homogeneous benefit segment. This con-
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I I
I TABLE 30 II I
I Discriminant Results for the Benefit Segments II II I
I (Variables From Stepwise Procedure) I

I I Dependent Variables I
I I Car I
I Variable I Ownership I

I Parking I 0.8924 I
I Large Closet I — I
I Bus Stop I 1.006 I
I Maintenance I - I
I Rent With Heat I —

II I I
I Fit Measures I

I Box‘s M (p-value) I 16.554 I
I I (0.0011) I
I Canonical Correlation I 0.874 I
I Wilkes Lambda I 0.7435 I
I F (p-value) I 16.216 I‘|

I (O-O) I
I Hit Ratio(selected) I 72.16% I
I Hit Ratio(cross-validated) I 71.21% I
I Car Owners I 125 I
I Non Owners I 104 I
I Cp (1.25 Cp) I 50.4 I

I I (63.0)
IL........................._....4........................J
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I E I| TABLE 3 1 - I

I Hit Ratios by Group for the Discriminant Analysis II I
I Classification Results Using the Selected Data I

I I Predicted Membership I

I Actual Segment I Size I Car I No-car I _

I Car Segment I 56 I 50 I 6 I
I I I 89.3% I 10.7% I

I No-car Segment I 41 I 21 I 20 I
I I I 51.2% I 48.8% I

I Percent of Total Cases Correctly Classified : 72.16% II I
I Classification Results for the Holdout Sample I

I I Predicted Membership I

I Actual Segment I Size I Car I No-car I

I Car Segment I 69 I 62 I 7 I

I { { 89.9% I 10.1% I
I No-car Segment I 63 I 31 I 32 I
I U I I 49.2% I 50.8% I

I
Percent of Total Cases Correctly Classified : 71.21%

IL..._...._................................................._4
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clusion is reinforced by the poorer classification results

illustrated in Table 31.

The importance measures have more measurement error and

are less reliable than the other measures. However, they

seem to suffice in that they have the same discriminating

ability as the categorical scales·used in the pretest. _

4.4.3.6 Arithmetic or Geometric Mean?

The data analysis used the arithmetic rather than the

geometric mean suggested by Lodge (1981). The reason for

using the arithmetic mean is that the cross—modality para-

digm was not used in this experiment. Wegener (1983) makes

the point that without the cross-modality matching to physi-

cal stimuli, these scales should be treated as logarithmic

interval scales and not as true ratio scales. Furthermore,

not all of the scales met the criteria for ratio scales and

the subjects were not exposed to physical stimuli prior to

the experimental measures. As such, interval level measure

is assumed even though there is considerable evidence in fa-

vor of ratio level measurement. The arithmetic rather than

the geometric mean was used to average the unidimensional

indicators of the variables.
i

The geometric mean as well as the more usual ar-
ithmetic mean, median, and mode are legitimate
measures of central tendency when attributes are
measured on a ratio scale. Churchill(l983, p.246)
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I I _| TABLE 32 I
I Attribute Importance by Benefit Segment I1 . 1
I I Car I No Car I
I I Segment N = 125 I Segment N = 104 I

I Message I Mean Std. Dev.I Mean Std. Dev. I

I Maintenance I 2.629 1.640 I 2.559 1.229 I

I Parking*
A

I 2.425 1.392 I 1.711 0.913 I

I Large Closets I 2.020 1.200 I 2.051 1.124 I

I Bus* I 2.012 1.658 I 2.935 1.778 I

I Rent in the RentI 2.571 1.961 I 2.216 1.590 I

I *Indicates a significant difference in means between I

I the two groups across the rows of the table.
IL............_......................................._-...4
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I I| TABLE 33 II I
I Rank Order of Importance by Segment II II I
I (Ranked in Descending Order of Importance) I

I Car I No Car I
I I Segment I Segment I

I Maintenance* I Bus Stop II I I
I Rent with Heat*I Maintenance II I I
I Parking* I Rent in the Heat* II I I
I Large Closets**I Large Closets* II I I
I Bus Stop** I Parking I

I I
I *Indicates that no significant difference exists betweenI
I the two messages within a segment, i.e. within the I
I columns of the table. II I
I **Indicates no difference for the second pair of II messages. II I
I In the car segment, the mean importance ratings were notI
I different for the three most important attributes and I
I the two least important attributes. The Heat in the I
I Rent and the Closet attributes were of equal importance I
I in the No Car Segment. The remaining attribute I
I importance scores were statistically unequal. II II I;................................................._....;
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With ratio scales, it does not matter which mean is used but

for interval level measures the geometric mean is not a leg-

itimate estimate of central tendency. By using the arith-

metic mean, statistical conclusion validity is not threat-

ened.

4.4.4 Manipulation Checks

In this experiment, the computer was used to control the

order in which messages were delivered to subjects. Each

treatment was designed so that messages were delivered in a

specific order. In other words, these manipulations were

built in and controlled by the computer. As such, all sub-

jects received the messages as designed and during the ex-

periment, there was no evidence that the subjects were not

reading the CRT screen. Observation by the author and pas-

sers—by suggested that in comparison to previous studies

with paper and pencil tests, the CRT forced the subjects to

pay closer attention to the experiment.

Other indicators of a manipulation are examining the mean

changes in intention. If the messages had an effect, there

should be positive, nonzero change in the dependent varia-

ble. Table 34 reports the average change in intention for

each treatment and for the entire sample. Thus, the messag-

es did change intention positively as designed.
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I I| TABLE 34 II I
I Mean Intention Changes for Each Treatment II II I
I I Mean Change I Std. Dev. I N I

I I I I I
I Treatment 1 I 0.2841 I 0.1958 I 65 II I I I I

. I Treatment 2 I 0.3216 I 0.1879 I 56 II I I I I
I Treatment 3 I 0.2597 I 0.1782 I 60 II I I I I
I Treatment 4 I 0.3491 I 0.2117 I 48 II I I I I
I Total Sample I 0.3005 I 0.1946 I 229 II I I I I
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4.5 SUMMARY QE THE PROCEDURE USED TQ ANALYZE THE DATA

The data in this study was analyzed using both linear and

nonlinear regression.57 The linear regression results car-

ried more weight because of the small sample sizes used in
i

each treatment, the biased estimates of variance inherent in

the nonlinear regression and the uncertaintysa associated

with the asymptotic standard errors estimated by nonlinear

regression. The linear regression provides many more sta-

tistics and in particular, directly assesses predictive val-

idity. The difference in the two procedures occurs in the

parameter estimates. The linear estimates are compound par-

ameters and the nonlinear estimates are the impact parame-

ters per message.

57 See Appendix D for a review of the statistical procedures
used in regression. .

58 The uncertainty results from the sample size and the es-‘
timates of the nonlinear variances. The procedure re-
quires large samples but the literature fails to define
large and offers no procedure for estimating the degree
of bias in the nonlinear variance estimates. These two
problems make it difficult to know with accuracy, how
close to the asymptote the estimates are. The standard
error estimates obtained in the nonlinear regression may
be very accurate or they may be far removed from the
"true" standard errors. As such, the nonlinear procedure
carries less credence than the linear regression. In this
research the main thrust is model discrimination and the
impact parameters are of lesser importance. In designing
an actual advertisement, the sample sizes would be larger
than the 50 to 60 used here.
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In the following discussion, the results are reported for

. both a full model and a reduced model. The full model is

the data analysis of the three respective models as formu-

lated in Chapter II. The reduced models are provided as

further evidence of the applicability of a particular model

to a given treatment. The reduced models should be closer

to the "true" model than is the full model.

Adding a. variable to a regression. model always
causes the sum of squares for regression to in-
crease and the residual sum of squares to de-
crease....the addition of a regressor also in-
creases the variance of the fitted value y, so we
must be careful to include only regressors that
are of real value in explaining the response.
Montgomery and Peck (1982, p. 131)

Draper and Smith (1981), Montgomery and Peck (1982) and

Green (1978) caution that overfit models, models with non-

significant variables, cause the variance to be inflated and ·

can cause misleading results. These authors also state that

underfitting a regression causes the variance estimate to

contain bias error.

In order to resolve the problems of over and under fit-

ting, the reduced models were analyzed. Danes (1985) found

that at most two significant messages were present and the

remaining messages had no impact on the final intention. In
l

this study, the messages were so powerful that two messages

caused all of the change and the remaining messages had zero

impact. The procedure used to formulate the reduced models
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resulted from an iterative process between the linear and

nonlinear estimates. More emphasis was given to the linear

regression. In the linear models, the parameter estimates

are compound parameters since they are a multiplicative _

function of several of the impact parameters. With the ana-

lysis of the full models complete and the associated statis-

tics given, variables were eliminated from the full model by

using the following procedure.

1. All possible regressions were analyzed including a

model with only the intercept.

This procedure resulted in a PRESS statistic for each possi-

ble regression.

2. The minimum PRESS was selected from the above regres-sions. _
Also in the process the individual t-value from the full mo-

dels provided starting points for variable reduction. As it

turned out if the individual t-statistic is nonsignificant

at the 0.05 level, the impact of that variable in the nonli-

near case is not different from zero. In several instances,

the full model estimated a message impact as nonsignificant

when in fact it failed the t—test because of inflated vari-
ance estimates.

Obviously the reduced models were formulated after sever-

al runs. As it turned out, if the t—test statistic for the
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individual parameter estimates in the linear regression was

less than 1.0, the impact parameter associated with the va-

riable was zero in the nonlinear regression. Also by elimi-

nating variables, the variance reduced and parameters that

were nonsignificant became significant. The nonlinear re-

gression was used as a check on the linear regression.

The disadvantange of the above procedure is that there is

no statistical means of establishing significant differences

between the models. The models are not nested and as such

the only means available is visual inspection. The R2 fit

and prediction measures are the key determinant statistics

in this analysis. In general, the basis for deciding upon a

model as being the appropriate model for a given treatment

is the relative magnitude of the difference in the adjusted
R2 fit and the R2 prediction or PRESS between the respective

models. The reduced models are the primary models used to

determine the processing mode followed in a given treatment.

Appendix D details these and other regression statistics.

4.6 REGRESSION RESULTS {QR {RQR TREATMENT

The data for each treatment was analyzed using ordinary

least squares regression and nonlinear regression. The ana-

lysis was conducted using the SAS (1982) computer routines.

The purpose of the analysis was to subject the random, the
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order of presentation and the order of importance models to

regression analysis and to select the best predictor model.

In each case the dependent variable, the intention to submit

a rental application after the messages, was modeled as a

function of the initial intention to submit and either the

message values individually or as an average Value.

In each case all of the models had significant F values

at the 0.05 level. This indicates that at least one regres-

sion coefficient in each model is nonzero. All of the mo-

dels fit the data reasonably well and explained over 50% of

the Variation in the dependent variable. As explained in

the previous section, the purpose is to find the better

predictor of intention and from this infer back to the plau-

sible mechanism by which each group processed the informa-

tion. Below the results are presented by treatment with

each treatment operating under a hypothesis.

4.6.1 Treatment Qge

In this treatment, subjects were presented messages in an

order determined by pretests. Table 33 lists the order in

which the subjects in the Car Segment received the messages.

Each subject was exposed to a single message for 45 seconds.

Each subject in this group had a car and was assigned ran-

domly to this treatment. The other possible treatment for
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this segment was Treatment 3. In this treatment, the order

of presentation was equal to the aggregate order of impor-

tance. The hypothesis tested was:

When a benefit segment is exposed to persuasive
messages in an order equal to the segments' aggre-
gate order of importance, the intention after the
messages will be best predicted by the order of
importance model.

In general, the Order of Importance model should be the best

predictor followed by the Order of Presentation model. The

worst predictor should be the Random Model.

Table 35 summarizes the overall fit for the three models

using all of the independent variables. On all criteria,

the Order of Importance and Order of Presentation models

provided a better fit and exhibited higher predictive valid-

ity than the Random Model. However, there is a small magni-

tude difference between the models. The maximum value of

the difference in PRESS is between the random and the impor-

tance model. This magnitude is 0.059 and the R2
prediction

is 0.022 greater for the importance model. The importance

model explained 2.2% more variance in the dependent variable

than did the Random Model.

Tables 36, 37, and 38 summarize the parameters and asso-

ciated statistics for each model. In all three cases the

initial intention parameter is statistically equal to zero.

Furthermore in the two ordered models, only two of the five
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I II TABLE 35 II I
I Summary Measures of Fit for the Models for Treatment 1 II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I
I Regression I 1.3644 I 0.4894 I 0.4997 II I I I II Mean Square I I I II Error I 0.0247 I 0.0228 I 0.0229 II I I I I
I F-Value I 55.309 I 21.480 I 21.825 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.641 I 0.690 I 0.693 II I I I I
I Adj R2(Fit) I 0.629 I 0.658 I 0.661 II I I I I
I PRESS I 1.681 I 1.654 I 1.622 II I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I 0.605 I 0.612 I 0.625 II I I I I
I D. E. I 2/62 I 6/58 I 6/58 I

I I Non-Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I
I Regression I 1.344 I 0.4781 I 0.4785 II I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I
I Error I 0.0249 I 0.0236 I 0.0236 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.637 I 0.678 I 0.678 II I I I I
I Corrected Total Sum of Squares = 4.2582 II Sample size: N = 65 II I
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messages have significant parameters in the linear and non-

linear regressions. The variance inflation factors, VIE,

and the condition indices for each independent variable are

well below the recommended levels for severe multicollinear-

ity. Even though collinearity is present, the collinearity

diagnosis indicates that it is not severe, i.e. the VIE and

condition indices are well below the recommended levels that

indicate severe ill—conditioning of the X matrix.

The nonlinear estimates are the impact parameters for

each micromessage and are the estimated ¤i's for each mes-

sage and. their associated standard errors. However, the

standard error in these cases is asymptotic and is approxi-

mate because the standard error is a function of sample

size.

‘
In this treatment, the initial intention had no impact.

n
Table 36 shows that both the intercept and the impact param-

eter for the Randsm Model are nonzero. For the ordered mo-

dels, Tables 37 and 38, again have significant intercepts

and parameter estimates. The nonlinear case for the Presen-

tation Model shows that the impact of the maintenance and

the heat is nonzero. The Order of Importance nonlinear re-

gression shows that only one, the most important message, is
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I . TABLE 36 I

I Parameter Estimates for the Random Model Treatment 1 II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I· |ConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2765 I 0.0441 I 6.264 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) Initia1I 0.1244 I 0.1440 I 0.864 I 3.616 I 4.051 I

I M-Bar I 0.7669 I 0.1605 I 4.778 I 3.616 I 9.059 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2272 I 0.0218
I

I 0.1836 to 0.2707I

I Alpha I 0.3244 I 0.1385 I 0.0477 to 0.6012I

I M-Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I

I
p(a) = Intention

IL..._..............................._.......................J
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I I| TABLE 37 I
I Parameter Estimates Order of Presentation Model I
I Treatment 1 I
I . I
I I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.E. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2564 I 0.0437 I 5.867 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) InitialI 0.0435 I 0.1540 I 0.283 I 4.474 I 5.751 I

I Maintenance I 0.5025 I 0.1818 I 2.764 I 6.213 I 7.456 I

I Parking I 0.0938 I 0.1722 I 0.545 I 5.045 I 8.811 I l

I Closet I-0.0848 I 0.1783 I -0.476I 5.200 I 10.381 I

I Bus Stop I 0.0084 I 0.1158 I 0.072 I 2.778 I 14.434 I

I Heat in RentI 0.2942 I 0.0946 I 3.110 I 2.238 I 15.446 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard ErrorI Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.1938 I 0.02474 I 0.1443 to 0.2433 I

I Maintenance I 0.8729 I 0.2664 I 0.3398 to 1.4059 I

I Parking I 0.1924 I 0.2219 I—0.2516 to 0.6364 I

I Closet I—0.0520 I 0.2726 I—0.5975 to 0.4934 I

I Bus I 0.0396 I 0.1684 I-0.2974 to 0.3766 I

I Heat I 0.3122 E 0.0956 I
0.1209 to 0.5035 I

L............1._.....4...............L................J
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I II TABLE 38 I
I Parameter Estimates Order of Importance Model I
I Treatment 1 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2377I 0.0442 I 5.376 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) Initia1I 0.167BI 0.1417 I 1.182 I 3.823 I 5.695 I

I Importance 1I 0.4274I 0.1189 I 3.603 I 6.246 I 8.067 I

I Importance 2I 0.2239I 0.1807 I 1.239 I 6.246 I 10.035 I

I Importance 3I 0.0473I 0.1809 I 0.261 I 5.511 I 11.369 I

I Importance 4I -0.0701I 0.1857 I-0.377 I 5.782 I 14.233 I

I Importance 5I 0.0609I 0.1467 I 0.409 I 3.244 I 16.411 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.1827 I 0.0302 I 0.1222 to 0.2432 I

I Importance 1I 0.6845 I 0.1755 I 0.3333 to 1.0357 I

I Importance 2I 0.2622 I 0.1934 I—0.1249 to 0.6492 I

I Importance 3I 0.0888 I 0.1895 I—0.2904 to 0.4681 I

I Importance 4I-0.0761 I 0.2254 I-0.5271 to 0.3748 I

Importance 5E 0.1399 0.1409 E-0.1421 to
0.4219;............_1........1..........._...l._......._.......J
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nonzero. Notice that a potential contradiction exists in

the Importance Model for this treatment. As shown in Table

38, the parameter estimate for the second most important at-

tribute has a t-value of 1.239 which says that the parameter

is statistically not different from zero. Inspection of the

nonlinear estimates shows that the lower limit of the confi-

dence interval is less than zero but the lower limit is not

far removed from being positive. As discussed below, this

issue illustrates the problems associated with overfitting

the regression.

There are two possible explanation for the contradiction.

One is that in calling the second most important message

significantly nonzero with a t—value of 1.239 is invalid.

The reason this is called significant will be clear momenta-

rily. The second and more plausible explanation is that the

variance of the regression is inflated. Evidence to support

this reasoning exists in that there are four independent va-

riables included in the full model that are zero. As previ-

ously discussed, this is an example of overfitting a regres— -

sion equation. It is unknown what effect this has on the

nonlinear estimation, but it appears that the standard er-

rors of the impact parameter estimates are inflated. The

second most important message was called significantly

nonzero because when the nonsignificant independent varia-
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bles are removed from the full model, that particular param-

eter became nonzero. The removal of the other variables re-

duced the variance in the remaining parameters.

The full models in this treatment indicate that either

the Presentation or the Importance Models are the better

predictors of intention. The Random Model clearly is poorer

according to fit and prediction criteria. The aggregate at-

tribute importance order was equal to the presentation order

and the data reflect this fact. In general, the two models

are identical in terms of fit and prediction. The reduced

models are discussed below.
-

4.6.1.1 Reduced Models for Treatment 1

Because of the nonsignificant t—values and the near zero

value in magnitude of several of the independent values, the

models were reduced to only those independent variables that

had significant nonzero parameter estimates. This is a val-

id procedure since an overfitted model has an inflated vari-

ance and eliminating nonsignificant parameter reduces colli-

nearity. Tables 40, 41 and 42 report the estimates for the

reduced models and Table 39 reports a summary of overall fit

for the three models.

Table 39 shows that the Ordered Models outperformed the

random model on all criteria. The predictive validity of
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I II TABLE 39 II I
I Summary Measures of Fit for the Reduced Models II Treatment 1 II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I
I Regression I 2.7104 I 1.4631 I 1.4772 II I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I
I Error I 0.0246 I 0.0215 I 0.0221 II I I I II F—Va1ue I110.318 I 68.098 I 66.781 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.636 I 0.687 I 0.683 II I I I I
I Adj R2(Fit) I 0.631 I 0.677 I 0.673 II I I I I
I PRESS I 1.663 I 1.496 I 1.516 II I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I 0.609 I 0.649 I 0.649 I _
I I I I I
I D. E. I 1/63 I 2/62 I 2./62 I

I I Non-Linear Regression Results ' I

I I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I
I Regression I 1.3552 I 0.9754 I 0.9848 II I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I
I Error I 0.0246 I 0.0215 I 0.0221 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.636 I 0.687 I 0.683 II I I I I
I Corrected Total Sum of Squares = 4.2582 I
I Sample size: N = 65 II I
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II
I TABLE 40 II II Parameter Estimates Reduced Random Model for Treatment II l III
II

I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2712 I 0.0436 I 6.217 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I M—Bar I 0.8848 I 0.0842 I10.503 I 1.000 I 4.252 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2712 I 0.0436 I 0.1840 to 0.3584I
I I I I I
I Alpha I 0.3510 I 0.0950 I 0.1612 to 0.5407I

I M—Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I
I p(a) = Intention III
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I I| TABLE 41 I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Order of Presentation I
I Model Treatment 1 I1 I I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2579I 0.0408 I 6.318 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I Maintenance I 0.5528I 0.0975 I 5.668 I 1.897 I 4.511 I

I Heat in RentI 0.2968I 0.0846 I 3.510 I 1.897 I 6.278 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter |EstimateI Standard ErrorI Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2579 I 0.04081 I 0.1763 to 0.3395 I

I Maintenance I 0.7862 I 0.1007 I 0.5848 to 0.9876 I

E Heat in Rent! 0.2968 0.0846 E 0.1278 to 0.4660 IL...............1........J_................L...................J
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I I
I TABLE 42 II I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Order of Importance Model I
I Treatment 1 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.E. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2318 I 0.0429 I 5.404 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I Importance lI 0.4639 I 0.1121 I 4.138 I 3.002 I 4.694 II I ' I I I I I
I Importance 2I 0.3507 I 0.1231 I 2.849 I 3.002 I 8.789 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard ErrorI Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2318 I 0.0429 I 0.1461 to 0.3176I
I I I I I
I Importance 1I 0.7145 I 0.0998 I 0.5150 to 0.9141I
I I I I I
I Importance 2I 0.3507 I 0.1231 I 0.1046 to 0.5968I
I I I I IL......._.....1........1........_...._.1.............._..J
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the models increased in all cases, i.e. the PRESS statistic

dropped in value and thus increased R2 PRESS. More impor-

tantly, the difference in R2 PRESS between the Random Model

and the Ordered Models doubled.5’ This makes a clearer dis-

tinction between the Random Model and the Ordered Models.

Also the VIE and the condition indices were reduced consid-

erably, at least a 50% decrease in all cases. This is ex-

pected since the most widely used approach to combating col-

linearity is model respecification via variable elimination.

Montgomery and. Peck (1982), Draper and Smith (1981) and

Green (1978) all recommend this procedure in cases of colli-

nearity. These authors stipulate that the explanatory power

of the 1nodel should. not decrease‘ as a result. In this

treatment the fit
R2

dropped by 0.01 at the most while pred-

ictive explanation increased by nearly 0.03 in R2
PRESS.

One interesting development is shown in Tables 41 and 42.

Notice that in the Order of Presentation model, Table 41,

the maintenance and the heat included in the rent messages

59 As stated in Appendix D and summarized in the introducto-
ry sections of this chapter, the magnitude of the differ-
ence in fit and prediction R2's is the criteria for model
choice. The PRESS statistic is limited to visual inspec-
tion because no standard error existsfor significance.
However, the point is probably moot since the comparison
is between three independent models.
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are the two messages of significant impact. These were the

first and last messages respectively. Yet the order of im-

portance model shows that the two most important messages

are significant. Looking at a rank order of the mean impor-

tance scores shows that the top two most important attri-

butes were the heat in the rent and the maintenance, and

there is no significant difference between their importance

scores. The third most important attribute was the parking

but this importance score was no different from the top two.

Table 43 summarizes the orders of presentation and impor-

tance for the means and standard deviations of each attri-

bute.

In sum, there are only minor differences in fit and pred-

iction between the Order of Presentation and the order of

importance models. Both models differ, and by a greater

distance, from the Random Model. However, in all three mo-

dels and in both the linear and nonlinear case, there was a

significant intercept. 'The Order of Importance M/'T1 did

have the minimum intercept. The Order of Importance Model

is the best of the three models because this model had the

lowest intercept and the highest R2 fit and prediction. The

Order of Presentation model supports the theoretical founda-

tions of the importance model, that is, change occurred in

. order of importance to within measurement error.
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I I| TABLE 43 |
{ Importance Rankings for Treatment 1 ]

I I
{ Rank Order { { Rank Order] { Std. {
{ Presentation] Message { Importance] Mean* { Dev. {

{ 1 { Maintenance { 2 { 2.400 { 1.190 {
{ 2 { Parking { 3 { 2.303 { 1.042 {

{ 3V { Large Closet{ 4 { 1.944 { 0.893 {

{ 4 { Bus Stop { 5 { 1.856 { 1.133 {

{ 5 { Heat in Rent] 1 { 2.442 { 1.379 {

{ *Indicates that this value is in ratio to their stimulusl
{ response for so—so. So-so had a mean of 42.4. {
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4.6.2 Treatment Two

The subjects in Treatment Two were exposed to messages in

the same order as those in Treatment One. In this treat-

ment, the order of presentation was different from the order

of importance. As reported in Table 44, the mean importance

_ scores were more dispersed6° than in the previous treatment.

The attributes were more important to this segment. The

mean for the third most important attribute was_equal to

that of the most important attribute in Treatment I.

The hypothesis for this treatment is:

When a benefit segment is exposed to messages in
an order different from the aggregate order of im-
portance, the intention after the messages will be
best predicted by the order of importance model.

This treatment was designed to study the Ordered Models and

the effects of presentation order. The hypothesis basically

implies that the importance model will be the best predictor

but if order has an effect on change the Random Model should

be the better predictor model.

Table 45 summarizes the overall fit of the models. The

three models fit the data but less well than the first

treatment on both fit and prediction criteria. However, the

demarcation between the models is greater. The order of

6° In treatment I, the three most important attributes were
statistically equal in their respective means. In this
treatment and for the entire No—car Segment, the means
were different from one another.
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I . II TABLE 44 I
I Importance Rankings for Treatment 2 II I
I Rank Order I I Rank Orderl I Std. II Presentationl Message I Importancel Mean* I Dev. I

I 1 I Maintenance I 2 I 2.506 I 1.182 I

I 2 I Parking I 5 I 1.643 I 0.932 I

I 3 I Large ClosetI 4 I 1.955 I 1.035 I

I 4 I Bus Stop I 1 I 3.002 I 1.862 I

I 5 I Heat in RentI 3 I 2.397 I 1.618 I

I *Indicates that this value is in ratio to their stimulusI

I response for so—so. So—so had a mean of 40.9.
IL....._......_......_...............................J
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presentation clearly does not predict as well as the random

or the order of importance model even though it fits the

data. The importance model explained 7.2% and the Random

Model explained 8.49% more of the variance in prediction

than the Presentation Model.

Tables 46, 47 and 48 report the results for the ran-

dom, presentation and importance models respectively. All

of the models have VIE and condition indices well below the

recommended values for collinearity problems and all of the

models have several nonsignificant parameter estimates.

This indicates that multicollinearity problems are not sev-

ere and that the models are overfit. Table 47 particularly

points to the overfitting problem, i.e. variance inflation.

The E-value for this model, Table 45, rejects the hypothesis

that none of the individual parameters are significantly

different from zero.

A t-test on an individual coefficient is a test of
its significance in the presence of all other re-
gressors (independent variables). Makridakis,
Wheelwright and McGee (1983)

Since the collinearity measures are not sufficiently high to

cause alarm, it appears that overfitting is the problem.

Therefore, the nonsignificant parameters were eliminated

from the models.
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I II TABLE 45 II I
I Summary Measures of Fit for the Models Treatment 2 II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I _
I Regression I 0.9299 I 0.3180 I 0.3373 II I I I II Mean Square I I I II Error I 0.0270 I 0.0283 I 0.0259 II I I I II F—Value I 34.381 I 11.254 I 13.024 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.5647 I 0.5795 I 0.6146 II I I I I
I Adj R2(Fit) I 0.5483 I 0.5280 I 0.5674 II I I I I
I PRESS I 1.5768 I 1.8565 I 1.6196 II I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I 0.5212 I 0.4363 I 0.5082 II I I I II 0.E. I 2/53 I 6/49 I 6/49 I

I I Non—Linear Regression Results I

I
I

I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I
I Regression I 0.9269 I 0.3173 I 0.3127 II I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I
I Error I 0.0266 I 0.0278 I 0.0254 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.563 I 0.578 I 0.614 II I I I I
I I
I Total Sum of Squares = 3.2932 I
I Sample Size N = 56 II I
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I II TABLE 46 I
I Parameter Estimates for the Random Model Treatment 2 I

I I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2752 I 0.0554 I 4.966 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) Initia1I 0.2514 I 0.1750 I 1.437 I 2.712 I 4.582 I

I M—Bar I 0.6946 I 0.1819 I 3.818 I 2.712 I 8.762 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard ErrorI Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2524 I 0.0270 I 0.1982 to 0.3066I

I Alpha I 0.2285 I 0.0945 I 0.0389 to 0.418OI

I M—Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I

I
p(a) = Intention

IL.._......................................................J
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. I I| TABLE 47 |
I Parameter Estimates Order of Presentation Model for I
I Treatment 2 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates

l
I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2735 I 0.0574 I 4.767 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) InitialI 0.2337 I 0.1944 I 1.202 I 3.201 I 6.267 I

I Maintenance I 0.2684 I 0.2082 I 1.289 I 4.495 I 8.097 I

I Parking I 0.2746 I 0.2161 I 1.271 I 3.121 I 9.664 I

I Closet I—0.oBs2 I 0.1926 I-0.442 I 3.311 I 10.345 I

I Bus Stop I 0.1287 I 0.1678 I 0.766 I 4.000 I 12.977 I

I Heat in RentI 0.1270 I 0.1356 I 0.936 I 2.315 I 14.734 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I‘
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2552 I 0.0354 I 0.1841 to 0.3263I

I Maintenance I 0.5227 I 0.3190 I -0.1180 to 1.1635I

I Parking I 0.3730 I 0.2171 I -0.0361 to 0.8091I

I Closet I-0.0966 I 0.2564 I -0.6116 to o.41B4I

I Bus Stop I 0.1347 I 0.1831 I -0.2330 to 0.5024I

I Heat in RentI 0.1387
I 0.1314

I -0.1253 to 0.4027I
L..._.........4........1...............L...._......_......
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I I| TABLE 48 I
I Parameter Estimates Order of Importance Model for I
I Treatment 2 II ‘ ~ II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2646 I 0.0556 I 4.763 I 0.0 I 1.000 I
I p(a) InitialI 0.2245 I 0.1838 I 1.221 I 3.125 I 6.424 I

I Importance 1I 0.2684 I 0.2082 I 1.289 I 4.495 I 8.097 I

I Importance 2I-0.0692 I 0.1761 I-0.393 I 3.718 I 9.140 I

I Importance 3I—0.1038 I 0.1681 I-0.617 I 3.658 I 11.761 I

I Importance 4I 0.0949 I 0.1847 I 0.514 I 3.300 I 12.159 I

I Importance 5I 0.3784 I 0.2105 I 1.797 I 2.973 I 15.620 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard ErrorI Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2573 I 0.03773 I 0.1815 to 0.3331I

I Importance 1I 0.6586 I 0.2044 I 0.2482 to 1.0692I

I Importance 2I-0.1046 I 0.3004 I -0.7079 to 0.4986I

I Importance 3I—0.2086 I 0.3440 I -0.8995 to 0.4823I

I Importance 4I 0.1574 II 0.2807 I -0.4064 to 0.72l2I

E Importance SI 0.3947 E 0.1879 0.0173 to 0.7722E
L._...........l.......4..............L.........._._...J
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4.6.2.1 Reduced Model for Treatment 2

- Table 49 presents a summary for the three models. Upon

removal of the nonsignificant variables, the Random and Im-

portance Models reversed position in terms of prediction.

In the full models, the Random Model was the best predictor,

but for the reduced models, the Order of Importance Model is

the best predictor. Again, this illustrates the impact of

overfitting regression models. The inflated variances asso-

ciated with the full models mask the impacting messages by

indicating that none of the regression parameters are nonze-

ro at the 0.05 level. The reduced models show that two mes-

. sages did have significant impact and these messages were

the two most important to the audience as an aggregate. In

addition to being a better prediction model, the Importance

Model fit the data better than the other two, with an R2 of

0.584.

Table 49 summarizes the fit and prediction statistics for

the three models. All models have significant parameter es-

timates and R2 over 0.50. More importantly, the removal of

nonsignificant parameters increased the R2
PRESS for each

model, i.e. prediction increased. The order of importance

model was the best prediction model of the three with the
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order of presentation being the worst. The random and pre-

sentation models were close, i.e. the difference in R2 PRESS

is 0.017. The difference in predictive ability between the

Random and Importance Models is 0.039. This difference is

the same order of magnitude as the other treatments.

Tables 50, 51, and 52 summarize the statistics for the

three reduced models. Again the collinearity statistics re-

duced for all models and all of the parameters are statisti-

cally nonzero. The confidence intervals in the nonlinear

regression seem to be large in both Ordered Models. This is

probably because of the small sample size.

As in Treatment l, the order of importance model was the

best prediction model. However, it is interesting to note

that in this treatment the least important attribute had an

impact on change. The bus stop was the most important at-

tribute to this segment, but the parking had a significant

impact on change. Based on Treatment I°s results, one would

predict that the maintenance, the second most important mes-

sage, would be significant. Also, the parking message was

significant in the ordered model.
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I II TABLE 49 II I
I Summary Measures of Fit for the Reduced Models I
I Treatment 2 II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I
I Regression I 1.8039 I 0.8990 I 0.6664 II I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I
I Error I 0.0276 I 0.0282 I 0.0249 II I I I I
I F-Value I 65.408 I 31.867 I 26.775 I.
I I I

”
I I

I R2(Fit) I 0.548 I 0.546 I 0.607 II I I I I
I Adj R2(Fit) I 0.539 I 0.529 I 0.584 II I I I I
I PRESS I 1.604 I 1.660 I 1.475 II I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I 0.513 I 0.496 I 0.552 II I I I I

I I 0. E. I 1/54 I 2/53 I 2/62 I

I I Non—Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I
I Regression I 0.9020 I 0.4984 I 0.6502 II I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I
I Error I 0.0276 I 0.0282 I 0.0253 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.548 I 0.546 I 0.592 II I I I I
I Corrected Total Sum of Squares = 3.2932 I
I Sample size: N = 56 II Iu.._........................................._._..__..J
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I II TABLE 50 I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Random Model Treatment 2 II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I
I

I-
|Standard| I IConditionI

I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2713 I 0.0695 I 4.855 I 0.0 I - I

I M—Bar I 0.9022 I 0.1162 I 8.088 I 1.000 I - I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2713 I 0.0559 I 0.1593 to 0.3834I

I Alpha I 0.3719 I 0.1434 I 0.0845 to 0.6593I

I M-Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I

I
p(a) = Intention

IL..._..........._...................—..................J
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I I I| TABLE 51 |I I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Order Presentation Model II Treatment 2 II II . I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I |StandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.3074I 0.0525 I 5.855 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I Maintenance I 0.5165I 0.1425 I 3.623 I 2.111 I 4.681 II I I I I I I
I Parking I 0.402s| 0.1775 I 2.267 I 2.111 I 7.059 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.3074 I 0.0525 I 0.2021 to 0.4127 II I I I I
I Maintenance I 0.8645 I 0.1844 I 0.4947 to 1.2342 II I I I I I
I Parking I 0.4025 I 0.1775. I 0.0464 to 0.7586 II I I I I
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I I| TABLE 52 II I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Order of Importance Model I
I Treatment 2 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2631 I 0.0532 I 4.950 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I Importance 1I 0.4595 I 0.1079 I 4.260 I 1.754 I 4.752 II I I I I I I
I Importance BI 0.4795 I 0.1599 I 2.998 I 1.754 I 6.713 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2631 I 0.0532 I 0.1565 to 0.3697I
I I I I I
I Importance 1I 0.8829 I 0.2069 I 0.4678 to 1.2979I
I I I I I
I Importance 5I 0.4795 I 0.1599 I -0.1588 to 0.8003I
I I I I IL.____._.......L........J................L..............._..J
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4.6.3 Combined Analysis gf Treatments 1 and Treatments 2
Analyzing the data for both treatments 1 and 2 is justi-

fiable since the only difference was intrinsic to the sub-

ject, availability of a car. The experimental manipulations

were equivalent. The primary advantage of this analysis is

that the sample size is larger and should make the nonlinear

regression more accurate. Also, this analysis is similar to

the experiment conducted by Danes (1984). The primary dif-

ference in this study and Danes' is the order of presenta-

tion was controlled whereas his presentation was respon-

dentsl determined.

The hypothesis to be tested is based on his study. His

study did not segment respondents and the Random Model was

the best predictor. However, he only compared the order of

presentation and the random models. This study's hypothesis

is as follows:
A

When subjects are not segmented, the Random Model
will provide the best predictor of post message
intention.

61 A comparison between this study and Danes (1985) is made
in Chapter IV. This comparison provides some interesting
conclusions and is mentioned here to justify the combina-
tion of the data from Treatments I and II.
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It was hypothesized that in the aggregate and for the two

pooled benefit segments, the prediction would follow a ran-

dom process. The combination of treatments 1 and 2 repre-

sents a nonhomogeneous benefit segment and the processing

should be random for the group.

4.6.3.1 Full Models for Combined Analysis of Treatments 1
and 2

Inspection of Table 53 shows that again, the models are

very close. The R2 PRESS statistic is close for all three

models with the random and order of presentation models be-
-

ing virtually tied. The order of importance model is the

best predictor of all of the full models.

Tables 54, 55 and 56 show that multicollinearity was not

severe. However, there are many nonsignificant parameters.

This is indicated both by the linear t—tests and the nonli-

near confidence intervals. Therefore, as before, the non-

significant parameters were removed from the models.

4.6.3.2 Reduced Models for Treatment 1 and 2 Combined

Table 57 summarizes the overall measures of fit for the

three reduced models. Again, all three models performed

well with the order of importance model being the best pred-

ictor equation. The order of presentation and Random Models

are virtually equivalent. This result concurs with the
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I II TABLE 53 II I
I Summary Measures of Fit for the Models Treatment 1 and II 2 II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I
I Regression I 2.2869 I· 0.7932 I 0.8166 II I I I II Mean Square I I I I
I Error I 0.0252 I 0.0245 I 0.0239 II I I I I
I F-Value I 90.602 I 32.382 I 34.212 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.6056 I 0.6302 I 0.6429 II I I I I
I Adj R2(Fit) I 0.5989 I 0.6108 I 0.6241 II I I I I
I PRESS I 3.1197 I 3.1205 I 3.0390 II I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I 0.5869 I 0.5868 I 0.6012 II I I I II D. E. I 2/118 I 6/114 I 6/114 I

I I Non-Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I Order of I
I I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I
I Regression I 2.2636 I 0.7815 I 0.8065 II I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I
I Error I 0.0254 I 0.0249 I 0.0242 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.5994 I 0.5869 I 0.6350 II I I I I
I Corrected Total Sum of Squares = 7.5522 II Sample size: N = 121 II I
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III TABLE 54 |
I I
I Parameter Estimates for the Random Model Treatment 1 II and 2 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I
I I |StandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2777 I 0.0342 I 8.117 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I p(a) Initiall 0.1699 I 0.1092 I 1.556 I 3.176 I 4.244 II I I I I I I ‘
I M-Bar I 0.7384 I 0.1188 I 6.125 I 3.176 I 8.863 I

I. I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2372 I 0.0168 I 0.2038 to 0.2706I
I I I I I
I Alpha I 0.2799 I 0.0804 I 0.1206 to 0.4392I

I M-Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I
I p(a) = Intention II I
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I II TABLE 55 I
I Parameter Estimates Order of Presentation Model I
I Treatment 1 and 2 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2685 I 0.0341 I 7.873 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) InitialI 0.1422 I 0.1172 I 1.213 I 3.773 I 5.963 I

I Maintenance I 0.3829 I 0.1307 I 2.929 I 5.035 I 7.312 I

I Parking I 0.1291 I 0.1210 I 1.067 I 3.651 I 9.144 I

I Closet I—0 0645 I 0.1264 I-0.510 I 4.113 I 9.877 I

I Bus Stop I 0.0693 I 0.0807 I 0.859 I 2.506 I 12.766 I

I Heat in RentI 0.2254 I 0.0753 I 2.993 I 2.145 I 13.747 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2199 I 0.01859 I 0.1831 to 0.2567 I

I Maintenance I 0.6855 I 0.1941 I 0.3010 to 1.0700 I

I Parking I 0.2418 I 0.1492 I-0.0636 to 0.5373 I

I Closet I—0.0502 I 0.1869 I—0.4203 to 0.3200 I

I Bus I 0.1026 I 0.1042 I-0.1038 to 0.3091 I

I Heat
E 0.2432 0.0752

I 0.0943 to 0.3922
IL...._.........1.._..._.1..........._....L..........._.....J
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I _ II TABLE 56 I
I Parameter Estimates Order of Importance Model II Treatment 1 and 2 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2547I 0.0342 I 7.446 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) InitialI 0.2141I 0.1076 I 1.990 I 3.290 I 5.971 I

I Importance 1I 0.4341I 0.0948 I 4.579 I 3.428 I 8.367 I

I Importance 2I 0.0696I 0.1186 I 0.587 I 4.416 I 9.434 I

I Importance 3I -0.0365I 0.1180 I—O.310 I 4.208 I 11.460 I

I Importance 4I 0.06soI 0.1274 I 0.455 I 4.317 I 12.767 I

I Importance 5I 0.1486I 0.1170 I 1.269 I 2.999 I 14.632 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard ErrorI Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2147 I 0.0234 I 0.1684 to 0.2611 I

I Importance 1I 0.6387 I 0.1217 I 0.3967 to 0.8788 I

I Importance 2I 0.1101 I 0.1504 I-0.1879 to 0.4081 I

I Importance sI—o.0443 I 0.1683 I—0.3778 to 0.2891 I

I Importance 4I 0.0809 I 0.1592 I—0.2345 to 0.3962 I

E Importance 55 0.2204
E 0.1088

E 0.0050 to 0.4358
EL........._._...L....._..L...............J................._J
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Danes (1985) study. In terms of fit and prediction the im-

portance model outperformed both of the other two.

Tables 58, 59, and 60 report the parameter estimates and

the associated statistics. Again, multicollinearity was not

severe since the collinearity statistics, the variance in-

flation factors and the condition indices were considerably

lower than in the full models. Also, the standard errors in

the nonlinear regressions were much lower because the model

does not have noncontributing variables.

In sum, the order of importance model fit the data and

predicted better than the other models. It appears that the

processing mechanism used by the subjects was via importance

of the attributes. Here two groups received messages in the

same order of presentation. If the order of presentation

model were the appropriate model, one would expect the first

messages read to have significant parameters, yet they did

not.

Table 57 summarizes the overall measures of fit for each

of the reduced models. When compared to the Order of Pre-

sentation Model, the prediction R2 is higher for the Random

and Order of Importance Models. This result concurs with

the results Danes (1985) obtained.' In his study the Random
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I II TABLE 57 II II Summary Measures of Fit Reduced Models for Treatment 1 II and 2 II · II I
I I Linear Regression Results I
I I I Order of I Order of II I Random I Presentation I Importance I
I Mean Square I I I II Regression I 4.5126 I 2.3281 I 2.4028 II I I I II Mean Square I I I II Error I 0.0255 I 0.0245 I 0.0238 II I I I II F—Value I176 671 I 94.859 I 100.719 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.5975 I 0.6195 I 0.6306 II I I I I
I Adj R2(Fit) I 0.5941 I 0.6100 I 0.6243 II . I I I II PRESS I 3.1508 I 3.0652 I 2 .9502 II I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I 0.5828 I 0.5941 I 0.6128 II I I I II D. E. I 1/119 I 2/118 I 2/118 I

I I Non—Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I Order of II I Random I Presentation I Importance I

I Mean Square I I I I
I Regression I 2.2563 I 1.5520 I 2.2981 II I I I II Mean Square I I I II Error I 0.0255 I 0.0245 I 0.0254 II I I I I
I R2(Fit) I 0.5975 I 0.6165 I 0.6031 II I I I I
I Corrected Total Sum of Squares = 7.5522 II Sample size: N = 121 II I
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I I
I TABLE 58 II I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Random Model Treatment 1 II and 2 ' II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I |ConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2720 I 0.0342 I 7.948 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I M-Bar I 0.8915 I 0.0571 I13.292 I 1.000 I 4.487 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter |EstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2720 I 0.0342 I 0.2042 to 0.3397I
I I I I I
I Alpha I 0.3586 I 0.0793 I 0.2017 to 0.s1s6|

I M-Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I
I p(a) = Intention II IL...................................................._........J
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I TABLE 59 I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Presentation Model II Treatment 1 and 2 II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2739 I 0.0333 I 8.218 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I Maintenance I 0.5680 I 0.0799 I 7.111 I 1.876 I 4.722 I

I Heat in RentI 0.2647 I 0.0705 I 3.754 I 1.876 I 6.504 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% II Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2739 I 0.0333 I 0.2079 to 0.3400 I

I Maintenance I 0.7724 I 0.0793 I 0.6154 to 0.9295 I

E Heat in RentI 0.2647 0.0705
E 0.1250 to 0.4043 EL..............L........L.........._....4..................4
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I II TABLE 60 II I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Importance Model Treatment II 1 and 2 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates Il
I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2664I 0.0330 I 8.066 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I p(a) Initiall 0.3066I 0.0846 I 3.622 I 2.036 I 4.275 II I I I I I I
I Importance 1I 0.5138I 0.0730 I 7.035 I 2.036 I 6.917 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.1888 I 0.0208 I 0.1476 to 0.2299 II I I I I
I Importance 1I 0.5590 I 0.0737 I 0.4130 to 0.7050 II I I I IL._....__......L..__...J...._..........4.................J
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Model was the better predictor but he did not measure impor-

tance. "

The individual parameter estimates and their associated

statistics are shown in Table 58, 59, and 60 In this analy-

sis some differences are shown that were previously* not

seen. The initial intention parameter was significant in

the importance model and not in the other two. Also, the

most important message to the subjects was the only signifi-

cant regressor variable.

4.6.4 Treatment Thgee

In Treatment 3, subjects were exposed to messages in a

random order with cycling. The messages exposure time was

the same as in the other groups, i.e. 45 seconds, but each

message was presented twice. The first cycle was 30 sec-

onds, followed by a second cycle of 15 seconds per message.

This treatment was designed to test the underlying assump-·

tions of the random model that people cycle through ads giv-

ing short consideration to each message. This treatment was

based on the following hypothesis:

When a benefit segment is exposed to persuasive
messages in an order that is random to that group,
the intention after the messages will be best
predicted by the Random Model.
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The car segment was chosen for this segment treatment.

. Again the same messages were presented to the subjects; how-

ever, there was no aggregate order of presentation and as

such, that model was not analyzed.

Table 61 reports the mean importance values and their

ranking. In this case, the means were higher than for

Treatment I. There is no difference statistically between

the top three messages. The maintenance message is diffe-

rent from the bus stop, but the parking and heat in rent at-

tributes are not statistically different from one another.

The closet attribute is different from the top three attri-

butes. There is no difference between the bus stop and clo-

set attributes. Also there is no difference in the means

between Treatment I and this treatment. In short, the group

is similar to Treatment I in their importance rankings.
Thei

differences in ranking for the groups appear to be a chance

occurrence.

Table 62 presents the overall measures of fit for the

random and the order of importance models. Again the impor-

tance model was the better fitting and predicting model

since the R2
prediction for the importance model explained

3.1% more of the prediction variance than the random model.

Also the adjusted R2
fit was considerably higher, 6.33%,

than the Random Model.
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I I
I TABLE 61 I

I Importance Rankings for Treatment 3 II I .
I Rank Order I I Rank Orderl I Std. I
I Presentationl Message I Importancel Mean* I Dev. I

I --
I

I Maintenance I 1 I 2.8781 I 1.998 I

I -- I Parking I 3 I 2.5578 I 1.690 I

I —-
I Large C1osetI 5 I 2.1017 I 1.463 I

I -- I Bus Stop I 4 I 2.1810 I 2.081 I

I -—
I Heat in RentI 2 I 2.7104 I 2.446 I

I *Indicates that this value is in ratio to their stimulusl

I response for so-so. So-so had a mean of 39.0.
IL__..._......._...........................................J
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I II TABLE 62 II II Summary Fit Measures for the Models in Treatment 3 II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of II I Random I Importance I

I I Linear I Non-linear I Linear I Non-linearl

I Mean Square I I I I I
I Regression I 1.9789 I 1.9547 I 0.7286 I 0.7265 II I I I I II Mean Square I I I I II Error I 0.0261 I 0.0265 I 0.0202 I 0.01987 II _ I I I I I
I F-Value I75.887 I I 36.000 I II I I I I I
I R2(fit) I0.7270 I I 0.8030 I II I I I I I
I Adj R2(fit) I0.7174 I I 0.7807 I II I I I I I
I PRESS I 1.6237 I I 1.4545 I II I I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I0.7018 I I 0.7328 I II I I I I II D.E. I 2/57 I I 6/53 I I

I Total Sum of Squares = 5.4442 I
I Sample Size N=60 II I
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Tables 63 and 64 report the individual parameter esti-

mates and their associated statistics. The collinearity

statistics are well below the recommended values and indi-

cate that collinearity is not severe. Also there are param-

eters that are no different from zero. As in the other

treatments, the nonsignificant parameters were dropped from

the respective models.

4.6.4.1 Reduced Models Treatment 3

Table 65 reports the summary statistics for both models.

Note that the Random Model had a lower PRESS and R2 predic-

tion than in the full model case. The initial intention

which had a nonsignificant t-value for a two—tailed test,

1.612, should be retained in the model. Table 66 shows that

when the initial intention parameter is eliminated, the par-

ameter estimates are not theoretically justified. It is

impossible for the average impact of the messages to be-

greater than 1.00. In this case, the impact parameter is

estimated to be 1.672 for the reduced Random Model. Thus

the reduced importance model is compared to the full Random

Model because the reduced Random Model in this treatment

clearly does not fit. The R2
prediction of the reduced im-

portance model explains 6% more prediction variance than the

full Random Model.
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I II TABLE 63 I
I Parameter Estimates for Random Model Treatment 3 I

I I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.1531 I 0.0501 I 3.055 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) InitialI 0.3041 I 0.1886 I 1.612 I 5.3686I 4.008 I

I M—Bar I 0.8230 I 0.2156 I 3.817 I 5.3686I 11.297 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I
II

Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2127 I 0.0248 I 0.1631 to 0.2623I

I Alpha I 0.2036 I 0.0943 I 0.0149 to 0.3924I

I M—Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I

I
p(a) = Intention

II.__..._........................................._.......4
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I I| TABLE 64 I
I Parameter Estimates Order of Importance Model for I
I Treatment 3 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.1438 I 0.0464 I 3.099 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) InitialI 0.3171 I 0.1669 I 1.900 I 5.416 I 5.714 I

I Importance 1I 0.3406 I 0.1268 I 2.685 I 3.418 I 7.827 I

I Importance 2I 0.6740 I 0.1778 I 3.792 I 7.125 I 8.884 I

I Importance 3I—0.1922 I 0.1596 I-1.204 I 5.268 I 11.709 I

I Importance 4I—0.0484 I 0.1297 I-0.373 I 2.692 I 12.795 I

I Importance 5I-0.1032 I 0.1288 I-0.801 I 2.426 I 16.607 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.1390 I 0.0289 I 0.0811 to 0.1970I

I Importance 1I 0.5212 I 0.1750 I 0.1703 to 0.8722I

I Importance 2I 0.5036 I 0.1122 I 0.2786 to 0.7285I

I Importance 3I-0.1672 I 0.1435 I-0.4548 to 0.1205I

I Importance 4I—0.0392 I 0.1126 I—0.2649 to 0.1866I

Importance SI-0.0960 0.1157 E-0.3279 to 0.13595
L......_....-4.......J...............J........_......_J
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I II TABLE 65 . II I
I Summary Measures of Fit for the Reduced Models I
I _ Treatment 3 II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I
I I Random I Importance I

I I Linear I Non-linear I Linear I Non—1inearI

I Mean Square I I I I I
I Regression I 3.8901 I 1.9450 I 2.1405 I 1.4263 I
I I I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I I
I Error I 0.0268 I 0.0268 I 0.0204 I 0.0204 I
I I I I I I
I F-Value 145.173 I I104.886 I I
I I I I I I
I R2(fit) I0.714 I 0.714 I 0.786 I 0.786 I
I I I I I I
I Adj R2(fit) I0.710 I I 0.779 I I
I I I I I I
I PRESS I 1.6580 I I 1.3013 I II I I I I I

. I R2(PRESS) I0.6955 I I 0.761 I II I I I I I· I D.E. I 1/58 I I 3/56 I I

I Total Sum of Squares = 5.4442 I
I Sample Size N=60 I
I I
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Collinearity for the reduced importance model is minimal

and the initial intention parameter is zero. It is particu-

larly interesting to note the close estimation of the nonli-

near parameters to the linear estimates. The a value for

the second most important message, as estimated by nonlinear

regression, is very close to the linear estimate, as are the

intercept ‘value and the most important variable. Again,

there is a rather large asymptotic standard error and is

most likely a sample size problem.

In sum, the importance model outperformed the Random Mo-

del on all counts. Furthermore, the top two important at-

tributes were significant independent variables. This

treatment supports the premise that people in the aggregate

ignoresz the order of presentation. If there were a presen-

tation effect coupled with the cycling, the Random Model

should have been the better model. The random presentation

and cycling would certainly seem to support a Random Model.

However, the data in this treatment indicate that people

order the messages by importance and change in that order to

an intention closer to that implied by the copy.

62 The word ignore refers to the impact upon change. In
this treatment as in all of the others, there is no evi-
dence of a presentatin effect.
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I I| TABLE 66 I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Random Model Treatment 3 I

I . I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.1278 I 0.0482 I 2.648 I 0.0 I - I

I M-Bar I 1.1366 I 0.0943 I12.049 I 1.000 I —
I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I I

I Intercept I 0.1278 I 0.0482 I 0.0312 to 0.2443I

I Alpha I 1.6716 I 0.0927 I 1.4859 to 1.8572I

I M-Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I

I
p(a) = Intention

IL.._...._....._..............................._..._............4
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I II TABLE 67 II I
I Parameter Estimates Reduced Order Importance Model I
I Treatment 3 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.1145 I 0.0428 I 2.672 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I Importance 1I 0.3878 I 0.1219 I 3.181 I 3.130 I 4.548 II I I I I I I
I Importance 2I 0.6344 I 0.1183 I 5.362 I 3.130 I 8.910 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter |EstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.1264 I 0.0429 I 0.0405 to 0.2123I
I I I I I
I Importance 1I 1.0000 I 0.1900 I 0.6196 to 1.3804I
I I I I I
I Importance 2I 0.6252 I 0.1184 I 0.3880 to 0.8622I
I I I I IL___._..__.__.L.......J......_.......J............._...J
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4.6.5 Treatment Egg;

In treatment 4, each subject received the micromessages

in an order exactly equivalent to their stated importance

and each was given 45 seconds to read each message. This

treatment was different from treatment l since the individu-

al importance scores were used to determine the order of

presentation. The messages were delivered to each subject

in descending order of importance. As such the order of

presentation was random in the aggregate and only two models

are applicable to this treatment, the random and the impor-

tance models. The following hypothesis is offered for this

treatment:

When a segment is given messages in an order of
presentation equal to their rank order of impor-
tance, the order of importance model will be the
better predictor of final intention.

Here the hypothesis is testing the importance model's as-

sumptions that people process information based on their

order of importance. As in treatment 3, the assumptions

were directly modeled on the computer. This treatment how-

ever is the least realistic of the four since it is imprac-

tical to order messages individually with written copy.

Table 68 summarizes the fit statistics for the two full

models. The Random Model is the better predictor based on

the R2 PRESS. However the models are ‘virtually tied in

terms of the adjusted R2
fit. On the surface, it would ap-
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pear that the importance model has been falsified for this

treatment. Closer inspection of Tables 69 and 70 reveals

that the random model is invalid since the impact parameter,

¤,is greater than 1.00 in both the linear and the nonlinear

regression cases. These problems are arising from overfit-

ting the regression.

4.6.5.1 Reduced Models Treatment 4

In order to eliminate the above problem, the nonsignifi-

cant parameters were removed from the models. The summary

statistics shown in Table 71 show that while the Random Mo-

del's fit improved very little, the importance model im-

proved immensely in both fit and prediction. Again, the

order of importance model was the better predictor as hy-

pothesized.

Tables 72 and 73 report the parameter estimates for the

reduced models. In both models, the initial intention vari-

able was eliminated as were three of the message variables

in the importance model. The first and fourth messages were

the messages that had nonzero impact and collinearity was

not as severe. The importance model was the best predictor

model and in the reduced case it also fit the data better

than the Random Model.
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I II TABLE 68 II II Summary Measures of Fit for the Models for Treatment 4 II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of II I Random I Importance I
I I Linear I Non-linear I Linear I Non—linearI _

I Mean Square I I I I II Regression I 0.7075 I 0.6690 I 0.2519 I 0.2360 II I I I I II Mean Square I I I I I
I Error I 0.0219 I 0.0231 I 0.0217 I 0.0226 II I I I I II F—Value I32.319 I I 11.625 I II I I I I I
I R2(fit) I0.5896 I 0.5575 I 0.6298 I 0.6042 II I I I I I
I Adj R2(fit) I0.5713 I I 0.5756 I II I I I I II PRESS I 1.0938 I I 1.1614 I II I I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I 0.5442 I I 0.5161 I II I I I I . I
I D.F. I 2/45 I I 6/42 I I

I Total Sum of Squares = 2.4001 II Sample Size N=48 II I
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I I| - TABLE 69 I
I Parameter Estimates for the Random Model Treatment 4 II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimate| Error |T—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.3067 I 0.0570 I 5.377 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) InitialI—0.2051 I 0.1700 I-1.207 I 3.3093I 4.401 I

I M-Bar I 1.0100 I 0.1878 I 5.378 I 3.3093I 9.911 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I | I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2145 I 0.0297 I 0.1548 to 0.2743I

I Alpha I 1.6975 I 0.1464 I 1.4028 to 1.9921I

I M-Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I

I
p(a) = Intention

IL....__............._.........................................J
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I II TABLE 70 I
I Parameter Estimates Order of Importance Model for II Treatment 4 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2863 I 0.0589 I 4.860 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) InitialI-0.1780 I 0.1829 I—0.973 I 3.870 I 6.045 I

I Importance lI 0.4588 I 0.1744 I 2.631 I 4.183 I 8.800 I

I Importance 2I—0.1346 I 0.2086 I-0.645 I 5.662 I 11.239 I

I Importance 3I 0.0968 I 0.1965 I 0.493 I 4.057 I 11.891 I

I Importance 4I 0.4520 I 0.1749 I 2.583 I 3.302 I 13.406 I

I Importance 5I 0.1274 I 0.1751 I 0.727 I 3.720 I 19.066 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2049 I 0.6343 I 0.1356 to 0.2742

I Importance 1I 1.4580 I 0.8628 I -0.2833 to 3.1992I

I Importance 2I-0.8268 I 1.8461 I -4.5523 to 2.8987I

I Importance 3I 0.4340 I 0.5613 I -0.6587 to 1.6068I

I Importance 4I 0.6001 I 0.1927 I 0.2111 to 0.9890I

I Importance 5I 0.1440 I 0.1786
I -0.2164 to 0.5045I

L_............_J........J._..._..._......L......._..........J
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I II TABLE 71 II I
I Summary Measures of Fit Reduced Models Treatment 4 II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I
I I Random I Importance I

I I Linear I Non-linear I Linear I Non—linearI

I Mean Square I I I I I
I Regression I 1.3831 I 0.6916 I 0.7367 I 0.4911 II I I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I I
I Error I 0.0221 I 0.0221 I 0.0206 I 0.0206 II I I I I . I
I F Value I62.562 I I 35.773 I
I I I I I I
I R2(fit) I0.576 I 0.576 I 0.614 I 0.614 II I I I I I
I Adj R2(fit) I0.567 I I 0.597 I II I I I I I
I PRESS I 1.1113 I I 1.0558 I II I I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I0.5370 I I 0.560 I II I I I I I
I D.F. I 1/46 I I 2/45 I I

I Total Sum of Squares = 5.444 II Sample Size N=6O II I
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I II TABLE 72 II I
I Parameter Estimates for the Reduced Random Model I
I Treatment 4 II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I ICondition|
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.3226 I 0.0558 I 5.783 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I M—Bar I 0.8207 I 0.1038 I 7.910 I —

I - I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.3226 I 0.0558 I 0.2103 to 0.4348I
I I I I I
I Alpha I 0.2909 I 0.0821 I 0.1257 to 0.4561I

I M—Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I
I p(a) = Intention '

II IL._............_........................................J
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I II TABLE 73 II I
I Parameter Estimates Order of Importance Model I
I Treatment 4 I II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2895 I 0.0562 I 5.147 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I ~
I Importance lI 0.3913 I 0.1105 I 3.542 I 1.7672I 5.475 II I I I I I I
I Importance 4I 0.4298 I 0.1248 I 3.445 I 1.767 I 7.277 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2895 I 0.0562 I 0.1762 to 0.4027I
I I I I I
I Importance 1I 0.6862 I 0.1475 I 0.3892 to 0.9863I
I I I I I
I Importance 4I 0.4298 I 0.1248 I -0.1785 to 0.6811I
I I I I IL..._........4......._L........._...J........._.......J
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4.6.6 Analysis et Ati the Qete

It is possible to combine the data from all treatments

into a single data set of 229 subjects. This increases the

power to distinguish between models and improves the stan-

dard error estimates of the nonlinear regression. In this

analysis, only the random and importance models are appro-

_ priate, since at the aggregate level, there was no order of

presentation.

Table 74 summarizes the overall statistics for these two

models. The importance model again provided the best fit to

the data and the best predictive validity. Overall both mo-

dels fit the data remarkably well, explaining over 60% of

the variance in the dependent variable. As in the other
l

analyses, multicollinearity was not severe and there were

parameter estimates that were statistically zero. Tables 75

and 76 show that the initial intention and three of the five

messages had no impact in the importance model.

4.6.7 Reduced Models tet Alt et the Qete

Table 77 summarizes the overall statistics for the re-

duced random and importance models for all of the data com-

bined. Again the pattern. was the same as in the other

treatments. The collinearity was not severe and the impor-

tance model provided the superior fit and prediction. The
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I I
I TABLE 74 II I
I Summary Measures of Fit for All the Treatments II II - I
I I Linear Regression Results

I
I

I I I Order of I
I I Random I Importance I

I I Linear I Non-linear I Linear I Non-linearl

I Mean Square I I I I
n

I
I Regression I 4.8947 I 4.8851 I 1.7166 I 1.7080 II I I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I I
I Error I 0.0256 I 0.0255 I 0.0240 I 0.0242 I‘ I I I I I I
I F—Value 191.522 I I 71.440 I II I I I I I
I R2(fit) I0.6289 I 0.6277 I 0.6588 I 0.6555 II I I I I I
I Adj R2(fit) I0.6256 I I 0.6496 I II I I I I I
I PRESS I 5.9166 I I 5.7079 I II I I I I I
I R2(PRESS) I 0.6199 I I 0.6349 I II I I I I I
I D.F. I 2/226 I V I 6/222 I I

I Total Sum of Squares = 15.5654 II Sample Size = 229 II I
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I _ I| TABLE 75 |I I
I Parameter Estimates for the Random Model for A11 II Treatments II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I
I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2462 I 0.0255 I 9.642 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I p(a) Initiall 0.1241 I 0.0931 I 1.461 I 3.5603I 4.208 II I I I I I I
I M-Bar I 0.8361 I 0.0918 I 9.105 I 3.5603I 9.486 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I

I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard ErrorI Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2270 I 0.0126 I 0.2020 to 0.2519I
I I I I _ I
I Alpha I 0.3359 I 0.0849 I 0.1686 to 0.5033I

I M-Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I
I p(a) = Intention II IL.............................................................J
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I I
I TABLE 76 I

I Parameter Estimates Order of Importance Model for A11 I
I Treatments II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT—Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2223 I 0.0255 I 8.726 I 0.0 I 1.000 I

I p(a) InitialI 0.1686 I 0.0808 I 2.086 I 3.597 I 5.970 I

I Importance 1I 0.4045 I 0.0709 I 5.701 I 3.440 I 8.297 I

I Importance 2I 0.2012 I 0.0895 I 2.248 I 4.982 I 9.920 I

I Importance 3I—0.0375 I 0.0869 I-0.431 I 4.305 I 10.971 I

I Importance 4I 0.1160 I 0.0812 I 1.428 I 3.331 I 12.136 I

I Importance 5I 0.0742 I 0.0774 I 0.958 I2.7210 I 15.337 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.1935 I 0.0164 I 0.1612 to 0.2260I

I Importance 1I 0.6968 I 0.1080 I 0.4841 to 0.9096I

I Importance 2I 0.2531 I 0.1027 I 0.0507 to 0.4555I

I Importance 3I 0.0384 I 0.1163 I -0.2675 to 0.1908I

I Importance 4I 0.1506 I 0.0860 I-0.01891 to 03202oI

E Importance 55 0.1102 0.7366 -0.0350 to 0.2554I
L.........._....L........L...............J................_..J
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standami errors of the nonlinear regression. were smaller

than in the other treatments. The initial intention parame-

ter was significant in this analysis whereas in the preceed-

ing analyses, it was zero. This probably is a result of the

larger sample size.

This final analysis is in agreement with the earlier re-

sults. People process information based on the importance

of the attribute and largely ignore the order of presenta-N

tion in one-sided persuasive messages. The importance model

outperformed the other models in every case regardless of

the manipulation. Specific to this analysis is the fact

that all parameters estimates complied ‘with theory. The

nonlinear estimates, i.e. the impact parameters, the ai's,

were well within the theoretical bounds of 0.0 and 1.00.

4.6.7.1 An Additional Measure of Model Adequacy

Mathematical inspection of the coefficients associated

with each of the linear estimates reveals an additional

property of these models. The parameter estimates, exclu-

sive of the intercept, should sum to 1.00. This test exa-

mines the theory associated with each model in relationship

to the data. A recap of the model parameters shows that for

the Random Model, the sum of the two coefficients is

{1-a}¤ +{ l-(l—¤)¤}

For either Ordered Model, the sum of the coefficients is
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I I
I TABLE 77 II I
I Summary Measures of Fit Reduced Models All Treatments II II I
I I Linear Regression Results I

I I I Order of I
I I Random I Importance I

I I Linear I Non—linear I Linear I Non—linearI

I Mean Square I I I I I
I Regression I 9.7349 I 4.8675 I 3.3979 I 3.3451 II I I I I I
I Mean Square I I I I I
I Error I 0.0257 I 0.0257 I 0.0242 I 0.0248 II I I I I I
I F Value I379.0l6 I I 140.527 I II I I I I I
I R2(fit) I0.625 I 0.625 I 0.652 I 0.642 II I I I I I

I Adj R2(fit) I0.624 I I 0.647
I I

I PRESS I 5.9400 I I 5.6307 I II I I I I I
I

R2 PRESS I0.61S I I 0.638 I I
I I I I I I
I D.E. I 1/227 I I 3/225 I I

I Total Sum of Squares = 15.5654 I
I Sample Size N=6O II I
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I II TABLE. 78 II I
I Parameter Estimates for the Reduced Random Model All II Treatments I‘
I II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I
I I IStandardI I IConditionI
I Parameter |EstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.E. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2396 I 0.0252 I 9.510 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I M—Bar I 0.9499 I 0.0488 Il9.468 I - I - I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Error I Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.2396 I 0.0252 I 0.1899 to 0.2892II I I I I
I Alpha I 0.4504 I 0.1070 I 0.2396 to 0.6612I

I M—Bar = The average message value for 5 messages I
I p(a) = Intention II I;.._........_.................._....................J
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I I
I TABLE 79 II I
I Parameter Estimates Order of Importance Model A11 I
I Treatments II II I
I I Linear Regression Estimates I

I I IStandardI I IIConditionI
I Parameter IEstimateI Error IT-Test IV.I.F. I Index I

I Intercept I 0.2311 I 0.0250 I 9.257 I 0.0 I 1.000 II I I I I I I
I p(a) Initiall 0.2376 I 0.0687 I 3.456 I 2.584 I 4.855 II I I I I I I
I Importance 1I 0.4139 I 0.0704 I 5.880 I 3.364 I 7.715 II I I I I I I
I Importance 2I 0.2346 I 0.0789 I 2.974 I 3.845 I 10.864 I

I I Nonlinear Estimates I
I I I Asymptotic I Parameter 95% I
I Parameter IEstimateI Standard Errorl Con. Interval I

I Intercept I 0.1798 I 0.0151 I 0.1501 to 0.2095I
I I I I I
I Importance 1I 0.5870 I 0.0744 I 0.4404 to 0.7336I
I I I I I
I Importance 2I 0.2539 I 0.0790 I 0.1083 to 0.4196I
I I I I I;_...._........4.._......4......_.._......4...................4
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n n

ä
{§(1'°‘1)}°‘1-1 + °‘¤

y
When the algebra is complete for n messages, in this case

n=5, all of the terms cancel leaving a value of 1.00. For

.the reduced Random Model, this test is not applicable since

the initial intention variable was nonsignificant. This

parameter must be less than 0.

In order to complete the analysis, an estimate of the

standard error is necessary for the t-test. This is ob-

tained from the variance-covariance matrix of the parameter

estimates. The variance of a sum is equal to the sum of the

variances and twice the covariances between the addends. As

shown in Kenny (1979)

Var(X+Y) = Var(X) + Var(Y) + 2Cov(X,Y)

The variance of the sum of all of the parameter estimates is

the sum of the rows and columns of the variance—covariance

matrix. The square root of this variance is the standard

error. Table 80 reports the sum of the parameters for the

full models. T-tests at the 0.05 level indicate that all of

the models pass this test except for the order of presenta-

tion model for the combined treatments 1 and 2 case. This

shows that all of the models fit the data remarkedly well in

that theory and data perform as expected. Also this illus-

trates the effect of sample size on the standard errors.

Note that the standard errors exhibit a marked drop in mag-
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nitude when the sample size is larger, as in the combined

data analyses.

Table 81 reports the results for the reduced models. In

this analysis there are several parameter sums that are sta-

tistically different from l.O. At first glance it appears

that the reduced models deviate from theory. This is not

necessarily true. In the reduced models, the messages which

had nonsignificant parameters were eliminated from the data

analysis. The subjects were still exposed to these messages

and these variables did explain some of the variance in the

dependent variable.

4.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter presented the results of the data analysis

of the four treatments. The data show that the Order of Im-

portance Model is the best prediction and best fitting mo-

del. Evidence is provided that shows that people process

information in a sequential order and that order is deter-

mined by the importance of the attributes to that individu-

al. The last section further shows that the data, within

measurement error, follow the theoretical predictions, i.e.

the model parameters sum to l.OO. The following chapter

discusses these results in detail and suggests areas for fu-

ture research.
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I II TABLE 80 I
I Parameter Estimates Sums for the Full Models II I
I I Random Model I
I I Treatment I
I I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 1 and 2I All I

I Sum I 0.691I 0.946I 1.127I 0.805 I 0.908 I 0.960I

I Std. Error I 0.085I 0.115I 0.093I 0.104 I 0.068 I 0.049I

I I Order of Presentation Model I

I I Treatment I.

I I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 1 and 2I A11 I

I Sum I 0.656I 0.941I -- I -- I 0.884*I —-
I

I Std. Error I 0.083I 0.130I -- I -—
I 0.068 I -—

I

I I Order of Importance Model I

I I Treatment I

I I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 1 and 2I All I

I Sum I 0.857I 0.793I 0.988I 0.822 I 0.888 I 0.927I

I Std. Error I 0.086I 0.127I 0.07lI 0.106 I 0.070 I 0.0soI

I I
I Note: An * indicates that the t-test statistic rejected I
I the hypothesis that the sum of the parameters is not I

I different from 1.00 {
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I I| TABLE 81 I
I Parameter Estimates Sums for the Reduced Models II I
I I Order of Presentation Model I

I I Treatment I
I I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 1 and 2I All I

I Sum I 0.850*I 0.919I ——
I -- I 0.833*I -—

I

I Std. ErrorI 0.073 I 0.083I —- I -- I 0.060 I -—
I

I I Order of Importance Model I

I I Treatment I
I I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 1 and 2I All I

I Sum I 0.814*I 0.939I 1.022I 0.821 I 0.820* I0.886*|

I Std. ErrorI 0.072 I 0.121I 0.071I 0.098 I 0.061 I0.042 I

I ' I
I Note: An * indicates that the t-test statistic rejected I
I the hypothesis that the sum of the parameters is not I

I
different from 1.00

I;...._....................._.._..........................4



Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter reviews the objectives of this experiment

followed..by the research findings. The discussion. then

turns to the experimental limitations and an analysis of

possible validity threats to the findings. The chapter con-

cludes with managerial implications and future research di-

rections.

5.2 OVERVIEW OF THE QTUQX

The purpose of this study was to test three models of

purchase intention change, the Random Model, the Order of

Presentation Model and the Order of Importance Model. The

assumptions of the three models- were tested by controlling

the order of message presentation to different consumer seg-

ments. The dependent variable in the models was the inten-

tion to submit a rental application to Windsor Hills Apart-

ments after exposure to five one—sided messages. Each bogus

message advocated Windsor Hills as a superior place to live

by describing attributes to the sample respondents.

These models assume that different mental behaviors will

take place as people read and think about written copy.

275
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Briefly, the Random Model makes two assumptions about the

way people process information when they read advertising

copy. The Random Processing Model assumes that in the ag-

gregate

1. the receivers as a group will read and/or think about

each component message individually and in an unknown

yorder, and

2. each individual will cycle through the messages giv-

ing short consideration to each message. The cycling

order is random from the advertiser's prospective.

This model differs from the two ordered models, since the

ordered models assume that a detectable order exists and the

individuals process information in a sequential order.

These two models postulate two different sequencing orders.

The Order of Presentation Model assumes that in the aggre-

gate people will

1. read the copy from top to bottom and change intention

as the copy is read.

In other words, the readers will read the first message and

change intention. This change will be small and will con-

tribute incrementally to the total change. Then, the audi-

ence reads the second message, again experiencing incremen-

tal intention change. The process continues until the

person finishes reading the copy.
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The Order of Importance Model assumes a sequential change

process but the change is not a function of the presentation

order. The Importance Model assumes that a person considers

the messages in a rank order that is determined by the im-

portance of the attribute to the consumer. Basically, this

model sees intention change as a thought process63 that is

not dependent upon the manner in which the copy is written

or read. Each individual considers the position of the mes-

sage that provides information about the most important at-

tribute first. If they accept the cogent argument, they

change incrementally to a position closer to the position of

the message. Then the reader thinks about the copy for the

second most important attribute and experiences change.

This process iterates until the copy is exhausted.

The Importance Model is important to advertisers since it

provides estimates of the impact that important messages

have upon the audience. This model shows that people pro-

cess in order of attribute importance and that it takes only

a portion of the messages, in this instance it took only two

out of five messages to maximize change. Given several im-

portant messages, this model predicts the micromessage im-

pact, the intention change and the number of important mes-

63 Any search process had to be mental since the message
presentation was fixed for each treatment. Search, while
interesting and important to this research was not inves-
tigated in this research.
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sages to deliver.

To test each model's assumptions, four treatments and six

different data analyses were necessary. In Treatments I and

II, all of the models were compared and in Treatments III

and IV, only the Random and the Importance Models were com-

pared.

Table 82 summarizes the crux of the study and reports the

hypothesized model for each treatment. As shown in Table

82, there were three different orders of message presenta-

tion in the various treatments, two different benefit seg-

_ ments and two analyses that treats the sample as a nonho-

mogenous aggregate.

5.3 MAQQR FINDINGS

As summarized in Table 83, the Importance Model fit the

data better than the other models with one exception.6* Ta-

ble 84 shows that the Order of Importance Model predicted

better than either the Random Model or the Order of Presen-

tation Model in all but two cases. These exceptions are

noted in the discussion of the major findings for each

6* Table 84 shows that the predictive validity was higher
for the Random Model in the full model regressions of
Treatments II and IV. Recall that the full models are
most likely overfit models. Table 83 shows that the Pre-
sentation Model in Treatment I, in the reduced regres-
sion, fits slightly better than the Importance Model.
The difference in the fit is minuscule.
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I I
I TABLE 82 II II Experimental Conditions by Treatment II II I
I I Benefit I Order of Message I Hypothesized I
I Treatment I Segment I Presentation I Model I

I l I Car I Aggregate Pretest I Order of II I I Order of Importancel Importance II I I I I
I 2 I No Car I Same Order as I Order of II I I Treatment 1 I Importance II I I I I
I 3 I Car I Random I Random II I I I I
I 4 I No Car I Individual Order I Order of I
I I I Importance I Importance II I I I I
I Combined I None I Same as I Random II 1 and 2 I I Treatment 1 I II I I I I
I All data I None I No aggregate I Random II I I Order I II I I I II I I I IL___________4___.._._4..__._.__._..._...J_........_._.J
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treatment.

Recall that the presentation of the messages was manipu-

lated within two benefit segments. Treatments I and III

were the Car segment and Treatments II and IV were the No-

car segment. In Treatment I, the messages were presented in

the aggregate order of attribute importance based on pre-

testing. Treatment II received the messages in the same

order as Treatment I but this order was not equal to the

segment's aggregate order of importance. Treatment III re-

ceived the messages randomly and the messages were cycled

once for each individual. Treatment IV presented the mes-

sages in an individual order of importance.

This section is organized as follows. The results for

each treatment are discussed separately and the limitations

to that specific treatment are discussed at that point.

Following the individual treatments is a discussion of the

entire experiment and the synthesis of the knowledge that

has been learned by the entire study. Following this is a

discussion of the limitations common to the entire study.

5.3.1 Treatment I

In Treatment I, subjects received the messages in descending

order of importance based on aggregate ordinal rankings from

the pretest. This group consisted of subjects that had com-
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I II TABLE 83 II I
I Adjusted R2 Fit by Treatment II II I
I Full Models - Fixed Presentation to all Subjects I

I I Sample I Importance I Random I PresentationI
I Treatment I Size I Model I Model I Model I

I 1 I 65 I 0.661 I 0.629 I 0.658 I
I 2 I 56 I 0.567 I 0.548 I 0.528 I
I 1 and 2 I 121 I 0.624 I 0.599 I 0.611 I

I Full Models — Different Presentation to all Subjects I

I I Sample I Importance I Random I PresentationI
I Treatment I Size I Model I Model I Model I

I 3 I 60 I 0.781 I 0.717 I ——-
I

I 4 I 56 I 0.575 I 0.571 I --- I
I All Data I 229 I 0.650 I 0.625 I --- I

I I
I Reduced Models — Fixed Presentation to all Subjects I

I I Sample I Importance I Random I PresentationI
I Treatment I Size I Model I Model I Model I

I 1 I 65 I 0.673 I 0.631 I 0.677 I
I 2 I 56 I 0.584 I 0.539 I 0.529 I
I 1 and 2 I 121 I 0.624 I 0.594 I 0.610 I

I Reduced Models — Different Presentation to all Subjects I

I I Sample I Importance I Random I Presentationl
I Treatment I Size I Model I Model I Model I

I 3 I 60 I 0.779 I 0.710 I ———
I

I 4 I 56 I 0.597 I 0.567 I -——
I

I All Data I 229 I 0.647 I 0.624 I —--
II I I I I IL..._........L..._....J.............L..........L..............J
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I II TABLE 84 . II I
I R2

Prediction By Treatment II II I
I Full Models - Fixed Presentation to all Subjects I

I I Sample I Importance I Random I Presentationl
I Treatment I Size I Model I Model I Model I

I 1 I 65 I 0.625 I 0.612 I 0.601 I
I 2 I 56 I 0.508 I 0.521 I 0.436 II 1 and 2 I 121 I 0.601 I 0.587 I 0.587 I

I Full Models — Different Presentation to all Subjects I
I

I I Sample I Importance I Random I Presentationl
I Treatment I Size I Model I Model I Model I

I 3 I 60 I 0.733 I 0.702 I —--
I

I 4 I 48 I 0.516 I 0.544 I --- II A11 Data I 229 I 0.635 I 0.620 I -——
I

I II Reduced Models — Fixed Presentation to all Subjects I

I I Sample I Importance I Random I Presentationl
I Treatment I Size I Model I Model I Model I

I 1 I 65 I 0.649 I 0.609 I 0.649 I
I 2 I 56 I 0.552 I 0.513 I 0.496 I
I 1 and 2 I 121 I 0.612 I 0.583 I 0.594 I

I Reduced Models — Different Presentation to all Subjects I

I I Sample I Importance I Random I Presentationl
I Treatment I Size I Model I Model I Model I

I 3 I 60 I 0.761 I 0.702 I ——-
I

I 4 I 48 I 0.560 I 0.537 I ——-
I

I A11 Data I 229 I 0.638 I 0.618 I --—
II I I I I IL______.___._1........E_............1......._.1.............J
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plete access to an automobile, _the Car benefit segment.

Also as shown in Chapter IV, this segment was more homogene-

ous65 than the No-car segment. This treatment more closely

resembles actual advertising practice since

1. the copy for the advertisement was determined by pre-

testing, and · .

2. the copy was aimed at a homogeneous benefit segment.

The hypothesis tested in this treatment was

When a benefit segment is exposed to persuasive
messages in an order equal to the segment's aggre-
gate order of importance, the intention after the
messages will be best predicted by the Order of
Importance Model. ‘

The results presented in Chapter IV show that the subjects

in this treatment process information in descending order of

importance. In this treatment, the messages about the two

most important attributes caused the change in intention and

the remaining three messages had no significant impact on

the final intention. The two most important messages were

the "maintenance" and the "heat included in the rent".

65 The term homogeneous means that the segment members were
successfully catagorized by their importance responses.
The discriminate analysis shows that 89% of the Car seg-
ment were correctly classified by their responses to the
importance measures. The No-car segment was not as homo-
geneous since only 50.8% of its members were correctly
classified. Homogeneous is used in this context through-
out the remainder of the chapter.
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The Order of Presentation model fit the data slightly

better than the Importance Model, however, the difference in
4

the adjusted R2 fit between the models is 0.004. This dif-

ference is insignificant in magnitude and shows that when

the messages are presented to a consumer segment in descend-

ing order of attribute importance, the Importance and the

Presentation Models fit the data equally well. In general

when the messages are delivered to a benefit segment in the

order of importance of the attribute, the Importance and

Presentation are equivalent in their predictions. The Im-

portance Model shows that the order of presentation is not

revelant as far as the consumer is concerned. This matter

is discussed in the limitations sections for Treatment I.

Table 84 shows that for Treatment l, relatively, there is

a largess difference in R2
prediction between the full Pre-

sentation and the full Importance models. This is most

likely overfitting the regression as discussed in Chapter

IV. In the reduced models, these models exhibit identical
R2 prediction.

66 The terms large and small are relative to the magnitude

of the differences in R2 prediction obtained in the stu-
dy. As stated in Appendix D, PRESS does not have a stan-
dard error and this precludes significance testing bet-
ween the predictive validity of the models.
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The result that the two Ordered Models fit and predicted

equivalently was an unexpected and rather interesting re-

sult. In general when the nonimpacting messages are removed

from the models in this treatment, the Importance and the

Presentation Models are identical in predictive validity,

assuming valid measurement. While the results show that the

processing did follow an order, this result fails to answer

the question as to which order was used, the order of impor-

tance or the order of presentation. Recall that the impor-

tance of the maintenance and heat in the rent attribute me-

ans were for all practical purposes identical. The

remaining treatments show that the processing was by impor-

tance and not the order of presentation. This point is dis-

cussed in the limitations section.

The second major finding was that both the Importance and

Presentation Models were superior to the Random Model. In

general, this shows that homogeneous segments do process the

information by an ordered process and that the ordering is

based on the importance of the attributes. For the Order of

Presentation model only the first and last messages had im-

pact and these were the messages about the two most impor-

tant attributes to the segment.

Since the Random Model did not fit or predict as well as

the other two, it appears that the respondents did not men-
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tally cycle back through all of the messages in a random

order. They most likely, if at all, cycle67 through the two

most important messages. Of the five messages delivered to

the audience, the regression results show that only two mes-

sages had nonzero impact upon the intention change. Even

though the messages were studied and read by the audience,

they were not effectual in changing intention.

It is interesting to note that while the parking attri-

bute successfully placed respondents in this segment, i.e.

the Parking and Bus Stop attributes were the only two signi-

ficant discriminating variables, this message did not have

impact on the final intention, even though the principal be-

nefit sought is the availability of parking. Further dis-

cussion is presented in the future research section.

67 Recall that the Random Model as formulated is a rather
restrictive model in that it assumes that subjects will
cycle through all of the messages. Apparently from the
results in this treatment, the subjects attended to only
the messages about the two most important attributes.
The linear and nonlinear regression results show that the
impact parameter for all but the two most important mes-
sages is zero. The results in the other treatments, as
well as those obtained by Danes (1985), reinforce this
conclusion. The question of cycling is discussed further
in the sections concerning Treatment III and future re-
search.
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5.3.1.1 Limitations Specific to Treatment I

There are two treatment specific limitations aside from

those common to the entire experiment. These involve the

cycling through messages which is the crux of the Random Mo-

del and the primacy—recency aspect of the Order of Presenta-

tion Model. Since the computer control was used and the

subjects were delivered the messages only once, it was im-

. possible for them to reread the copy. Any cycling had to be

mental rather than a physical. The inability of a respon-

dent to cycle if they desired opens this treatment to the

following:
l

l. Did the physical impossibility of rereading the copy

a priori preclude the Random Model?

This limited the realism of this treatment since consumers

might cycle through copy. However, the results of Treatment

III, where the subjects were forced to cycle ‘through the

messages, support an ordering process not a random process.

Since the third treatment was the same segment and the same

model is supported, it appears that the lack of the ability

to cycle is not a likely threat to the results obtained in

this treatment.

The second likely rival hypothesis concerns primacy—re-

cency. As stated above, the Order of Presentation Model is

supported equally with the Importance Model. One logical

question follows:
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2. Since the most important message was presented last

and the second most important message was presented

first, were not the results caused by a primacy—re-

· cency effect? ”

This effect is falsified by the other treatments. If the

primacy—recency effect were dictating the change, the re-

sults obtained in the other treatments would be different.

In Treatment II where the order of presentation was the same

as this treatment, the Presentation Model was the poorest6°

model of the three models. A primacy—recency effect would

have predicted an Order of Presentation Model and would have

caused different messages to be significant than those ob-

tained. In Treatments III and IV where there was no common

order of presentation as in this treatment, the Importance

Model fit and predicted better than the Random Model. In

Treatment III and IV where the messages were in different

orders for different individuals, the primacy—recency theory

would have predicted a Random Model since different indivi-

duals would receive different first and last messages.

6° As reported in Table 84, the R2
prediction was considera-

blely lower than any of the other models in any treat-
ment. The Importance Model explained 5.6% more of the
predictin variance that the Presentation Model and the
Random Model explained 1.7% more of the prediction vari-
ance. Thus the Presentation Model was the poorest predic-
tion model in Treatment II.
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5.3.2 Treatment II
. In Treatment II, subjects who were in a different benefit

segment received messages in the same order of presentation

as the subjects in Treatment I. Treatment II was the No-car

segment and the aggregate order of message presentation was

different from the pretest importance rankings. This treat-

ment makes a sharper distinction between the two ordered mo-

dels. In this treatment, the parking and the bus stop mes-

sages were the two impacting messages.

The hypothesis for this treatment was

When a benefit segment is exposed to messages in
an order different from the aggregate order of im-
portance, the intention after the messages will be
best predicted by the Order of Importance Model.

In this treatment a direct comparison between the three mo-

dels revealed that this group did in fact follow an Impor-

tance Model. As summarized in Tables 83 and 84, there was a

larger separation in predictive validity and fit between the

Importance Model and the other two models. The Order of

Presentation Model trailed the Importance Model by a much

greater magnitude in terms of fit and prediction than in the

first treatment. In the reduced model case, the Random Mo-

del and the Presentation Model were tied and trailed the Im-

portance Model. These results reinforce the argument in

Treatment I that the change process follows an Order of Im-

portance Model.
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In addition to the Importance Model being the best model,

there were two other noteworthy findings in this treatment.

1. The change in intention69 was significantly greater

in this treatment than in the first treatment. .

The average intention. change was 0.322 as compared to a

change of 0.284 in Treatment I. This is significant at the

0.05 level (t = 5.870 with df = 119). Comparing Treatment

I to II examines the change across the same order of presen-

tation. There appears to be a reasonable explanation for

the greater and significantly different intention change.

The mean information held about Windsor Hills is 2.75 on a

nine-point scale for the Car segment and is 2.20 for the

No-car segment. While both segments have extremely low in-

formation about the 'brand', Windsor Hills Apartments, the

No-car segment has significantly lower information about the

product. The difference is not important because both seg-

ments had very low information about Windsor Hills Apart-

ments. The reason that the change was greater for this

treatment and Treatment IV is that the No-car segment has

78.8% of the members living in the university dorms while

the Car segment has only 35.2% living in the dorms. Thus,

the No-car segment had 21.2% of its subjects living off cam-

69 the descriptive data containing the effect sizes and mean
intention changes is reported in Chapter IV. See Table
34.
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pus while the Car segment had 64.8% living off campus. This

result augments the results obtained. by Hunter, et. al.

(1984) where it was found that belief change is inversely

related to information held. Brand familiarity was low for

both segments but the Car segment was more familiar with

apartments, i.e. one segment was better informed about the

product category.

2. The first and fifth most important attribute messag-

es, the Bus Stop and Parking respectively, were the

only messages that had a significant impact on the

final intention.

The bus stop and the parking messages were the fourth and

second messages presented to the segment respectively. A

plausible explanation for the parking message having impact

where as the second most important message had no impact as

in Treatment I is most likely the result of emotional7°

rather than logical appeal.

7° The section discussing the intercpt argues that part of
the change in this experiment is a result of logic dis-
tortions such as wishful thinking and emotional appeal.
The development of the models depends upon logical syllo-
gisms and assumes that man is a rational information pro-
cessor. The socialization benefits mentioned in conjunc-
tion with the parking message are hypothesized as the
cause of this message having impact for the subjects in
this treatment. Chapter IV reports that the parking at-
tribute is the least important attribute of the five at-
tributed to Windsor Hills.
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5.3.2.1 Limitations Specific to Treatment II

The subjects in this segment were not as homogeneous as

those in the Car segment. Recall that the discriminate ana-

lysis correctly predicted membership in the No-car segment

at 50.8% of the hold out sample. The results obtained here

agree with those obtained by Danes (1985). He studied both

the Presentation and the Random Models and found the Random

Model to be the better model. His analysis dealt only with

the full models and employed an unsegmented sample. The re-

sults obtained here except for the sample size are compara-

ble to his study. In the full model case of this study and

looking at only the Presentation and Random Models, the Ran-

dom Model outperformed the Presentation Model as Danes pred-

icted. He did, not study the Importance Model. Thus it

seems that for unsegmented audiences, the Presentation Model

is an inappropriate prediction model.

The inability of this treatment to cycle is a limitation—

as in Treatment I. The same arguments and limitations hold

here.

5.3.3 Treatment III

Treatment III simulated the assumptions of the Random Mo-

del by delivering the messages in a random order and by cy-

cling the messages in a random order. The hypothesis for

this treatment was as follows:
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When a benefit segment is presented persuasive
messages in a random order and the messages are
recycled, the intention after the messages will be
best predicted by the Random Model.

Thus in this treatment, there was no aggregate order of pre-

sentation and this model can not be tested here. In this

treatment, both models fit and predicted much better than

any of the other treatments. The Importance Model again

outperformed the Random Model with the two most important

messages having significant impact on the final intention.

As in Treatment I, the two most important attributes are the

maintenance and heat in the rent.

In addition there are several other interesting results

in this treatment.

1. This treatment had the lowest intention change.

The mean intention change for this treatment was 0.258 and

was significantly different from the intention change in

Treatment I, 0.2841 (t=4.059 with d.f.=l23). The mean dif-

ference is small, i.e. the difference is 0.0244 as opposed

to differences in excess of 0.06 and higher with the No—car

treatment groups. The difference in intention change bet-

ween Treatment I and this treatment is most likely the re-

sult of the high degrees of freedom associated with the t-

test. Since Treatment I and III are homogeneous benefit

segments and the magnitude of the difference in intention

change is small, it appears that the difference is a chance
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occurrence. The lower change, compared to the No—car seg-

ment, is most likely the result of greater accumulated know-

ledge as discussed in the Treatment I section.

2. The adjusted R2 fit and PRESS statistics are consid-

erably larger71 than the other treatments.

This is most likely a result of the message cycling. The

cycling allowed for additional learning by the respondents

and dissipated the effects of wishful thinking. THese are

discussed in the intercept section.

3. The two most important attribute messages were the

only ones that had an impact on the final intention.

These messages that had impact were about the maintenance

and the heat in the rent attributes. These results are the

same as those in Treatment I, the same benefit segment.

4. Even though the Random Model fit the data and pred-

icted well, the regression coefficients imply that

this model is inappropriate in this treatment.

The parameter estimates are not feasible and contradict

theory. In the full model analysis, the linear regression

suggests that the parameter estimate associated with the in-

itial intention variable is not significantly different from

71 As reported in Tables 83 and 84, the variance explained
by the models exceeds 70% for both the Random and Impor-
tance Models. Treatment I has the second highest percen-
tage variance explained, i.e., the R2's

are in the mid-
sixties. In fact this is the highest fit and prediction

. variance explained in the literature dealing with change.
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zero. However in the reduced case where the initial inten-

tion is removed from the model, the estimates are greater

that 1.00. The impact parameter72 for a message can not be

greater than 1.00. This anomaly considerably reduces the

validity of the Random Model, particularly in light of the

fact that this treatment attempted to simulate the assump-

tions made in formulating the Random Model. Although the

assumptions were not totally simulated, i.e. infinite cy-

cling was not allowed,72 the twice cycled messages should

have provided a better fit than was seen in this treatment.

5.3.3.1 Limitations of Treatment III

The most important limitation in this treatment lies in

the simulation assumptions made in this treatment. The sub-

jects did not have the option of reading the messages only

72 The analysis for the reduced Random Model in Treatment
. III resulted in a linear parameter of 1.14 and a nonli-

near estimate of 1.672 for the nonlinear case. Recall
that the nonlinear parameter estimate is the a, the aver-
age impact parameter for the five messages. The estimate
¤ = 1.672 which is much greater than 1.00 and the asymp-
totic 95% confidence interval about the impact parameter
is from 1.486 to 1.857. This is clearly not sampling er-
ror and provides strong evidence that the Random Model
did not fit the theoretical assumptions inherent in these
models.

72 As discussed in Chapter III, the exposure time that was
allowed to each respondent was controlled at 45 seconds.
This was to remove the rival hypothesis that longer study
time could account for differences in change. This limi-
tation precluded infinite cycling and evaluation of phy-
sical search behavior.
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once and they did not have the option to reread any one mes-

sage more than twice. The experimental control of the time

and number of cycles reduces the realism of the simulation.

People read advertising copy in numerous manners that were

not allowed here. For example, if the ad were in a magazine

some subjects might lightly skim the ad,·while others might V

read only three of the messages and cycle back through two

of the three that they read, while still others might read

the ad as controlled in the experiment. Strict adherence to

the assumptions7* of the Random Model falsify the model as

shown by the data in this treatment.

5.3.4 Treatment IV
l

In Treatment IV, subjects were given messages in their

individual order of importance. Each person's response to

the importance questions was used to rank order the messages

in descending order. As such there was no aggregate order

of presentation to the audience and this precludes the test-

ing of the Order of Presentation Model. In fact, the Pre-

sentation Model and the Importance Model are identical in

every respect. In this treatment as in the others, the Ord-

7* Recall that the impact parameter is an average of the im-
pact parameters of each messages. If the parameters are
modeled as individual message parameters, the model is
underidentified and unestimable. Furthermore this model
assumes that each message will be reread which may or may
not be a realistic assumption.
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er of Importance Model provided the better fit and predic-

tion statistics. This is not surprising given the hypothe-

sis.

When subjects are presented persuasive messages
according to their individual rank order of impor-
tance, the Order of Importance Model will provide
the best prediction of the final intention.

In general, this hypothesis suggests that the Importance Mo-

del should predict much better that the Random Model when it

is applied to the aggregate segment. The Importance Model

did predict better than the Random model but not as much as

expected. In other words, the difference in the fit and

prediction statistics was no greater than in the other
U

treatments, i.e. the difference was 0.023 for the R2 press

statistic. At the time the hypotheses were formulated, it

was thought that the presentation of the messages would have

an effect and that by delivering the messages in individual

order of importance, the treatment would have more discrimi-

nating power. The evidence shows that there is not an ef-

fect that is caused by the presentation order and thus,

there was no more power in this treatment than any of the

others.

In this treatment, the most important and the fourth most

important messages had impact on the final intention. As in

Treatment III, the full Random Model gave results that were

not possible, i.e. the impact parameter, a = 1.698, was
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greater than 1.00. In the reduced case the resulting impact

parameter was theoretically plausible.75

Several other results were obtained in. this treatment

that are interesting.

1. The intention change in this treatment was the larg-

est in the experiment and was statistically different

from the change in the others.

The mean intention change is statistically* different and

smaller in magnitude than the change in Treatment II, i.e.

the same benefit segment. The mean difference is 0.028 with

t=3.568 and d.f.=l02; The statistically significant differ-

ence is most likely a result of the large sample size since

differences in excess of 0.06 are present when compared to

the Car segment treatments.

2. The full Random Model had the worst parameter esti-

mates in the experiment.

In this analysis, the impact parameter estimate of 1.70 and

a negative value for the initial intention parameter would,

at first glance, tend to falsify this model for the treat-

75 Recall that the nonlinear impact parameter in the reduced
model was a = 0.291 for the Random Model. The 95% asymp—
totic confidence interval was from 0.126 to 0.456 and
this indicates that the parameter estimate complies to
the theoretical limits. It appears that the full model
has an inflated variance as did the other full models.
The inflated variance is more severe in this treatment
because of the small sample, i.e. this treatment had the
smallest size of all with n = 48.
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ment. However these results are most likely overfitting the

regression. The estimates for the reduced Random Model are

theoretically plausible.

3. This treatment had a very large intercept in both mo-

dels.

The intercept is discussed in a seperate section.

5.3.4.1 Limitations of Treatment IV

The subjects in this treatment was not allowed to cycle

as in Treatment III and suffers the same limitations as

Treatments I and II. Also this treatment, as was Treatment

II, not very homogeneous.76

The greatest limitation to this treatment was the real-

ism. It is virtually impossible to deliver messages to au-

diences in their individual order of importance unless the

segment size are infinitely small.

5.3.5 Treatments I ang II Combined

This analysis combined the data from Treatments I and II.

This combination is valid since the treatments were identi-

cal except for the segmentation.

76 Recall from the discussion of the limitations of Treat-
ment II and the discriminant analysis section that the
No—car segment was not homogeneous in the benefit sought,
proximity to campus.
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The hypothesis for this analysis is based on Danes'

(1985) results.

When messages are delivered to an unsegmented
group, the Random Model will provide the best
prediction of the three models.

This hypothesis did not hold here. The Importance Model was

the better predictor. As mentioned above, this treatment is

directly comparable to Danes (1985). This 'treatment' was a

data analysis that combined Treatments I and II. This ana-

lysis and Danes (1985) have several comparable features:

1. The product and brand were the same.

Both this study and Danes' used Windsor Hills Apartments.

However the two studies used different messages and there

was a two year difference in time.

2. The sample sizes were the same.

The sample size of the combined data from Treatments I and
‘

II is 121 and Danes' was 123.

3. The same models were tested.

This experiment studied the Random and Presentation Models

as did the Danes' (1985) study. However the earlier study

did not include the Importance Model.

4. This data analysis is for an unsegmented sample as

was Danes'.

In the Danes' (1985) study, two experimental controls

were omitted that are present in this study.
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1. Danes' study did not control the order of presenta-

tion.

His study allowed the subjects to read the messages in an

order of their choosing. He found that the predictive val-

idity as measured by R2 Press was higher for the Random Mo-

d.Ö. It is highly probable that the majority of the sub-

jects read the booklet_from front to back with some cycling.

In this study the computer controlled the reading77 of the

messages, i.e. the respondents were forced to read one mes-

sage at a time and in the order prescribed by the treatment.

2. Danes' study also did not segment the respondents as

was done in this experiment.

Thus the 'treatment' labeled 1 and 2 in tables 83 and 84 are

a direct replication of the earlier study except as noted

above.

In terms of fit, the Random Model was edged out by the

Presentation Model, but in terms of prediction, the two mo-

dels tied. Both predicted and fit poorer than the Impor-

tance Model.

77 The Danes study allowed the subjects to read the messages
in any order that they chose. Observationally, most read
the messages from front to back with some cycling. The
Danes study was more realistic in this aspect however the
present study should be more internally valid. The as-
sumptions of the model were simulated on the computer and
the manipulations were closely controlled. This is not
realistic but was necessary for further theoretical in-
vestigation of the models.
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In this analysis, the three models were very close fit

the full models,in fact, they are identical for all practi-

cal purposes. In the reduced models' case, there is a lar-

ger difference in magnitude in the R2
Press statistics bet-

ween the Importance Model and the others. In this analysis.

the Importance Model edged out the other two models.

5.3.6 gll Qata Combined

In this analysis, the data from all of the treatments was

combined into a single sample of 229 respondents. This

represents a sample with no segmentation and many ways of

reading the copy. This analysis was performed for two rea-

sons.

1. If the Random Model is a valid model it should fit in

this case.

There was no order of message presentation common to this

analysis and thus precludes the Presentation Model. This

analysis includes behavioral cycling, Treatment III, messag-

es presented in order of importance, Treatments I and IV,

and messages presented in an order different from the seg-

ments' importance Order. Theoretically, this analysis would

argue for a random processing in the aggregate.

2. The size of the sample is larger thus increasing the

power of the regression.
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In this analysis, the Importance Model again held and rev-

ealed that for this unsegmented sample, the two most impor-

tant messages had impact and the remaining were not diffe-

rent from 0.00.

5.3.7 The Intercept

As shown in the preceeding chapter, an intercept was pre-

sent in the analyses for every treatment. Furthermore this

intercept is large in magnitude when compared to past re-

search. Hunter, et. al (1984), and Danes (1985) have found

small values for the intercept7° in these models.

This is an interesting finding since the models postulate

a no intercept model. The results suggest that the final

intention is in part not strictly related to the independent

variables and that if the message values are all 0.0 that

intention would change in the absence of messages. Theoret-

ically the models would predict no change. There are two

possible explanations for this result.

1. The intercept is the result of an artifact in the ex-

periment.

7° In past studies, the intercept was not statistically
different from zero or was extremely small. The nonzeros
intercepts in these studies were nonzero because the sam-
ples were large. In any case, the magnitude of the in-
tercept in past research was less that 0.1.
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In this study a debriefing question was asked of the respon-

dents. The subjects were asked to state the purpose of this

exercise after they had completed the experiment and just

prior to debriefing. An independent judge, besides the au-

thor, at the University of South Carolina read each of the

responses and found that 26, 11% of the subjects, mentioned

influence or change in opinion as a response. This is

further discussed in a latter section and is mentioned here

only to point out that the intercept is most likely not an

artifact but is real.

_ 2. The intercept is real and thus has a substantive me-

aning in relation to intention change.

If the above point is true, there appears to be at least two

explanations that account for the presence of an intercept.

One explanation is wishful thinking.

While wishful thinking was not studied in the experiment

and the following explanation is speculation, there is some

justification that this concept in part explains the pres-

ence of an intercept. In Treatment III, the intercept was

considerably less than the value estimated in the other

treatments. Recall that in this treatment the subjects read

the messages twice while the total exposure time was cont-

rolled at 45 seconds. Thus, the total reading time was

equal to the other treatments. Observation of the subjects
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revealed that they did read the messages each time they ap-

peared on the screen. Those in Treatment III did read the

messages as did those subjects in the other treatments.

However the behavior was different between Treatment III and

the other treatments. In Treatment III, the subjects read

each message in a random order for 30 seconds and then later

reread the messages for 15 seconds. While the total reading

time was identical in all treatments, the the subjects in

the third treatment physically read the messages twice whe-

re as the subjects in the other treatments read the message

once.7’ The third treatment had more thinking time which in

turn should dissipate effects caused by wishful thinking.

The average intercept for Treatment III is 0.121 and the av-

erage intercept for all other treatments is 0.277. These

figures were calculated using only the reduced models. The

difference in these two averages is 0.1557. This number is

an approximation and only illustrates that there could have

been a positive wishful thinking effect, i.e. the subjects

tended to overstate the final intention. This discussion

assumes that the subjects overstated the conclusions of the

7’
The subjects in Treatments I, II, and IV were instructed
to study the copy and were told that they could reread
the messages if the desired. There was a mixture of re-
reading, i.e. some reread the messages entirely, and some
skimmed back over the copy as it appeared on the screen.
However in Treatments I, II, and IV, there was no think-
ing time between rereads of the messages and in Treatment
III, there was 2 or more minutes between rereads.
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intention syllogism, i.e. their stated intention after read-

ing the messages was overstated. McGuire (1960 a, b, c) has

shown that changes are larger when the conclusions are de-

sireable and smaller when the conclusions are undesireable.

The wishful thinking premise tends to introduce logical in-

consistencies in the cognitive structure. Thinking about

issues tends to reduce these inconsistencies. Evidence the

smaller intercept in Treatment III.

While the above estimates are crude it provides an esti-

mate of the order of its magnitude. This leaves another

question unanswered. If it is assumed that the above esti-

mates of wishingful thinking are accurate and that Treatment

III had no wishful thinking effect, then what is the in-

terpretation of the Treatment III intercept of 0.121? In

other words, there is evidence that the wishful thinking ef-

fect is not the only reason that an intercept exists. It

appears that the messages had some emotional appeal.

A possible explanation exists in the content of the mes-

sages. Recall that the fourth and fifth most important mes-

sages had significant impact on the final intention in

Treatments II and IV respectively. These messages were

about the Parking and Large Closets attributes. In the oth-

er treatments and analyses, the two most important messages

had all of the impact. Also treatments II and IV, the No-

car segments, exhibited much greater change in intention.
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It seems strange that people that do not have a car on

campus would change intention based on a message that de-

scribes the parking facilities at an apartment complex. The

message about the parking at Windsor Hills included a de-

scription of a visitors parking lot. It further mentioned

that the visitor lots can be reserved for parties or other

occasions. This, in retrospect, carries an emotional con-

tent in that there is parking for socializing. Thus a dou-

ble message may have created some emotional appeal. The

closet message could have carried a similar type of double

message. There could have been change in beliefs other than

the target. beliefs of the messages. Fishbein and Ajzen

(1975) suggest that it is possible to change external pri-

mary beliefs, beliefs that are not the target beliefs, and

this could have caused a synergistic change in intention.

If these external beliefs, such as socializing, extra space

and so forth, set up additional syllogisms favorably advo—

cating Windsor· Hills, it would be expected that greater

change would occur.

5.3.8 Limitations Common te ett Treatments lg the
Experiment

As in most experimental situations, there were omissions

that occurred. Some of the limitations are by design, i.e.

the necessary controls placed upon the subjects solved the
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problems of common reading patterns yet it limited the ex-

periment in other areas. The limitations to the experiment

are discussed below.

1. The experiment, from the standpoint of actual adver-

tising practice, was not realistic and as such limits

the external validity.

As previously discussed, consumers read advertising copy in

_ any order°° that they desire. In this experiment, the sub-

jects were forced into a particular reading mode. This is

justifiable since the object was to try to sort through the

three models and study the circumstances that arise in

changing intention. The lack of realism limits the manager-

ial but not the theoretical results.

2. The importance measures were not as reliable as the

model variables.

This probably effected the segmentation and reduces the im-

plications for segmentation research. In general, the Car

segment was homogeneous in attribute importance but the No-

car segment was not homogeneous. Recall that there was a

considerable amount of variance in importance in the No—car

°° It may be interesting to examine the reading patterns of
a given benefit segment and the differences between seg-
ments however this subject was beyond the scope of this
research. The fact that people process information in
order of importance might make the study of reading pat-
terns a futile exercise of little importance to market-
ing.
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segment. However, the first and third treatments processed

the advertising copy in order of importance. More homogene-

ity in the No-car segment would have had more impact upon

the segmentation conclusions.

3. The recommended cross—modality matching paradigm was

omitted.

This limitation was necessary because of time constraints.

Without the paradigm, ratio measurement cannot be completely

verified. However as shown in Chapter IV, the scales main-

tained the properties of ratio scales very well. The larg-

est problem with the paradigm‘s omission is the importance

measures. The importance measures had to perform the in-

structional function that the line drawing exercise usually

accomplishes. Thus, the importance were less reliable than

the model variable measures because the subjects were learn-

ing to operate the computer to answer ratio type questions.

4. The intercept that arose is unaccountable by this re-

search.

The two postulated explanations of the wishful thinking ef-

fect and the emotional aspects are not confirmed by measure-

ment. The intercept was expected to be zero or at least mi-

nuscule as in past studies, e.g. Hunter, Danes, and Cohen

(1985), and Danes (1985).
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5. The segments were not as well defined as one would

like and the sample sizes were small.

The small samples reduced the validity· of the nonlinear

standard errors and thus made it difficult to reduce the mo-

dels. The No-car segments were weak and not as homogeneous

as the Car segment and if the treatment sizes were larger,

this segment could have been subdivided in order to further

investigate the segmentation.

5.4 SUMMARY Q; Tg; EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS

The thrust of this research was to control the order of pre-

sentation of five persuasive messages to two benefit seg-

ments and test three theoretical models of the change in in-

tention that occurs as a result of reading these messages.

The most significant finding in this research is that people

when reading cogent messages process the information by an

ordered process and the order is determined by the order of

importance of an attribute. The results of this experiment

indicate that the order of presentation is ignored inspite

of the fact that the Presentation Model held equally well

with the Importance model in Treatment I. Subjects were

processing the copy homogeneously, the importance of an at-

tribute to an individual was the same as the aggregate im-

portance ordering. The evidence indicates that only the
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most important messages will have impact on the final inten-

tion.

Another interesting finding is the unanimous support of

an intercept in these models. This revelation opens the

paradigm to new research as discussed later in the chapter.

Treatment III showed that when the messages are cycled

and reread, the Random and Importance Models fit and predict

very well in comparison to the noncycling treatments.

Also it appears that there is more to the concept of in-

formation held than reported in the literature. This opens

the question to brand versus product familiarity. In gener-

al, this research presents evidence that subjects with more

generic product knowledge are more difficult persuade even

if they have low accumulated information about the specific

brand. This is an interesting topic for future research.

5.5 DEMAND ARTIFACTS ANQ GENERAL RESPONSE TQ TQE
EXPERIMENT

In this section, evidence is presented that shows that

the effects can not be attributed to demand artifacts. The

debriefing responses indicate that while some subjects did

guess the purpose of the experiment, they did not differ in

their intention change from the majority of the subjects

that did not guess the purpose of the experiment. Also, re-

sults are presented that show that the use of the computer .

as a means of conducting experimentation were successful.
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5.5.1 Demand Artifacts

As shown in Chapter IV, this experiment consistently sup-

ported the Importance Model as the best prediction model in

the study. However, all analyses indicate that the inter-

cept is significantly nonzero regardless of the model that

was tested or the experimental manipulation. It was argued

above that the intercept is real and is not a demand arti-

facts. Orne defines demand artifacts as follows:

Insofar as the subject cares about the outcome,
his perception of his role and of the hypothesis
being tested will become a significant determinant
of his behavior. The cues which govern his per-
ception--which communicate what is expected of him
and what the experimenter hopes to find-—can
therefore be crucial....They include the scuttle-
butt about the experiment, subtle cues provided by
him, and, of particular importance, the experimen-
tal procedure itself. All of these cues are inter-
preted in the light of the subjects' past learning
and experience. Although the explicit instructions
are important, it appears that subtler cues from
which the subject can draw covert or even uncons-
cious inference may be still more powerful. (Orne,
1969,p. 146) l

Thus, as much as is possible, one must investigate demand

characteristics as a threat to the internal validity of the

experiment. Sawyer (1975) makes the point that such arti-

facts become troublesome when they interact with the varia-

bles being studied, i.e. the message values and the initial

and final intention measures. Sawyer (1975) recognizes that

demand artifacts can mask as well as inflate relationships

within an experiment. Particular to this study, Weber and

Cook (1972) state that
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There have been a, number of persuasion studies
where subjects were not provided with a hypothesis
and where increased persuasibility was found in
conditions designed to elicit subject arti-
facts.(p.282)

Weber and Cook summarize their findings in their review of

attitude change studies that dealt with demand characteris-

tics by stating that

_ Bias is found and is typically in the direction of
increased attitude change....when bias occurs, it
generally enhances persuasibility.(p. 283)

If, as Orne (1962) believes, that subjects try to confirm

experimental hypotheses in the name of science, there should

be an increase in change. If subjects correctly guess that

the hypothesis is to change their opinion or intention, the

subject that is trying to confirm such a hypothesis will
l

most likely increase their change in opinion or intention.

This stimulates the investigation of two points.

1. Did the subjects guess the hypothesis?

2. If they guessed the hypothesis, then are their res-

ponses different from those who did not guess the hy-

pothesis?

In order to assess the above, each subject was asked to

state the purpose of the exercise after they completed all

questions and prior to debriefing. Of the 229 subjects in

the experiment, 26 mentioned in one form or another that the

exercise was designed to change opinion or influence choice
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or other similar response. In short, if the answer to the

postexperimental question used the word change or a synonym

implying that the objective was persuasion, they were in-

cluded in the 26. The debriefing question was content ana-

lyzed by two independent judges. The 203 subjects who did

not guess the purpose of the exercise, in one form or anoth-

er, reiterated that the study was a Housing Office project

that aimed to provide students with information about apart-

ment complexes in the area.

Given that 26 persons guessed the purpose of the experi-

ment, then did their responses differ from the majority of

the sample? According to Lana (1959) and Sawyer (1975), at-

titude change studies, such as this study where intention

change is a part of the study, are particularly prone to the

post measures alerting the subjects to the hypothesis. If

this were the case and the subjects are trying to affect the

outcome, then change should increase because the respondents

would most likely overstate the post measures to insure that

change occurs. Since there appears to be theoretical evi-

dence that the demand artifact will occur at the time that

the final intention measures are taken and that there should

be at least a difference in intention change, each treatment

was analyzed for a difference in intention change and the

results of this analysis are reported in Table 85.
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I II TABLE 85 II I
I Intention Change Based on Debriefing Responses II II I
I Treatment I I

I Purpose of the I Change or I Provide I T—Test I
I Experiment I Persuade I Information I Statistic I

I Number of I I I I
I Responses I 7 I 58 I I
I Mean Intention I I I I
I Change I 0.297 I 0.282 I 0.186 I

I Treatment II
l

I

I Purpose of the I Change or I Provide I T—Test I
I Experiment I Persuade I Information I Statistic I

I Number of I I I I
I Responses I 8 I 48 I I
I Mean Intention I I I I
I Change I 0.244 I 0.334 I 1.265 I

I Treatment III I

I Purpose of the I Change or I Provide I T—Test I
I Experiment I Persuade I Information I Statistic I

I Number of I I I I
I Responses I 6 I 56 I I
I Mean Intention I I I I
I Change I 0.263 I 0.259 I 0.047 I

I Treatment IV I

I Purpose of the I Change or I Provide I T—Test I
I Experiment I Persuade I Information I Statistic I

I Number of I I I I
I Responses I 5 I 43 I I
I Mean Intention I I I I
I Change I 0.413 I 0.342 I 1.062 II I I I I
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Table 85 shows that there was no difference in intention

change in any of the treatments between those who mentioned

that the purpose was to persuade or change opinion and those

who stated that the purpose was to gather information. Thus

there is insufficient evidence to state that the subjects

were reacting to demand artifacts. Petty and Brock (1981)

and Weber and Cook (1972) indicate that subjects are more

concerned with presenting a favorable image than with the

experiment and its hypotheses.

There is little evidence that an appreciable number of

the subjects correctly guessed the purpose of the experiment

and it is suspect that any of the respondents guessed that

the study was concerned with persuasion. It is entirely

possible that the 26 subjects imputed from the debriefing

question that the purpose was to persuade; In any case, the

intention change does not appear to be inflated for the 26

subjects who reported that the study was trying to persuade.

Thus, they were not eliminated from the study.
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5.5.2 General Reactions tg the Experiment

After each subject finished the computer exercises, they

were asked sixteen questions that were aimed at assessing

their reactions to the computer, their feelings after the

experiment and miscellaneous questions about the housing

office and the descriptions. Nine point scales were used to

measure the subjects' level of agreement with each state-

ment. The questionnaire and the mean responses are reportedl

in Table 86.

The questions exhibited in Table 86 were used to assess

three periphery aspects of this research. These include the

use of the computer as a tool for studying intention change,

the source credibility of the Housing Office, and the level

of maturation of the subjects. These questions were asked

prior to the aforementioned debriefing question.

Question numbers 1 through 5 of Table 86 were aimed at

assessing the respondents' evaluation of the computer. The

response to using the computer was very positive as shown by

the means in Table 86.

Particularly noteworthy was the absence of apprehension

and fatigue. In the pretests, some of the subjects ex-

pressed, in. post experimental conversion, that they were

nervous during the study. As shown in Table 86 and further

reinforced by the frequency count, the majority of the sam-

ple was not nervous during the study, i.e. 92.8% of the
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I II TABLE 86 II I
I Mean Response to the Post Experimental Questions II II I
I Question Meanl I

I I I
I 1. The use of the computer was a good I I
I idea. I 7.27 II I I
I 2. The instructions on the computer were I I
I clear. I 7.61 II I I
I 3. I don't like computers. I 2.85 II I I
I 4. I would rather take this survey using I I
I a paper and pencil format than using I I
I the computer. I 2.74 II I I
I 5. I was nervous during the computer I I
I work. I 1.90 II I I
I 6. I think this was a waste of time. I 3.38 II I I
I 7. I consult with the Housing Office I I
I before I rent a place to live. I 4.14 II I I
I 8. The short descriptions of Windsor I I
I Hills would be helpful to a student I I
I searching for an apartment. I 7.48 II I I
I 9. The descriptions of Windsor Hills were I I
I accurate. I 5.44 II I I
I 10. The descriptions about Windsor Hills I I
I were truthful. I 5.24 II I I
I 11. Based on the information I received I I
I today, I would rent at Windsor Hills I I
I Apartments. I 5.47 II I I
I 12. The Housing Office is an unbiased I I
I source of information. I 6.45 II I I
I 13. I believe that the descriptions about I I
I Windsor Hills Apartments were accurate.I 6.01 I
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Table 86 Continued

I 14. I would recommend this study be I I
I conducted on a continuing basis. I 6.46 I

I 15. There were computer problems during my I I
I session. I 2.36 I

16. I am tired after taking this survey.
E4.63I

The means are based on the subject's level of agree- I

I ment with each of the questions. A value of (9) indi- I

E
cates complete agreement.

IL.........._...........................................J
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respondents answered less than 4 on the fifth question.

Thus, there is no evidence of nervousness being a problem.

The experiment did cause the respondents some fatigue. The

mean is near the midpoint of the scale.

Questions 6 through 15 were used as a check on the sub-

jects feelings about the study's impact and its credibility.

Questions 6 and 14 were used to indicate the effect of the

disguise of the Housing Office. The subjects did not think

the study was a waste of time with 75% answering 4 or less

on question 6, and they felt that the descriptions would be

beneficial to the students given that over 75% answered 5 or

greater to question 14. Based on the results in Table 86,

the subjects believed that the Housing Office is an unbiased

source of information but they do not avail themselves of

the services offered there. The sample was generally neu-

tral on the question of the accuracy and truthfulness of the

messages in the experiment.

5.6 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

From a managerial perspective, the results of the homoge-

neous segment, Treatments I and III, provide the greatest

insight to the marketing manager. In Treatment I, it was

shown that homogeneous segments process information in an

order prescribed by the importance of the described attri-
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butes. The processing is not random as previously thought.

The same result was found in Treatment III but the regres—

sion results fit and predicted better than in Treatment I.

-The following implications were gained from these two treat-

ments:

1. Design copy in descending order of importance to the

audience,

2, cause the audience to cycle through those messages

and

3. include only those messages that have impact on the

final intention. .

From the standpoint of using this research in business as a

forecasting model, the cycling should cause the intercept to

approach zero as the number of cycles approaches infinity.

This allows the marketer to obtain higher predictive validi-

ty as shown in Chapter IV, but more importantly the cycling

should cause the audience to become more consistent in their

stated intention after the message.

Message impact as shown by the estimated parameters from

the nonlinear regression for each. of the two significant

messages were much higher than in the single cycle delivery

of Treatment I. Recall that the same two messages about the

two most important attributes, the heat being included in

the rent and the maintenance, were significant in both

treatments. This brings to bear the question of:
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How does the advertiser cause the audience to
cycle?

If the advertiser uses only those messages that have signi-

ficant impact, this should allow the copy to be designed in

such a manner so that the messages about the most important

attributes are scattered throughout the written copy. For

example in this study, the pretest revealed that five attri-

butes would discriminate between the two groups. For this

segment, the Car Segment, the procedure followed by Calan-

tone and Sawyer (1978) and Haley (1968) would have called

for three messages when only two messages have impact. In a

situation were there are many segments and many attributes,

valuable space in ads would be cluttered with nonproductive

messages and perhaps preclude the forced cycling.

5.7 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AQQ EXTENSIONS

Chapter IV and V present the results and interpretation of

the data collected in this experiment. There were several

interesting questions that were not resolved by this re-

search but that were uncovered by the results and by the li-

mitations and omissions of this research. Each of these are

discussed below as the chapter concludes.

In the earlier sections of this chapter, reference was

made to the intercept that was present in all cases. This

discovery surely warrants future research. Two explanations
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as to the cause of the intercept were posited, the wishful

thinking effect and emotional appeal. The exact nature of

the intercept and the circumstances where an intercept might

be obtained warrant further study. The exact cause of the

intercept and the asymptotic°‘ limit, if any exists, are va-

luable imformation to researchers and managers. It appears

that the intercept will decay as cycling occurs. However,

will it decay as time passes and people become consistent

and how does the presence of cycling affect the prediction

of intention? This research shows that the intercept is re-

duced if one cycle occurs, however, the effects of multiple

cycles remain unanswered. Also it would be interesting to

study the impact of emotional appeal and message interac-

tion. In general do the messages create a synergistic ef-

fect and what is the behavior of any attack on beliefs that

are not the direct target of the messages.

81 The term asymptotic is used in this context to describe
the intercept effect found in Treatment III that was not
in the other treatments. Recall that the intercept in
Treatment III was approximately 50% smaller than in the
other treatments. It appears that the cycling caused the
intercept reduction and logically postulates that a lower
limit for the intercept exists. The lower limit should
be 0.0 as the number of cycles approaches infinity.
Realistically this limit should be reached after several
cycles. The question is: How many cycles and what is the
effect?
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In this experiment there were two segments, each with

different levels of knowledge about apartments. This infor-

mation explained the different magnitudes of change between

the two, and offers researchers fertile ground for future

work. One interesting question would arise if copy were be-

ing developed for several brands within a product category.

How would a situation, such as the one that was studied

here, arise where there is very low brand familiarity and

high product familiarity. Also copy researchers could study

these models in a competitive environment where the impacts

for several different brands within a product category were

of interest.

This work examined change in a segmentation framework and

as such was limited by the lack of past research in this

paradigm. Future work should incorporate the use of more

homogeneous segments and examine the effects on the models

and intercepts. It is unfortunate that the greatest change

occurred in the weaker benefit segment. The Car segment was

segmented on the basis of the importance of the parking to

the respondents however that message had no aggregate impact

upon the segment Several questions were not studied here

that can be studied later.

l. Is impact entirely a function of the copy and did the

copy in this case fail to communicate properly?
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2. Was the no impact result merely caused by the fact

that the top three attributes were statistically

equal?

Recall that 89% of the members of this segment could be

properly classified on the importance of the parking and the

unimportance of the bus stop.

3. Could the parking attribute be a necessary but insuf-

ficient attribute, from the aspect of persuasion, in

causing change?

Directly related to the topic of segmentation is the ap-

plication of these models to other markets, specifically in-

dustrial markets where the copy is more involved and the

purchasers are perhaps better trained.

Several other interesting questions concern the cycling.

More to the point, how do marketers cause consumers to cy-

cle. Another potential area for study could be examing the

creative aspects of copy and how those aspects affect the

modeling of an entire advertisement. Lastly, an experiment

could be designed to further study the discrepancy issue.

Since an ordered process occurs during change and by defini-

tion, the message intention discrepancy changes, what is the

impact if the combination of messages changes? In general

if different combinations of messages are delivered to sub-

jects,·there will be different discrepancy patterns and this

would change the picture considerablely.
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5.8 CONCLUSION .

This concluding chapter discussed the results obtained from

four experimental treatments and. the results of the data

analysis. There were several innovations in this research

that perhaps opened more questions than were answered. This

study did show that people change intention in an ordered

fashion and that the importance of the attribute is the in-

dicator of the change order. The restrictive Random Model

seems to be the least productive xnodel in the paradigm.I
Also areas for future research are plentiful as this model-

ing scheme progresses.
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TABLE 87

Data for A11 of the Studies

EFFECT STUDY SAMPLE EFFECT T—VALUE CORRELATION
NUMBER NUMBER SIZE SIZE EFFECT

1 1 16 1.959 7.83 .723
2 1 16 2.749 10.99 .826
3 1 19 3.898 16.99 .899
4 2 13 .472 1.70 .248
5 2 13 1.430 5.15 .613
6 2 13 1.588 5.72 .653
7 2 13 2.152 7.76 .760
8 2 13 2.467 8.89 .801
9 2 13 3.097 11.16 .859

10 2 13 2.624 9.46 .818
11 2 13 1.968 7.09 .730
12 3 16 1.379 5.52 .593
13 3 16 1.933 7.73 .718

_ 14 3 14 2.239 8.37 .770
15 3 21 .623 2.85 .311
16 3 23 1.349 6.47 .576
17 3 22 .763 3.58 .371
18 4 14 .170 .63 .091
19 4 14 .710 2.65 .358
20 4 14 .568 2.12 .293
21 4 14 .843 3.15 .414
22 4 14 .644 2.41 .328
23 4 14 1.184 4.43 .538
24 4 14 1.923 7.19 .720
25 4 14 2.065 7.72 .744
26 4 14 1.042 3.90 .490
27 4 14 .644 2.41 .328
28 4 14 .094 .35 .051
29 4 14 .369 1.38 .195
30 4 14 .776 2.90 .386
31 4 14 .710 2.65 .358
32 4 14 1.042 3.90 .490
33 4 14 1.118 4.18 .516
34 4 14 1.591 5.95 _ .651
35 4 14 .909 3.40 .440
36 4 14 .369 1.38 .195
37 4 14 .303 1.13 .161
38 4 14 .710 2.65 .358
39 4 14 1.317 4.92 .579
40 4 14 .710 2.65 .358
41 4 14 1.317 4.92 .579
42 4 14 .909 3.40 .440
43 4 14 .975 3.65 .466
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44 4 14 .568 2.12 .293
45 4 14 .303 1.13 .161
46 4 14 .502 1.87 .261
47 4 14 .710 2.65 .358
48 4 14 .568 2.12 .293
49 4 14 1.317 4.92 .579
50 4 14 1.515 5.67 .633
51 4 14 .975 3.65 .466
52 4 14 1.250 4.67 .559
53 4 14 .843 3.15 .414
54 5 20 .532 2.38 .270
55 5 20 1.446 6.46 .606 „
56 5 20 .076 .34 .040
57 5 20 .456 2.04 .234
58 6 60 .567 4.39 .277
59 6 60 .684 5.30 .328
60 6 60 .764 5.92 .362
61 6 60 .256 1.98 .129
62 6 60 .645 4.99 .311
63 6 60 .671 5.20 .323
64 6 60 .237 1.84 .120
65 6 60 .690 5.34 .331
66 6 60 .700 5.42 .335
67 7 9 2.282 6.84 .791
68 7 8 1.649 4.66 .689
69 7 10 1.590 5.02 .664
70 7 9 2.890 8.67 .853
71 8 8 .085 .24 .049
72 8 8 .101 .28 .058
73 8 8 .118 .33 .068
74 8 8 .118 .33 .068
75 8 8 .137 .39 .079
76 8 8 .294 .83 .167
77 8 8 .237 .67 .136
78 8 8 .298 .84 .169
79 8 8 .307 .87 .174
80 9 12 .202 .70 .110
81 9 12 .115 .40 .063
82 9 12 .146 .50 .080
83 9 12 .524 1.81 .276
84 9 12 .349 1.21 .188
85 9 12 .087 .30 .047
86 9 12 .650 2.25 .335
87 9 12 1.175 4.07 .541
88 9 12 1.814 6.28 .705
89 9 12 .559 1.93 .293
90 9 12 .734 2.54 .373
91 9 12 1.056 3.65 .500
92 10 10 1.911 6.04 .730
93 10 10 1.532 4.84 .650
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94 10 10 1.366 4.32 .607
95 10 10 .869 2.75 .437
96 10 10 .317 1.00 .174
97 10 10 .253 .80 .140
98 11 7 .149 .39 .088
99 11 7 .275 .72 .161

100 11 7 .887 2.34 .464
101 11 7 .969 2.56 .497
102 11 7 .381 1.00 .220
103 11 7 .557 1.47 .313
104 11 7 .577 1.52 .323
105 11 7 .055 .14 .033
106 11 7 .429 1.13 .246
107 11 7 1.288 3.40 .606
108 11 7 1.392 3.68 · .635
109 11 7 .733 1.93 .397
110 11 7 .724 1.91 .394
111 11 7 .389 1.03 .224
112 12 7 .051 .13 .030
113 12 7 .972 2.57 .498
114 12 7 1.465 3.87 .655
115 12 7 1.084 2.86 .539
116 12 7 1.139 3.01 .559
117 12 7 .533 1.41 .301
118 13 11 .410 1.36 .221
119 13 18 1.588 6.74 .644
120 13 2 3.159 4.46 1.000
121 13 21 .058 .26 .030
122 13 5 .685 1.53 .404
123 13 2 1.541 2.18 1.000
124 13 5 .070 .15 .045
125 13 6 .446 1.09 .264
126 13 17 .699 2.88 .348
127 13 3 1.619 2.80 .814
128 13 22 .000 .00 .000
129 13 5 -.388 -.86 -.243
130 13 4 .822 1.64 .502
131 13 5 -.013 -.02 -.008
132 13 6 .019 .04 .011
133 14 18 2.536 10.76 .802
134 14 14 1.854 6.94 .707
135 14 59 .328 2.52 .164
136 14 70 1.251 10.47 .536
137 14 30 -.060 -.33 -.031
138 14 29 1.451 7.81 .601
139 14 71 .108 .91 .054
140 14 16 2.623 10.49 .814
141 14 50 1.103 7.80 .490
142 14 33 .071 .40 .036
143 14 46 .555 3.76 .273
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144 14 31 .693 3.86 .337
145 14 23 -.305 -1.46 -.157
146 14 60 1.738 13.46 .662
147 14 40 .447 2.83 .223
148 14 19 1.980 8.63 .723
149 14 30 1.303 7.13 .559
150 14 22 .515 2.41 .260
151 14 29 -.262 -1.41 -.134
152 14 41 1.996 12.78 .715
153 14 41 .845 5.41 .397
154 14 18 -.166 -.70 -.088
155 14 26 1.633 8.33 .647
156 14 42 .954 6.18 .439
157 14 32 .054 .30 .027
158 14 20 2.318 10.37 .773
159 14 36 1.188 7.13 .521
160 14 44 .028 .18 .014

SUMMARY STATISTICS

TOTAL STUDIES

AVERAGE EFFECT SIZE: .866800
TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE: 2965
VARIANCE OF EFFECT SIZE: .520086
SAMPLING ERROR ACROSS THE STUDIES: .236124
VARIANCE CORRECTED FOR SAMPLING ERROR: .283962
STANDARD DEVIATION ACROSS STUDIES: .532881

-95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL: -.17765 TO 1.91125
PERCENT OF VARIANCE DUE TO SAMPLING ERROR: 45.4009
RELIABILITY OF D BAR: .545991
AVERAGE CORRELATION : .365516
CHI—SQUARE TEST STATISTIC: 218.558768

DEGREES OF FREEDOM: 159
P-VALUE OF THE CHI-SQUARE: 0.0012229
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TABLE 88

Data for All of the Studies Excludinq Studies 13 and 14

EFFECT STUDY SAMPLE EFFECT T—VALUE CORRELATION
NUMBER NUMBER SIZE SIZE EFFECT

1 1 16 1.9591 7.837 .7232
2 1 16 2.7494 10.998 .8268
3 1 19 3.8980 16.991 .8996
4 2 13 .4725 1.703 .2487
5 2 13 1.4305 5.158 .6138
6 2 13 1.5880 5.726 .6534 .
7 2 13 2.1523 7.760 .7601

' 8 2 13 2.4673 8.896 .8017
9 2 13 3.0972 11.167 .8598

10 2 13 2.6247 9.464 .8189
11 2 13 1.9686 7.098 .7306
12 3 16 1.3799 5.520 .5936
13 3 16 1.9335 7.734 .7187
14 3 14 2.2390 8.378 .7706
15 3 21 .6237 2.858 .3115
16 3 23 1.3499 6.474 .5769
17 3 22 .7639 3.583 .3719
18 4 14 .1705 .638 .0917
19 4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583
20 4 14 .5685 2.127 .2935
21 4 14 .8432 3.155 .4144
22 4 14 .6443 2.411 .3286
23 4 14 1.1843 4.431 .5388
24 4 14 1.9233 7.196 .7204
25 4 14 2.0654 7.728 .7446
26 4 14 1.0422 3.900 .4905
27 4 14 .6443 2.411 .3286
28 4 14 .0947 .354 .0511
29' 4 14 .3695 1.383 .1957
30 4 14 .7769 2.907 .3869
31 4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583
32 4 14 1.0422 3.900 .4905
33 4 14 1.1180 4.183 .5169
34 4 14 1.5917 5.956 .6519
35 4 14 .9096 3.403 .4409
36 4 14 .3695 1.383 .1957
37 4 14 .3032 1.134 .1616
38 4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583
39 4 14 1.3170 4.928 .5796
40

”
4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583

41 4 14 1.3170 4.928 .5796
42 4 14 .9096 3.403 .4409
43 4 14 .9759 3.651 .4663
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44 4 14 .5685 . 2.127 .2935
45 4 14 .3032 1.134 .1616
46 4 14 .5021 1.879 .2617
47 4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583
48 4 14 .5685 2.127 .2935
49 4 14 1.3170 4.928 .5796
50 4 14 1.5159 5.672 .6335
51 4 14 .9759 3.651 .4663
52 4 14 1.2506 4.679 .5597
53 4 14 .8432 3.155 .4144
54 5 20 .5328* 2.383 .2704 .
55 5 20 1.4460 6.467 .6061
56 5 20 .0761 .340 .0401
57 5 20 .4566 2.042 .2340
58 6 60 .5672 4.394 .2771
59 6 60 .6843 5.301 .3287
60 6 60 .7649 5.925 .3625
61 6 60 .2567 1.988 .1294
62 6 60 .6454 4.999 .3118
63 6 60 .6715 5.201 .3232
64 6 60 .2379 1.843 .1201
65 6 60 .6902 5.346 .3312
66 6 60 .7004 5.425 .3355
67 7 9 2.2829 6.849 .7913
68 7 8 1.6495 4.665 .6896
69 7 10 1.5901 5.028 .6644
70 7 9 2.8900 8.670 .8536
71 · 8 8 .0850 .240 .0490
72 8 8 .1019 .288 .0587
73 8 8 .1189 .336 .0685
74 8 8 .1189 .336 .0685
75 8 8 .1378 .390 .0793
76 8 8 .2945 .833 .1676
77 8 8 .2379 .673 .1361
78 8 8 .2983 .844 .1697
79 8 8 .3077 .870 .1749
80 9 12 .2028 .703 .1104
81 9 12 .1154 .400 .0631
82 9 12 .1469 .509 .0802
83 9 12 .5245 1.817 .2761
84 9 12 .3497 1.211 .1881
85 9 12 .0874 .303 .0478
86 9 12 .6504 *2.253 .3356
87 9 12 1.1750 4.070 .5412
88 9 12 1.8149 6.287 .7050
89 9 12 .5595 1.938 .2930
90 9 12 .7344 ‘

2.544 .3732
91 9 12 1.0561 3.658 .5007
92 10 10 1.9118 6.046 .7302
93 10 10 1.5328 4.847 .6507
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94 10 10 1.3665 4.321 .6070
95 10 10 .8696 2.750 .4372
96 10 10 .3175 1.004 .1748
97 10 10 .2532 .801 .1401
98 11 7 .1498 .396 .0883
99 11 7 .2757 .729 .1610

100 . 11 7 .8876 2.348 .4649
101 11 7 .9693 2.565 .4975
102 11 7 .3814 1.009 .2201
103 11 7 .5570 1.474 .3130
104 11 7 .5773 1.527 .3232
105 11 7 .0559 .148 .0331
106 11 7 .4296 1.137 .2463
107 11 7 1.2881 3.408 .6061
108 11_ 7 1.3927 3.685 .6359
109 11 7 .7330 1.939 .3979
110 11 7 .7249 1.918 .3941
111 11 7 .3892 1.030 .2244
112 12 7 .0518 .137 .0306
113 12 7 .9729 2.574 .4988
114 12 7 1.4658 3.878 .6552_
115 12 7 1.0843 2.869 .5399
116 12 7 1.1398 3.016 .5591
117 12 7 .5337 1.412 .3011

„ SUMMARY STATISTICS

STUDIES EXCLUDING 11 AND 14

AVERAGE EFFECT SIZE: .892436
TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE: 1843
VARIANCE OF EFFECT SIZE: .477625
SAMPLING ERROR ACROSS THE STUDIES: .279214
VARIANCE CORRECTED FOR SAMPLING ERROR: .198410
STANDARD DEVIATION ACROSS STUDIES: .445433
95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL: .01939 TO 1.76548
PERCENT OF VARIANCE DUE TO SAMPLING ERROR: 58.4589
RELIABILITY OF D BAR: .415411
AVERAGE CORRELATION : .382927
CHI—SQUARE TEST STATISTIC: 105.537303

DEGREES OF FREEDOM: 116
P—VALUE OF THE CHI—SQUARE: 0.74694
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TABLE 89

High Discrepahcy Studies Excludihg Studies 13 and 14

EFFECT STUDY SAMPLE EFFECT T-VALUE CORRELATION
NUMBER NUMBER SIZE SIZE EFFECT

1 1 19 3.8980 16.991 .8996
2 2 13 3.0972 11.167 .8598
3 2 13 2.6247 9.464 .8189
4 2 13 1.9686 7.098 .7306
5 3 14 2.2390 8.378 .7706
6 3 22 .7639 3.583 .3719
7 4 14 1.9233 7.196 .7204
8 4 14 2.0654 7.728 .7446
9 4 14 1.0422 3.900 .4905

10 4 14 1.1180 4.183 .5169
11 4 14 1.5917 5.956 .6519
12 4 14 .9096 3.403 .4409
13 4 14 .9096 3.403 .4409
14 4 14 .9759 3.651 .4663
15 4 14 .5685 2.127 .2935
16 4 14 .8432 3.155 .4144
17 4 14 1.2506 4.679 .5597
18 4 14 .9759 3.651 .4663
19 5 20 1.4460 6.467 .6061
20 5 20 .4566 2.042 .2340
21 6 60 .7649 5.925 .3625
22 6 60 .6715 5.201 .3232
23 6 60 .7004 5.425 .3355
24 7 8 1.6495 4.665 .6896
25 7 9 2.8900 8.670 .8536
26 8 8 .1189 .336 .0685
27 8 8 .2945 .833 .1676
28 8 8 .3077 .870 .1749
29 9 12 .1469 .509 .0802
30 9 12 .0874 .303 .0478
31 9 12 1.8149 6.287 .7050
32 9 12 1.0561 3.658 .5007
33 10 10 1.3665 4.321 .6070
34 10 10 .2532 .801 .1401
35 11 7 .3814 1.009 .2201
36 11 7 .5570 1.474 .3130
37 11 7 .5773 1.527 .3232
38 11 7 .7330 1.939 .3979
39 11 7 .7249 1.918 .3941
40 11 7 .3892 1.030 .2244
41 12 7 1.1398 3.016 .5591
42 12 7 .5337 1.412 .3011
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SUMMARY STATISTICS

HIGH DISCREPANCY WITHOUT STUDIES 11 AND 14

AVERAGE EFFECT SIZE: 1.113710
TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE: 647
VARIANCE OF EFFECT SIZE: .670016
SAMPLING ERROR ACROSS THE STUDIES: .299919
VARIANCE CORRECTED FOR SAMPLING ERROR: .370097
STANDARD DEVIATION ACROSS STUDIES: .608356
95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL: -.07867 TO 2.30609
PERCENT OF VARIANCE DUE TO SAMPLING ERROR: 44.7629
RELIABILITY OF D BAR: .552371
AVERAGE CORRELATION : .450446
CHI—SQUARE TEST STATISTIC: 41.558139

DEGREES OF FREEDOM: 41
P-VALUE OF THE CHI—SQUARE: 0.44631
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TABLE 90

Medium Discrepancy Without Studies 13 and 14

EEFECT STUDY SAMPLE EFFECT T—VALUE CORRELATION
NUMBER NUMBER SIZE SIZE EFFECT

1 1 16 2.7494 10.998 .8268
2 2 13 2.1523 7.760 .7601
3 2 13 2.4673 8.896 .8017
4 3 16 1.9335 7.734 .7187
5 3 23 1.3499 6.474 .5769
6 4 14 .5685 2.127 .2935
7 4 14 A .8432 3.155 .4144
8 4 14 .6443 2.411 .3286
9 4 14 1.1843 4.431 .5388

10 4 14 .3695 1.383 .1957
11 4 14 .7769 2.907 .3869
12 4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583
13 4 14 1.0422 ' 3.900 .4905
14 4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583
15 4 14 1.3170 4.928 .5796
16 4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583
17 4 14 1.3170 4.928 .5796
18 4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583
19 4 14 .5685 2.127 .2935
20 4 14 1.3170 4.928 .5796
21 4 14 1.5159 5.672 .6335
22 6 60 .6843 5.301 .3287
23 6 60 .6454 4.999 .3118
24 6 60 .6902 5.346 .3312
25 8 8 .1019 .288 .0587
26 8 8 .1378 .390 .0793
27 8 8 .2983 .844 .1697
28 9 12 .1154 .400 .0631
29 9 12 .3497 1.211 .1881
30 9 12 1.1750 4.070 .5412
31 9 12 .7344 2.544 .3732
32 10 10 1.5328 4.847 .6507
33 10 10 .3175 1.004 .1748
34 11 7 .8876 2.348 .4649
35 11 7 .9693 2.565 .4975
36 11 7 1.2881 3.408 .6061
37 11 7 1.3927 3.685 .6359
38 12 7 1.4658 3.878 .6552
39 12 7 1.0843 2.869 .5399
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SUMMARY STATISTICS

MEDIUM DISCREPANCY WITHOUT STUDIES 1ä AND 14

AVERAGE EFFECT SIZE: .950617
TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE: 619 _
VARIANCE OF EFFECT SIZE: .320382
SAMPLING ERROR ACROSS THE STUDIES: .280487
VARIANCE CORRECTED FOR SAMPLING ERROR: .039894
STANDARD DEVIATION ACROSS STUDIES: .199736
95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL: .55914 TO 1.34210
PERCENT OF VARIANCE DUE TO SAMPLING ERROR: 87.5479
RELIABILITY OF D BAR: .124521
AVERAGE CORRELATION : .419330
CHI—SQUARE TEST STATISTIC: 27.510738

DEGREES OF FREEDOM: 38
P-VALUE OF THE CHI—SQUARE: 0.89573
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TABLE 91

— Low Discrepancy Without Studies 13 and 14

EFFECT STUDY SAMPLE EFFECT T—VALUE CORRELATION
NUMBER NUMBER SIZE SIZE EEFECT

1 1 16 1.9591 7.837 .7232
2 2 13 .4725 1.703 .2487
3 2 13 1.4305 5.158 .6138
4 2 13 1.5880 5.726 .6534
5 3 16 1.3799 5.520 .5936
6 3 _ 21 .6237 2.858 .3115
7 4 14 .1705 .638 .0917
8 4 14 .7106 2.659 .3583
9 4 14 .6443 2.411 .3286

10 4 14 .0947 .354 .0511
11 4 14 .3695 1.383 .1957
12 4 14 .3032 1.134 .1616
13 4 14 .3032 1.134 .1616
14 4 14 .5021 1.879 .2617
15 5 20 .5328 2.383 .2704
16 5 20 .0761 .340 .0401
17 6 60 .5672 4.394 .2771
18 6 60 .2567 1.988 .1294
19 6 60 .2379 1.843 .1201
20 7 9 2.2829 6.849 .7913
21 7 10 1.5901 5.028 .6644 ‘
22 8 8 .0850 .240 .0490
23 8 8 .1189 .336 .0685
24 8 8 .2379 .673 .1361
25 9 12 .2028 .703 .1104
26 9 12 .5245 1.817 .2761
27 9 12 .6504 2.253 .3356
28 9 12 .5595 1.938 .2930
29 10 10 1.9118 6.046 .7302
30 10 10 .8696 2.750 .4372
31 11 7 .1498 .396 .0883
32 11 7 .2757 .729 .1610
33 11 7 .0559 .148 .0331
34 11 7 .4296 1.137 .2463
35 12 7 .0518 .137 .0306
36 12 7 .9729 2.574 .4988
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SUMMARY STATISTICS

LQQ DISCREPANCY WITHOUT STUDIES 13 AND 14

AVERAGE EFFECT SIZE: .581899
TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE: 577 .
VARIANCE OF EFFECT SIZE: .275615
SAMPLING ERROR ACROSS THE STUDIES: .260130
VARIANCE CORRECTED FOR SAMPLING ERROR: .015485
STANDARD DEVIATION ACROSS STUDIES: .124439
95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL: .33800 TO .82580
PERCENT OF VARIANCE DUE TO SAMPLING ERROR: 94.3816
RELIABILITY OF D BAR: .056184
AVERAGE CORRELATION : .268163
CHI-SQUARE TEST STATISTIC: 24.395648

DEGREES OF FREEDOM: 35
P-VALUE OF THE CHI—SQUARE: 0.91025
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QUESTIONAIRE USED IN THE EXPERIMENT

'VIRGINIA APARTMENT SURVEY'

B.l INTRODUCTORY SCENARIO

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE BLACKSBURG APARTMENT

STUDY SPONSORED BY THE VIRGINIA TECH OFF CAMPUS HOUSING

OFFICE. THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY IS TO EVALUATE YOUR

FEELINGS ABOUT THE VARIOUS APARTMENT COMPLEXES IN THE

VIRGINIA TECH AREA. WE ARE TRYING TO DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE

HANDBOOK THAT EXPLAINS THE PROS AND CONS OF EACH OF THE

AREA'S APARTMENTS. THE HANDBOOK WILL BE AVAILABLE TO ALL

STUDENTS FREE OF CHARGE.

YOU ARE INVOLVED IN A STUDY THAT WILL PROVIDE PERHAPS

YOURSELF AND OTHER STUDENTS WITH UNBIASED INFORMATION ABOUT

THE APARTMENTS NEAR VIRGINIA TECH. WE ASK ONLY THAT YOU

GIVE US HONEST AND SINCERE ANSWERS TO OUR QUESTIONS. THE

INFORMATION YOU GIVE US WILL BE USED IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

AND YOU CAN BE SURE OF COMPLETE PRIVACY. WE ARE INTERESTED

ONLY IN GROUP TOTALS.

THE FIRST SECTION ASKS YOU FOR GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT

YOURSELF.

341
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DO NOT TOUCH THE KEY BOARD, THE QUESTIONS WILL APPEAR

SHORTLY. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE ASK THE PROCTOR.

B.2 DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS

(Sample Question for the demographics)

WITHOUT USING ANY DASHES OR COMMAS ***

1. TYPE IN YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER :

THEN TOUCH THE ENTER KEY ONE AND ONLY ONE TIME AND WAIT FOR

THE NEXT QUESTION.

227942556
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New Screen

Rechecks the Demographic Response

WITHOUT USING ANY DASHES OR COMMAS ***

TYPE IN YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER :

THEN TOUCH THE ENTER KEY ONE AND ONLY ONE TIME AND WAIT FOR

THE NEXT QUESTION.

YOUR RESPONSE WAS : 227942556

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN l FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: l

Remaining Demographic Questions

(These Questions Replace the Social Security Question)

2. TYPE IN YOUR AGE IN YEARS :

3. TYPE IN A (l) IF YOU ARE MALE AND A (2) IF YOU ARE

FEMALE

4. TYPE IN A (l) IF YOU HAVE A CAR AND (2) IF YOU DO NOT

HAVE A CAR AVAILABLE TO YOU WHILE YOU ARE HERE AT

TECH.

5. TYPE IN THE NUMBER OF ROOMMATES YOU PRESENTLY HAVE.

DO NOT COUNT YOURSELF.
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6. TYPE IN THE NUMBER OF YEARS YOU HAVE BEEN AT VIRGINIA

TECH.

7. TYPE IN (1) IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT AND

(2) IF YOU ARE NOT.

8. TYPE IN THE NUMBER OF TIMES PER WEEK YOU RIDE THE BUS

ON THE AVERAGE.

9. FOR. THE FOLLOWING 'TYPE THE NUMBER THAT REPRESENTS

YOUR CLASS STANDING.

FRESHMAN l

SOPHOMORE 2

JUNIOR 3

SENIOR 4

GRAD STUDENT 5
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Double Check on The Demographics

(New Screen) .
I

FROM THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, YOU HAVE SAID THAT YOU ARE A

FEMALE WHO IS 22 YEARS OLD AND YOU OWN A CAR.

YOU RIDE THE BUS AN AVERAGE OF O TIMES PER WEEK.

PRESENTLY, YOU ARE NOT LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT.

YOU HAVE BEEN A STUDENT AT TECH FOR 4 YEARS AND ARE

A SENIOR WITH O ROOMMATES.

YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER IS : 227942556

IS THE ABOVE TRUE? TYPE l FOR YES AND 2 FOR NO.

B.3 ATTRIBUTE IMPORTANCE MEASURES

AGAIN, THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS APARTMENT

STUDY SPONSORED BY TECH. THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY IS TO GET

YOUR FEELINGS ON THE VARIOUS APARTMENT' COMPLEXES IN THE

VIRGINIA TECH AREA. WE ARE TRYING TO DEVELOP A HANDBOOK THAT

EXPLAINS THE PROS AND CONS OF EACH OF THE APARTMENTS IN THE

AREA. THE HANDBOOK WILL BE WRITTEN FROM YOUR RESPONSES AND
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THE RESPONSES OF THE STUDENT RESIDENTS OF EACH COMPLEX. THE

RESIDENTS HAVE ALREADY BEEN INTERVIEWED.

PLEASE READ ALL OF THE QUESTIONS VERY CAREFULLY AND TRYV

TO PLACE YOUR SELF IN THE POSITION OF HUNTING FOR AN

APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR. YOUR RESPONSES WILL BE HELPING TECH

STUDENTS MAKE A BETTER DECISION IN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT. .

PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS AS TRUTHFULLY AND AS ACCURATELY

AS YOU CAN. YOU MAY KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT THE COMPLEX

STUDIED HERE AND YOU MAY NOT. EACH PERSON IS GIVEN AN

APARTMENT AT RANDOM. JUST ANSWER AS BEST YOU CAN.

ALL OF THE INSTRUCTI ONS ARE AUTOMAT IC FOR YOUR

CONVENIENCE. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO TOUCH THE KEY BOARD UNTIL

YOU ARE ASKED A QUESTION. PLEASE CONCENTRATE ON THE SCREEN

AND PRETEND LIKE YOU ARE TRYING TO FIND A APARTMENT.
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Next Screen

FOR THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS YOUR ANSWERS WILL BE RELATIVE

TO A REFERENCE. THE REFERENCE MAY BE A WORD OR A SCALE. YOU

ARE TO RESPOND BY COMPARING YOUR OPINIONS TO THE REFERENCE.

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BY QUICKLY

LOOKING AT THE REFERENCE AND THEN TYPING IN YOUR GENERAL

IMPRESSIONS. YOU DO NOT NEED TO SPEND A LOT OF TIME ON THE

ANSWERS. JUST GIVE US YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION.

ALSO THERE ARE SEVERAL QUESTIONS THAT ARE WORDED VERY

SIMILARILY. WE HAVE FOUND THIS NECESSARY BECAUSE OF COMPUTER

PROBLEMS. IN EARLIER RUNS THERE WERE LINE PROBLEMS AND THE

COMPUTER DID NOT RECEIVE A LOT OF THE RESPONSES. YOUR

ANSWERS ARE IMPORTANT AND ARE PROVIDING IMFORMATION ABOUT

LIVING AS A STUDENT AT TECH. ALSO YOUR FRIENDS AND FELLOW

STUDENTS ARE LIKELY TO USE THIS HANDBOOK IN THEIR SEARCH FOR

APARTMENTS IN BLACKSBURG. WE HAVE FOUND THAT BY GIVING YOU

SEVERAL OF THE SAME QUESTIONS, WE DO NOT MISS VALUABLE

INFORMATION. PLEASE BEAR WITH US UNTIL THE COMPUTER CENTER

CLEARS UP THE PROBLEM.

DO NOT TOUCH THE KEY BOARD UNTIL YOU ARE ASKED A QUESTION.
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Establishing A Reference Phrase

PLEASE GIVE THE PHRASE SO—SO A ‘VALUE COMPARED TO ‘THE

WORDS MORE OR LESS. WE HAVE GIVEN THE WORDS MORE OR LESS A

NUMBER VALUE OF 50. WE ARE TRYING TO ESTABLISH A NUMBER

VALUE FOR THE MEANING OF THE WORD SO—SO. YOU CAN GIVE SO—SO

ANY VALUE GREATER THAN ZERO. IF YOU THINK SO—SO IS ABOUT THE

SAME, GIVE SO—SO A VALUE CLOSE TO SO AND IF YOU THINK SO—SO

IS A LOT DIFFERENT FROM MORE OR LESS THEN GIVE SO—SO A

CORRESPONDING NUMBER THAT IS BIGGER OR SMALLER THAN SO.

TAKE THE PHRASE:

*** MORE OR LESS ***

TO HAVE A VALUE OF 50

COMPARED TO THE EXPRESSION, MORE OR LESS, TYPE IN ANY NUMBER

THAT, TO YOU, BEST REPRESENTS YOUR OPINION OF THE PHRASE:

*** SO-SO ***

YOUR VALUE :
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Check om the Value for So-So

YOU HAVE ARE MAKING THE FOLLOWING COMPARISON.

MORE OR LESS = 50

AND

E SO - SO = 30
”

YOUR RESPONSE WAS : 30

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN l FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: 1
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Instructions for the Importance Measures

Numeric Estimation
E

YOU HAVE GIVEN THE PHRASE SO-SO A VALUE. THE NEXT 5

QUESTIONS WILL BE RELATIVE TO THAT VALUE. YOU CAN TYPE IN

ANY NUMBER BIGGER THAN ZERO AS LONG AS IT REPRESENTS YOUR

OPINION RELATIVE TO SO-SO. IF YOUR OPINION IS THREE TIMES

STRONGER THAN SO—SO, TYPE IN A NUMBER THAT IS ABOUT THREE

TIMES SO-SO. IF YOUR OPINION IS ONE HALF THAT OF SO—SO, TYPE

IN A NUMBER THAT IS HALF AS BIG AS THE NUMBER YOU GAVE TO

SO—SO.

FOR EXAMPLE. SUPPOSE THAT SO—SO=100, AND YOU THINK YOUR

BEST RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION IS TWO TIMES SO-SO. YOU WOULD

TYPE IN 200. IF YOU THINK THAT YOUR BEST ANSWER IS ONE

FIFTH THAT OF SO-SO, TYPE IN 20 AND CONTINUE THIS PROCEDURE

FOR THE NEXT 5 QUESTIONS.

REMEMBER TO PRETEND THAT YOU ARE HUNTING AN APARTMENT AND

GIVE HONEST ANSWERS. RAISE YOUR HAND FOR QUESTIONS AND DO

NOT TOUCH THE KEY BOARD UNTIL A QUESTION APPEARS.
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Sample Importance Question

RELATIVE TO THE WORD SO—SO, NUMERICALLY ANSWER :

**************************+*****+*****+*****+*******+*+****

SO - SO =_3O

lO. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

l2O
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Response Check for the Subject

(Repeats Their Response and Asks if the Response is Correct

RELATIVE TO THE WORD SO—SO, NUMERICALLY ANSWER :

***+******+*****+*********+********+*******+**+***+*******+

S0 — S0 = 30

WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE ·

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

YOUR RESPONSE WAS : 120

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN 1 FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: 1

Remaininq Importance Questions

(Replaces the maintenance question above.)
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11. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE

EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?

12. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE A

LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

13. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE

EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

14. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

w HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE

THE HEAT INCLUDED IN THE RENT?

B.4 PRODUCTION MEASUREMENTS ATTRIBUTE IMPORTANCE
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YOUR TASK IS TO ESTIMATE LINE LENGTHS THAT BEST REPRESENT

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE FOLLOWING FEATURES TO YOU IN DECIDING

ON AN APARTMENT. PRETEND YOU ARE LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT

FOR NEXT SCHOOL TERM. ON THE RESPONSE LINE, PLACE AN X UNDER

THE POSITION THAT BEST REPRESENTS YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE

FEATURE. BE SURE TO USE THE SPACE BAR TO MOVE THE X TO THE

RIGHT ON THE SCREEN. ALSO REMEMBER YOU ARE RESPONDING

RELATIVE TO THE REFERENCE LINE REPRESENTED BY THE WORD

SO-SO.

REFERENCE LINE FOR SO-SO. PLACE THE X RELATIVE TO THIS LINE.

LINE THAT MEANS SO—SO.

RESPONSE LINE PLACE AN X UNDER THE POSITION THAT

REPRESENTS YOUR FEELINGS.

X

YOU ARE SUGGESTING THAT YOUR EEELINGS ARE STRONGER THAN SO—SO.

DO NOT TOUCH THE KEYBOARD UNTIL THE NEXT QUESTION APPEARS.
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Samgle Question for Line Production

******+********+**+**************+**********************+**

USE THE SPACE BAR TO PLACE AN X UNDER THE RESPONSE LINE

THAT REPRESENTS YOUR RESPONSE RELATIVE TO THE LENGTH

GIVEN TO SO—SO :

15. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

LINE THAT MEANS SO-SO.

0.0 RESPONSE LINE

X
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Response Check

USE THE SPACE BAR TO PLACE AN X UNDER THE RESPONSE LINE

THAT REPRESENTS YOUR RESPONSE RELATIVE TO THE LENGTH

GIVEN TO SO-SO :

***+**********+********************************++*****+****

WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

LINE THAT MEANS SO—SO.

0.0 RESPONSE LINE

------—-----------------——---—-—----—-—-—X

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN l FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: l

Computer Repeats the Above for the Following
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16. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,l
HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE

EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?

17. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE A

LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

18. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE

EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

19. WHEN CHOOSING AN APARTMENT WHERE YOU WANT TO LIVE,

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT THE APARTMENT HAVE

EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

B.5 QUESTIONS TQ MEASURE INTENTIONS, BELIEFS ANQ
l CONDITIONALS

. (Introductory Scenario)

YOU HAVE BEEN RANDOMLY ASSIGNED TO WINDSOR HILLS AS YOUR

COMPLEX FOR RESPONSES. IT DOESN'T MATTER WHETHER OR NOT YOU

HAVE ANY KNOWLEDGE ABOUT WINDSOR HILLS. JUST BE AS HONEST

AS YOU CAN ABOUT THIS COMPLEX. PART OF THE STUDY IS TO

MEASURE YOUR CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT WINDSOR HILLS. PLEASE

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY AND DO NOT

DISCUSS THIS APARTMENT COMPLEX WITH ANYONE.
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YOU WILL BE GIVEN INSTRUCTIONS FOR EACH SECTION OF THIS

QUESTIONAIRE. THEY ASK YOU FOR ANSWERS ABOUT YOUR BELIEFS

AND INTENTIONS TOWARDS WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS. YOUR

RESPONSES WILL BE IN THE FORM OF PROBABILITIES AND CHANCES

OUT OF 100. THE IMPORTANT THING IS TO FOLLOW THE

INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY' AND DO NOT TOUCH .ANY KEYS EXCEPT

THOSE THAT YOU ARE TOLD TO TOUCH.

DO NOT TOUCH THE KEYBOARD.

B.5.l Present Address and Information Held
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20. SUPPOSE YOU CAN SUBMIT ONLY ONE RENTAL APPLICATION

FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR. IF YOU COULD SUBMIT ONLY ONE

APPLICATION TO A BLACKSBURG APARTMENT COMPLEX, WHICH

OF THOSE BELOW WOULD YOU SELECT ?

l - Jefferson Apartments

2 - Foxridge
A

3 — Terrace View

4 — Windsor Hills

5 — Sturbridge Square

6 - Stonegate

7 - Price Apartments

8 — Carlton Scott Apartments

9 - NONE OF THOSE LISTED
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21. WHERE DO YOU CURRENTLY LIVE ?

1 - University Dorm

2 - Foxridge

3 - Terrace View

4 - Windsor Hills

5 - Sturbridge Square

6 - Stonegate

7 — Price Apartments

8 - Carlton Scott Apartments

9 - OTHER

Information Held

22. WHEN IT COMES TO WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS, I AM

INFORMED.

STRONGLY [ [ MILDLY [ [ MILDLY [ [
STRONGLY

DISAGREE [DISAGREE [ DISAGREE [ NEUTRAL [ AGREE [ AGREE [
AGREE

l I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 5 I7
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23. I KNOW AS MUCH ABOUT WINDSOR HILLS AS ANYONE WHO

LIVES THERE.

STRONGLY | | MILDLY | | MILDLY | |
STRONGLY

DISAGREE IDISAGREE | DISAGREE | NEUTRAL | AGREE | AGREE |
AGREE

1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
7

24. I FEEL LIKE I HAVE INFORMATION ABOUT WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS.

NOT VERY | | MILDLY | | MILDLY | |
VERY

INFORMED |UNINFORMED|UNINFORMED| NEUTRAL | INFORMED | INFORMED |
IMFORMED ·

1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
7

B.5.2 Numerical Estimation gg the Imdegendent Variables
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DIRECT ELICITATION OF PROBABILITIES

(NUMERICAL ESTIMATION)

YOU ARE ASSIGNED THE FOLLOWING LIMITS FOR YOUR RESPONSES

ANSWER THE QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO 0.0 AND 1.0

YOU CAN NOT BELOW 0.0 OR ABOVE 1.00.

YOUR RESPONSES MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND 1.00

IN RELATION TO THE LIMITS ABOVE, NUMERICALLY ANSWER

25. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS? V

.1

Response Check

WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER SUBMITTING

A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS?

YOUR RESPONSE WAS : .1

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN 1 FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: 1
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(The Computer Repeats the Above for each of the Followimg)

26. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

27. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?

28. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR. HILLS HAS A

LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

29. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

30. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS THE

HEAT INCLUDED IN THE RENT?

31. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

32. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT PARKING

FACILITIES?
E

33. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS A LARGE CLOSET IN EACH

ROOM?

34. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?
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35. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

J SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS THE HEAT INCLUDED IN THE

RENT?

36. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN, THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE EXCELLENT

MAINTENANCE?

37. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE EXCELLENT

PARKING FACILITIES?

38. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE A LARGE CLOSET

IN EACH ROOM?

39. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE EXCELLENT BUS

STOPS?

40. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE THE HEAT

INCLUDED IN THE RENT?
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DIRECT ELICITATION OF PROBABILITIES

(LINE PRODUCTION)

41. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

· SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS?

( USE THIS SCALE AS A REFERENCE )

0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

I ·————————·——— I ···——·—————·—— I ———··————————— I ————-———-——— I
X

Response Check

THIS IS A LINE REPRESENTING YOUR RESPONSE

WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER SUBMITTING

A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS?

0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
‘ I ··——··———·—·— I —··—···—···—·· I ········——··—— I ———·———————— I

-—-—-—-—-———-——X

‘
IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN YES (1) OR NO (2) HERE:
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(The Computer Repeats the Above for each of the Following)

42. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

43. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?

44. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR. HILLS HAS A

LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

45. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

46. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS THE

HEAT INCLUDED IN THE RENT?

47. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

48. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT PARKING

FACILITIES?

49. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS A LARGE CLOSET IN EACH

ROOM?

50. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?
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51. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS THE HEAT INCLUDED IN THE

RENT?

52. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE EXCELLENT

MAINTENANCE?

53. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE EXCELLENT

PARKING EACILITIES?

54. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES _NOT HAVE A LARGE

CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

55. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILES

APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE EXCELLENT BUS

STOPS?

56. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS GIVEN 'THAT IT DOES NOT' HAVE THE HEAT

INCLUDED IN THE RENT?
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B.6 QUESTIONS TQ MEASURE INTENTIONS, BELIEFS AND
CONDITIONALS

ODDS OUT OF 100 METHOD

(NUMERICAL ESTIMATION)

YOU ARE ASSIGNED THE FOLLOWING LIMITS FOR YOUR RESPONSES ·

ANSWER THE QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO 0.0 AND 100

YOU CAN NOT BELOW 0.0 OR ABOVE 100.

YOUR RESPONSES MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND 100

IN RELATION TO THE LIMITS ABOVE, NUMERICALLY ANSWER

******++*********+********************+**+******+****+***

57. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS ?
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Response Check

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS ?

YOUR RESPONSE WAS : 80

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN 1 FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: 1

Remaining Numeric Odds Questions

The Computer Repeats the Above for each of the Following

· 58. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

59. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?

60. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS A LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

61. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

62. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS THE HEAT INCLUDED IN THE RENT?

63. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT

MAINTENANCE?
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64. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT PARKING

FACILITIES?
E

65. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS A LARGE CLOSET IN

EACH ROOM?

66. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT BUS

STOPS?

67. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS THE HEAT INCLUDED

IN THE RENT?

68. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD
Ü

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

69. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE

EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?
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70. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 1OO THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE A LARGE

CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

71. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 1OO THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE

EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

72. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 1OO THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR-
HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE THE HEAT

INCLUDED IN THE RENT?

B.7 QUESTIONS TQ MEASURE INTENTIONS, BELIEFS ANQCONDITIONALS

ODDS OUT OF 1OO METHOD

(LINE PRODUCTION)
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HOLD THE SPACE BAR DOWN UNTIL YOU REACH THE SCALE POSITION

THAT BEST REPRESENTS YOUR ANSWER TO:
I

****+******+**+****+**************************************+

73. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF lOO THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS ?

( USE THIS SCALE AS A REFERENCE )

O 25 5O 75 lOO

I —————————··— I ·——···—··—··· I ··—······—··· I ··———··—····· I
X
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Response Check _

THIS IS A LINE REPRESENTING YOUR RESPONSE

******+************+****************+***+**++***+*+****+***

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL
I

APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS ?

0 25 50 75 100

I ———————·———— I —·—————·————— I ————·———————— I ————————————— I

---—----—--——-—------X

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN 1 FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: 1

Remaining Questions

The Computer Repeats the Above for each of the Following

74. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

75. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?

76. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS A LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

77. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT BUS STOPS? ·

78. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS THE HEAT INCLUDED IN THE RENT? ‘
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79. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT

MAINTENANCE? .

80. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT PARKING

FACILITIES? _

81. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS A LARGE CLOSET IN

EACH ROOM?

82. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS EXCELLENT BUS

STOPS?

83. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT HAS THE HEAT INCLUDED

IN THE RENT?

84. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?
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85. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 1OO THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE

EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?

86. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 1OO THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE A LARGE

’CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

87. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF lOO THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE

EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

88. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF lOO THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS GIVEN THAT IT DOES NOT HAVE THE HEAT

INCLUDED IN THE RENT?
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TABLE 92

Messages

THE FOLLOWING SHORT DESCRIPTIONS ARE ABOUT WINDSOR HILLS
APARTMENTS. EACH OF THESE WILL APPEAR IN THE STUDENT
HANDBOOK FOR APARTMENTS AND WILL BE AVAILABLE
TO ALL STUDENTS OF VIRGINIA TECH WITH NO CHARGE TO THE
STUDENT.

THIS HANDBOOK IS BEING DEVELOPED BASED IN PART ON THIS
STUDY. PLEASE READ EACH PASSAGE VERY CAREFULLY AND TRY
TO PLACE YOUR SELF IN THE POSITION OF HUNTING
FOR AN APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR. YOU SHOULD NOTE THAT AT
THE TOP OF EACH DESCRIPTION THERE IS A RESIDENT RATING
SCORE. THIS IS THE RESULT OF AN EARLIER STUDY BY THE
HOUSING OFFICE TO SEE HOW RESIDENTS OF THE VARIOUS
APARTMENTS FELT ABOUT THEIR HOME. THE DESCRIPTIONS WILL
APPEAR AUTOMATICALLY FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO TOUCH THE KEY BOARD UNTIL YOU ARE ASKED
A QUESTION.

PLEASE CONCENTRATE ON THE SCREEN AND JOT DOWN THE IMPORTANT
POINTS. THINK ABOUT WHAT THESE DESCRIPTIONS WOULD MEAN TO
YOU IF YOU WERE TRYING TO FIND A PLACE TO LIVE.

DO NOT TOUCH THE KEY BOARD.

MAINTENANCE
RESIDENT RATING (100 POINT SCALE): 96

WINDSOR HILLS IS EXCELLENT IN THE MAINTENANCE CATEGORY. OF
THOSE SURVEYED, ONLY ONE REPORTED MINOR PROBLEMS CONCERNING
MAINTENANCE. UNITS ARE COMPLETELY REFURBISHED IN BETWEEN
RENTERS. THIS INCLUDES REPAIR OF ANY DEFECTS IN THE WALLS
OR CEILING, COMPLETE REPAIRING AND CLEANING OF ALL
APPLIANCES, AND SHAMPOOING OR REPLACEMENT OF THE
CARPETING. THE RENTER CAN EXPECT A LIKE-NEW UNIT WHEN
TAKING POSSESSION. THE EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE OF WINDSOR
HILLS INCLUDES HALLWAYS, LAUNDRY ROOMS, THE OUTSIDE OF THE
BUILDINGS, AND THE SURROUNDING GROUNDS. A MAINTENANCE CREW
IS ASSIGNED TO CLEAN AND REPAIR THESE AREAS ON A CONTINUOUS
BASIS. EACH HALLWAY AND LAUNDRY ROOM AREA IS CLEANED
BY THESE CREWS TWICE A WEEK OR AS REQUESTED BY THE TENANTS.

WINDSOR HILLS WAS RATED VERY HIGHLY BY THE STUDENT RESIDENTS
AS GIVING PROMPT AND EFFICIENT RESPONSE TO EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE CALLS. RESIDENTS ARE PROVIDED WITH A NUMBER TO
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CALL FOR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE 24 HOURS PER DAY. IN
EMERGENCY CALLS RESPONSE WAS USUALLY WITHIN THE HOUR. NON-
EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE WAS COMPLETED WITHIN 48 HOURS.

WINDSOR HILLS IS EXCELLENT IN ITS MAINTENANCE.

PARKING
. RESIDENT RATING (100 POINT SCALE): 99

WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS GUARANTEES EACH RESIDENT ONE
PARKING SPOT FOR THEIR CAR. IN FRONT OF EACH BUILDING ARE
SPACES THAT ARE RESERVED FOR THE RESIDENTS OF THAT BUILDING.
EACH OCCUPANT IS ASSIGNED A PARKING SPACE. IN TALKING WITH
THE STUDENT RESIDENTS OF WINDSOR HILLS, OUR STAFF LEARNED
THAT NO ONE HAD ANY COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE PARKING OR THE
PARKING POLICIES. THE POLICY AT WINDSOR HILLS STATES THAT
CARS WILL BE TOWED AT THE REQUEST OF THE RESIDENT IF CARS
ARE PARKED IN THE WRONG SPOT. HOWEVER THERE ARE TWO (2)
VISITORS LOTS THAT HOLD THIRTY (30) CARS EACH. THESE CAN BE
RESERVED BY THE RESIDENTS FOR PARTIES OR OTHER SPECIAL
OCCASIONS.

IN SHORT, WINDSOR HILLS HAS EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES.

CLOSET SPACE
RESIDENT RATING (100 POINT SCALE): 98

ACCORDING TO THE RESIDENTS OF WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS,
THE CLOSET SPACE IS VASTLY SUPERIOR TO THAT OF ANY OTHER
COMPLEX IN BLACKSBURG. EACH BEDROOM HAS A LARGE WALK IN
CLOSET THAT MEASURES EIGHT (8) FEET WIDE BY SIX (6) FEET
DEEP. A CLOTHING RACK SURROUNDS THE INSIDE OF THE CLOSET
PROVIDING TWENTY (20) FEET OF HANGING SPACE IN EACH CLOSET.
TWO STORAGE SHELVES ARE AVAILABLE ABOVE THE CLOTHING RACK
MAKING MAXIMUM USE OF THE LARGE CLOSETS.

THE HALL HAS A LARGE WALK IN CLOSET THAT MEASURES FIVE (5)
FEET IN WIDTH BY EIGHT (8) FEET DEEP AND HAS THIRTEEN (13)
FEET OF HANGING SPACE. THE HALL CLOSET ALSO HAS TWO STORAGE
SHELVES AND A TILED FLOOR. THE FLOOR MAKES IT CONVENIENT FOR
THE STORAGE OF CLEANING MATERIALS AND OTHER ITEMS THAT MIGHT
SOIL THE CARPET.

THE KITCHEN AND THE BATHROOM CLOSETS ARE LARGE AND HAVE
SIX (6) SHELVES EACH. THE KITCHEN CLOSET IS EIGHT (8) FEET
WIDE BY THREE (3) FEET DEEP AND THE BATHROOM CLOSET IS
SIX (6) FEET WIDE BY TWO (2) FEET DEEP.

WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS HAS A VERY LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM.
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BLACKSBURG TRANSIT BUS STOP
RESIDENT RATING (100 POINT SCALE): 97.5

THROUGH DISCUSSIONS WITH THE RESIDENTS, IT WAS LEARNED BY
OUR STAFF THAT THE BUS SYSTEM HAS THREE PICK UP LOCATIONS
AT WINDSOR HILLS. THE BUS SYSTEM PROVIDES SCHEDULED SERVICE
EVERY HALF HOUR TO THE BLACKSBURG CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
AND BOTH GABLES SHOPPING CENTER AND THE UNIVERSITY MALL.

WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS PROVIDES COVERED BUS STOP WITH
BENCHES SO THAT STUDENTS DO NOT HAVE TO WAIT FOR THE BUS IN
THE WEATHER. THE STUDENT RESIDENTS WERE VERY HAPPY WITH
THE BUS STOPS AT WINDSORS HILLS. THE BUS STOPS HAVE
GLASS DOORS AND ARE WELL INSULATED FOR PROTECTION FROM
BOTH HOT AND COLD WEATHER. ALSO, WINDSOR HILLS PROVIDES
HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING FOR THE BUS STOPS.

WINDSOR HILLS HAS THREE EXCELLENT BUS STOPS.

RENT INCLUDES HEAT
RESIDENT RATING (100 POINT SCALE): 94

WINDSOR HILLS PAYS ALL OF THE HEATING BILLS. ALL OF THE
STUDENT RESIDENTS REPORTED SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS IN WINDSOR
HILL°S POLICY REGARDING ELECTRIC HEATING BILLS.

THE ELECTRIC FURNACE IN EACH APARTMENT IS WIRED THROUGH
A CENTRAL METER WHICH IS BILLED TO WINDSOR HILLS. THE
MANAGEMENT REPORTED THAT THE COST OF HEATING EACH APARTMENT
AVERAGED 32.50 PER MONTH. HOWEVER, TECH STUDENTS RECEIVE
A DISCOUNT ON THEIR COSTS. .

THE STUDENT RESIDENTS OF WINDSOR HILLS THAT HAD LIVED
AT OTHER COMPLEXES IN BLACKSBURG SAID THAT THE INCLUSION
OF HEATING COSTS IN THE RENT HAD SAVED THEM AN AVERAGE
OF 28 DOLLARS PER MONTH OVER WHAT THEY HAD PAID AT OTHER
APARTMENTS. BY WINDSOR HILLS ABSORBING SOME OF THESE
HEATING COSTS, STUDENTS SAID THAT WINDSOR HILLS IS VERY
ECONOMICAL.

THIS APARTMENT COMPLEX DOES NOT PAY THE OTHER ELECTRICAL
COSTS LIKE THE STOVE OR REFRIGERATOR.

WINDSOR HILL°S RENT INCLUDES THE COST OF HEATING.
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B.7.l Numerical Estimaticn gg the Indegendent Variables

DIRECT ELICITATION OF PROBABILITIES

(NUMERICAL ESTIMATION)

(AFTER THE MESSAGES)

YOU ARE ASSIGNED THE FOLLOWING LIMITS FOR YOUR RESPONSES

ANSWER THE QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO 0.0 AND 1.0

YOU CAN NOT BELOW 0.0 OR ABOVE 1.00.

YOUR RESPONSES MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND 1.00

IN RELATION TO THE LIMITS ABOVE, NUMERICALLY ANSWER

89. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS?
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V Response Check

WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS?

YOUR RESPONSE WAS : .1

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN 1 FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: 1

(THE COMPUTER REPEATS THE ABOVE FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING

QUESTIONS.)

90. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

91. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?
l

92. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS A

LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

93. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

94. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS THE

HEAT INCLUDED IN THE RENT?
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DIRECT ELICITATION OF PROBABILITIES

(LINE PRODUCTION)

95. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS

APARTMENTS?

( USE THIS SCALE AS A REFERENCE )

0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

I ···—········· I ········f·•·*· I ·············· I ··········—· I
X

Response Check

THIS IS A LINE REPRESENTING YOUR RESPONSE

WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER SUBMITTING

A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS?

0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

I ————————————· I —·—·—······—·· I ··········—··— I ··—···—————— I
---------------X

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN YES (1) OR NO (2) HERE:
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(THE COMPUTER REPEATS THE ABOVE FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING

QUESTIONS.)

96. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

97. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?

98. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR IIILLS HAS A

LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

99. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS

EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

100. WHAT IS THE PROBABILITY THAT WINDSOR HILLS HAS THE

HEAT INCLUDED IN THE RENT?

B.8 QUESTIONS TQ MEASURE INTENTIONS, BELIEFS ANQCONDITIONALS

ODDS OUT OF IOO METHOD

(NUMERICAL ESTIMATION)
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YOU ARE ASSIGNED THE FOLLOWING LIMITS FOR YOUR RESPONSES

ANSWER THE QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO 0.0 AND 100

YOU CAN NOT BELOW 0.0 OR ABOVE 100.

YOUR RESPONSES MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND 100

IN RELATION TO THE LIMITS ABOVE, NUMERICALLY ANSWER

I
101. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 1_00 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS ?

Response Check

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS?

YOUR RESPONSE WAS : 80

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN 1 FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: 1

Remaining Numeric Odds Questions

(The Computer Repeats the Above for each of the Following)
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102. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

103. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OE 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT PARKING EACILITIES?

104. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS A LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

105. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS
”

HAS EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

106. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS THE HEAT INCLUDED IN THE RENT?

B.9 QUESTIONS TQ MEASURE INTENTIONS, BELIEES ANQ
CONDITIONALS

ODDS OUT OF 100 METHOD

(LINE PRODUCTION)
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HOLD THE SPACE BAR DOWN UNTIL YOU REACH THE SCALE POSITION

THAT BEST REPRESENTS YOUR ANSWERTO:107.

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD

CONSIDER SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR

HILLS APARTMENTS ?

( USE THIS SCALE AS A REFERENCE )

O 25 50 75 100

I ———————————— I ——————————·—— I ·—·—···——·—·· I —·—————·————— I
X
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Response Check .

THIS IS A LINE REPRESENTING YOUR RESPONSE

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER

SUBMITTING A RENTAL APPLICATION TO WINDSOR HILLS APARTMENTS?

0 25 50 75 100

I ————————·——· I ·—·——········ I ······—————·— I ··——·———————— I
——---—----————------—X

IS THIS RESPONSE CORRECT ? TYPE IN 1 FOR YES OR 2 FOR NO HERE: 1

Remaining Questions

(The Computer Repeats the Above for each of the Following)

108. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT MAINTENANCE?

109. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT PARKING FACILITIES?

110. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS A LARGE CLOSET IN EACH ROOM?

111. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS EXCELLENT BUS STOPS?

112. WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OUT OF 100 THAT WINDSOR HILLS

HAS THE HEAT INCLUDED IN THE RENT?
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B.1O QQST EXPERIMENTIAL QUESTIONAIRE

Now that you have completed the computer exercise, you

are to complete these questions on your OPSCAN. You are to

answer with your level of agreement or disagreement with the

question. By darkening 9, you are indicating complete

agreement with the statement and a 1 indicates complete di-

sagreement.

BE SUR; TQ DARKEN IN YQUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.

‘
1. The use of the computer was a good idea.

Strongly Disagree Strongly ggrge

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. The instructions on the computer were clear.

Strongly Disagree „ Strongly ggrgg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. I don't like computers.

Strongly Disagree Strongly ggrgg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4. I would rather take this survey using a paper and

pencil format than using the computer.

Strongly Disagree Strongly ggreg

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. I was nervous during the computer work.

Stronqly Disagree Strongly ggrge

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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6. I think this was a waste of time.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agrge

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. I consult with the Housing Office before I rent a

place to live.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agrge

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8. The short descriptions of Windsor Hills would be

helpful to a student searching for an apartment.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agreg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9. The descriptions of Windsor Hills were accurate.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agrge

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10. The descriptions about Windsor Hills were unbiased

and truthful.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agrgg
h

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ll. Based on the information I received today, I would

rent at Windsor Hills Apartments.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agreg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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12. The Housing Office is an unbiased source of informa-

tion.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agrgg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

13. I believe that the descriptions about Windsor Hills

Apartments were accurate.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agrge

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

14. I would recommend this study be conducted on a con-

tinuing basis.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agrgg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

15. There were computer problems during my session.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agrgg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

16. I am tired after taking this survey.

Strongly Disagree — Strongly Agreg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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QUESTIONNAIRE USED TO DEVELOP THE MESSAGES

Darken. the number on the OPSCAN sheets that best. de-

scribes your feelings concerning the following statements

about the importance of each in choosing an apartment.

1. The apartment must be within walking distance of cam-

pus. -
l

gp; Important yppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. The rent is very important.

gp; Important Yppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. The apartment must have a garbage disposal.

gp; Important Yppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4. The apartment must have adequate parking.

gp; Important Yppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. The apartment must be convenient to shopping.

gp; Important Yppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. There must be extra storage space that is not in the

apartment but is in the building.

gp; Important Yppy Important

390
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. The heat must be electric.

gp; Important yppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8. There must be a washer and dryer in the building.

gp; Important yppy Important

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9. There must be a balcony or patio attached to the

apartment.

gp; Important yppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10. The maintenance must be superior.

gp; Important gppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

11. There must be a large closet in each room.

gp; Important gppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

12. The apartment must allow pets.

gp; Important yppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

13. The apartment must be air conditioned.

gp; Important yppy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 - 7 8 9
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14. The apartment must have wall to wall carpets.

gp; Important yggy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

15. The apartment must have a bus stop on the Blacksburg

Transit Route.

gp; Important Ygpy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6
‘

7 8 9

16. The rent must include heat.

gp; Important Ygpy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

17. The apartment must have a dishwasher.

gp; Important ygpy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

18. The apartment must have a pool.

gp; Important ygpy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

19. The apartment must have two (2) bathrooms.
'

gp; Important ygpy Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

20. The number of bedrooms is very important.

@ Important Important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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For the following sources of information, rate their

credibility. Credibility means that the source is very re-

putable and has a large impact on your choice of apartment.

21. Close Friends

Not Credible Very credible

· 1 2 3 4 5 . 6 7 8 9

22. The Collegiate Times

Not Credible Very credible

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

23. The Virginia Tech Tenants Union

Not Credible Very credible
3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

24. The Telephone Book

Not Credible Very credible

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

25. The apartment rental office

Not Credible Very credible

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

26. Radio

Not Credible Very credible

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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27. Other Virginia Tech students that are not close

friends
V

„

got Credible Very credible

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Color in the appropriate numbers on the sp scan sheet.

28. I am a: O-Male l-Female

29. How many roommates do you have?

_ 30. How many bedrooms does your apartment have? If you

do not live in an apartment then skip to the next

question and leave the OPSCAN blank.
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Please indicate your level of familiarity with each of the

following apartment complexes. Familiarity means your ove-

rall knowledge about the apartment complex or the informa-

tion you have concerning the apartment complex.

Not at all Extremely

Familiar Familiar

31. Foxridge 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

32. Jefferson 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

33. Draper‘s Meadow 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

34. Carlton Scott 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

35. Windsor Hills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

36. Carriage Hill 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

37. Dutch Village 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

38. Heritage Acres 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

39. Hampshire House 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

40. Shawnee 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

41. Stonegate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

42. Sturbridge 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

43. Colony House 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

44. Apartments l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

in General

45. I have no knowledge about apartments:

1- True 2- False
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Color in the appropriate numbers on the sp scan sheet.

46. Class rank at Virginia Tech

1 - Freshman

2 — Sophomore

3 — Junior

4 — Senior

5 — Graduate Student

47. Presently, I live at

1 - University Dorm

2 - Foxridge

3 - Terrace View _

4 - Windsor Hills

5 — Sturbridge Square

6 — Stonegate

7 — Price Apartments

8 — Carlton Scott Apartments
~

9 — I live in a house.

10 — Other

48. I own a car.

l - Yes 2 — No
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49. Please indicate the rent that is charged at your pre-

sent address. This is the total rent that you and

all of your roommates pay. If you live in the univ-

ersity dorms go to the next question and leave this

one blank on the OPSCAN.

l - less than 200 dollars per month.

2 — Between 201 and 225 dollars per month.
”

3 — Between 226 and 250 dollars per month.

4 — Between 251 and 275 dollars per month.

5 — Between 276 and 300 dollars per month.

6 — Between 301 and 325 dollars per month.

7 — Between 326 and 350 dollars per month.

8 — Between 351 and 375 dollars per month.

9 — Between 376 and 400 dollars per month.

10 — Greater than 401 dollars per month.
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50. Indicate your average level of spending· money per

month. This is the amount of money that you have left

after rent,utilities and food.

1- less than 25. dollars per month.

2- Between 26 and 50 dollars per month.

3- Between 51 and 75 dollars per month.

4- Between 75 and 100 dollars per month.

5- Between 101 and 125 dollars per month.

6- Between 126 and 150 dollars per month.

7- Between 151 and 200 dollars per month.

8- Between 201 and 225 dollars per month.

9- Between 226 and 250 dollars per month.

10 - Greater than 251 dollars per month.



Appendix D

THE CRITERION USED TO INTERPRET THE REGRESSION

Multiple regression is the statistical technique that is

most appropriate for the data analysis. This technique al-

lows the testing of each of the models in each treatment. ‘

_ The appropriateness of the model in a treatment depends on

the fit of the data to the model and the predictive ability

of a given model. The criterion for model fit preceeds a

discussion of the ability of the models to predict inten-

tion.

D.0.l gi; Criterion Ip Linear Multiple Regression

When discussing fit criterion for regression, one is re-

ferring to the adequacy of a linear model in describing the

relationship between a single dependent Variable and one or

more independent variables. In this study, fit criteria re-

fers to the ability of the independent variables, the mes-

sage Values and the initial intention, to explain Variations

in the dependent Variable, the post—message purchase inten-

tion. Thus, fit criteria refers to the ability of one model

to explain more Variation in the dependent Variable than al-

ternate models. In general, fit criteria refers to minimiz-

ing the error between the measured dependent variable and

399
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that same variable as calculated from a given functional re-

lationship.

D.O.l.l Hypothesis Testing About the Model Parameters

Basically there are two hypotheses about the model that

must be tested. One is a test of significance of the re-

gression and the other is a test of the individual parameter

estimates. In the former case, one is testing the hypothe-

sis that all of the estimated coefficients are zero versus

the alternative that at least one is nonzero. In the other

instance, the hypothesis concerns the significance of each

independent variable's coefficient. The hypothesis is that

a given coefficient is zero versus the alternative that it

is nonzero. .

In testing the significance of a regression model, the

total variability in the dependent variable is partitioned

into the variability accounted for by the model and the re-

sidual variance or error variance not accounted for by the

regression. This test statistic, an F-statistic, is the ra-

tio of the regression mean square to the error or residual

mean square. In every treatment and with every model test-

ed, the null hypothesis was rejected, i.e., at least one in-

dependent variable was related to the dependent variable.

Thus, the overall test of model significance, while neces-

sary, is insufficient in model discrimination.
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Given that at least one parameter estimate is

lsignificant, a test of significance for each parameter is

necessary so as to assess the value of that regressor to the

model. Usually one is testing the hypothesis that the jth

parameter estimate is nonzero. This test is critical to the

regression fit in that it allows the assessment of nonzero

rates of change in intention with respect to a given inde-

pendent variable. The individual parameter tests aid in

curbing the effects of overfitting the regression model,

i.e. including more parameters in a regression model than

are necessary. The t statistic and other criterion become

critical in model selection. Discussion of this topic fol-

lows the nonlinear regression section.

A related issue concerns the coefficient of multiple det-

ermination, R2.
This value is the ratio of the regression

sum of squares to the total sum of squares and represents

the percent of the variation in the dependent variable that

is explained by the independent variables. (Montgomery and

Peck, 1982, Draper and Smith, 1981, Churchill, 1983). As

mentioned earlier, the sum of squares due to regression will

be higher with more regressor variables and as such, R2
will

always be higher with more regressors. Thus the R2 is not

useful in discriminating between these models' fit.
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However, there is an adjustment to the coefficient of

determination that considers the number of regressor parame-

ters. Montgomery and Peck (1982) and Draper and Smith

(1981) prefer R2 adjusted for the model degrees of freedom

to the uncorrected R2. These authors note that the value of

the coefficient of determination is of limited value in mo-

del building since it is only good as a gross indicator of

fit.

D.O.2 The QEESS Statistic

Aside from fit, another criterion for model selection is

the predictive validity of a particular model. As mentioned

earlier, one of the benefits of this analysis is the predic-

tion of messages that maximize the persuasiveness of a mul-

tiple message advertisement. The pragmatic issues are two-

fold. One is the order, if any, of presenting messages in a

multiple message situation. The other is the predicted va-

lue of intention that can be expected by presenting these

messages to a market segment. Prediction can be estimated

by the PRESS Statistic, the acronym for the prediction error

sum of squares.

The issue here is the ability of a model to predict a

stated intention given the independent variables. The PRESS

statistic is useful in determining the best model from the
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E

standpoint of prediction. Given a level of measurement ac-

curacy, PRESS is a valuable tool in determining the better

model or the model with higher predictive validity. Again,

it must be emphasized that this is predictive validity in

the context of the experiment and not an assessment of mea-

sure. This statistic is however quite beneficial in dis-

criminating between alternative models.

In ordinary least squares regression, the parameter or

regressor coefficients are calculated based on a series of

equations that minimize the residual or error sum of

squares, the difference between the actual or observed de-

pendent measure and its calculated value based on the re-

gression model. Since all of the data points are used in

the regression, minimizing the error sum of squares is con-

cerned with fitting the data and not the predictive validi-

ty. Most validation techniques involve either collecting

fresh data or some form of data splitting. In both cases, a

model is estimated and used to predict the values in the new

or split data set. Some form of data splitting is most of-

ten used to validate a regression model. PRESS is the ulti-

mate form of data splitting as illustrated by Draper and

Smith (1981) who refer to PRESS as the leave out one obser-

vation approach to validation.
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Paraphrasing Montgomery and Peck (1982) and Draper and

Smith (1981), PRESS can best be described as N regressions

being performed on a given data set where N is the number of

observations in the data set. In essence, the PRESS proce-

dure is a complete data splitting technique. The procedure

provides a true prediction sum of squares in that it selects

an observation i and deletes this observation from the data.

Then, regression calculations are performed on the remaining

data. Next the obtained equation calculates the dependent

variable of the omitted point, y(i), and compares this to

the observed value y. The procedure is repeated for each

point in the data set. The difference 511 y and y(i) is

squared and summed, over all n to obtain the PRESS statis-

tic,
n

PRESS = Z { yi -
i=1

2 D-1

where the subscript (i) indicates that the point was pred-

icted by an equation derived from the data set with that ob-

servation omitted.

Montgomery and Peck (1982) state that

The PRESS statistic is useful in evaluating alter-
native models when the objective is prediction. A
value of PRESS would be calculated for each model
under consideration and a model with a small value
of PRESS selected. Montgomery and Peck (1982, p.
432)
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Draper and Smith (1981, p. 326-327) point out that PRESS has

the major advantage of providing much information about the

stability of various models and term the approach sensible.
T

These authors however state that two disadvantages are com-

putation costs and no precise rules for choosing a model.

The first disadvantage is no longer true. All of the compu-

tations are made using a matrix that is calculated in OLS

regression.

The general regression model is formulated as

y = XB = X(X'X)—1X'Y (D—2)

where y is the predicted dependent variable, Y is the vector

of the observed dependent variable, and X is the matrix of

independent variables. The matrix formed by X(X'X)_lX' is

termed the hat matrix H. The diagonal elements of this ma-

trix, the hat diagonal hii is used to calculate the PRESS
statistic.

n
PRESS =

iil
{ei/(1 —hii)

. V2 <¤-3)
where ei is the ordinary residual of the i-th observation.

The second point, that of ru: precise rules governing

PRESS, is well taken. However, as Draper and Smith (1981,

p.327) state that '...0ther procedures have the same disad-

vantages too, of course. The literature suggests that the

model with the minimum PRESS would be the best model for a

particular data set.
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D.O.2.l Prediction R2

From the prediction error sum of squares, it is possible

to calculate an R2 value based on prediction. This value is

very similar to the regression coefficient of determination

in that it is calculated as

R2
PRESS=l-(PRESS/Total Corrected Sum of Squares) (D-4)

This value represents the percentage of variability in the

dependent variable that one would expect to explain if a

fresh data set were collected.

Model choice in the following analysis will be based on

minimization of the PRESS statistic or maximization of the
R2 PRESS. Also the more common statistics, the overall F,

parameter t—tests, and the adjusted R2 will be used to ana-E
lyze the various situations.

D.O.3 Multicollinearity

Another issue involved in regression is multicollinearity

or linear dependencies among the independent variables. In

general, information is repeated within the regression.

Collinearity is a common occurrence and is a matter of de-gree. ‘
Literally, two variates are collinear if the data
vectors representing them lie on the same line.
More generally, k variates are collinear if the
vectors that represent them lie in a subspace of
dimension less than k, that is, one of the vectors
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is a linear combination of the others. In
practice, such exact collinearity rarely occurs
and, it is certainly not necessary in order that a
collinearity problem exist. Belsley, Kuh and
Welsch (1980, p. 85)

. The question becomes one of degree, i.e. when is the colli-

nearity problem sufficient to warrant action and how is it

detected?

Before answering that question, it seems appropriate to

briefly discuss the effects of collinearity. Strong colli-

nearity results in large variances and covariances for the

parameter estimates. This suggests that another sample

would provide vastly different estimates of these parame-

ters. Eurthermore, Montgomery and Peck (1982) point to the

fact that strong collinearity not only produces larger vari-

ances but also produces parameters that are too large, i e.,

the distance from the estimates to the real or true but unk-

nown parameter may be enormous. Thus multicollinearity pro-

duces poor regression parameter estimates.

Given that multicollinearity is a problem, there exist

several ways of detecting and estimating the severity of the

problem. Montgomery and Peck (1982), Belsley, Kuh and

Welsch (1980) and Draper and Smith (1981) list three common

diagnostic tools. These are:

1. The correlation matrix of the independent variables

2. Variance Inflation Eactors, (VIE)
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3. Condition Indices with high variance-decomposition

proportions.

D.O.3.1 The Correlation Matrix of Independent Variables

A simple and common method of detecting multicollinearity

is to examine the pairwise correlations between the indepen-

dent variables. While intuitively appealing, this procedure

leaves much to be desired. While it is useful in detecting

linear dependencies between variables, it is of no use in

detecting collinearity for more than two regressor variables

at a time.

Generally inspection of the rij (correlation ma-
trix) is not sufficient for detecting anything
more complex than pairwise multicollinearity.
Montgomery and Peck (1982, p. 299)

Based on the above, the correlation matrix of the indepen-

dent variables will not be used to examine collinearity.

The Variance Inflation Factors and the Condition Indices are

more than sufficient to detect pairwise collinearity and

have the additional advantage of detecting collinearity with

more than two linear dependencies.

D.O.3.2 The Variance Inflation Factor

The variance inflation factor is a function of the coef-

ficient of determination that would be obtained if one inde-

pendent variable were regressed on the remaining independent
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variables. A variance inflation factor is calculated for

each independent variable and has the formula

VIFi = 1/(l - Ri)

where VIFi is the variance inflation factor associated with
the i—th regressor variable and Ri is the coefficient of

determination for the ith regression of the remaining re-

gressors on the ith regressor.

Montgomery and Peck (1982) suggest that multicollinearity

may be a problem if the VIR exceeds 10. However, Belsley,

Kuh and Welsch (1980) caution that this is an experience

number and that the variance inflation does not distinguish

the location of the dependencies. It merely points to a

problem.

D.0.3.3 The Condition Indices

The final indicator that will be used to assess the de-

» gree of multicollinearity is the condition number and its

counterparts, the condition indices, associated with each

estimated parameter. These indices are functions of the ei-

genvalues or characteristic roots of the matrix of sum of

squares and cross—products of the independent variables.

Montgomery and Peck (1982) and Belsley, Kuh and Welsch

(1980) define the condition number as the ratio of the maxi-

mum eigenvalue to the minimum eigenvalue. They further
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state that if the condition number is less than 100, there

is no serious multicollinearity.

However, Belsley, Kuh and Welsch (1980) extend this con-

cept to each independent variable and establish a criterion

for detecting severe collinearity. They suggest that an in-

dex of each independent variable may' be obtained by the

square root of the ratio of the maximum eigenvalue to the

eigenvalue of the respective independent variable. They of-

fer the following diagnostic procedure.

The number of condition indices deemed large (say,
greater than 30)·... identifies the number of near
dependencies among the columns of the data matrix
X ... Belsley, Kuh and Welsch (1980, p. 112)

As will be seen in the next section, multicollinearity was

not a problem in this study. Based on the above criterion,

multicollinearity was not sufficiently severe to warrant

using ridge regression or another form of regression other

than ordinary least squares. However, this is not to sug-

gest an absence of multicollinearity, only as assessment of

its severity.

D.0.4 Criterion lg Nonlinear Regression

As can be easily seen in both models, the parameters as-

sociated with each linear model are a function of the indi-

vidual message impacts. These models are intrinsically non-

linear in that the individual impacts are not and can not be
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transformed into linear parameters. The equations are li-

near in independent variable and nonlinear in parameter.

The individual message impacts can be calculated from the

linear parameter estimates, however, linear regression does

not provide a standard error estimate for the individual

message parameters. Furthermore, using the OLS estimates to

calculate the individual impacts leads to more than a unique

solution because the simultaneous equations involved are

over identified. There is one more equation than there are

impact parameters and thus there are two solutions to the

simultaneous equations. Nonlinear regression. does provide

such an estimate. The method of nonlinear estimation used

in this study was the Marquardt procedure. This procedure

is a compromise between the linearization techniques and the

method of steepest descent. The method starts at a point in

the parameter space. The starting values discussed below.

From this point, the algorithm interpolates to find an angle

between 80 and 90 degrees so that a descent can be per-

formed. Then the procedure iterates across the parameter

space attempting to minimize the residual sum of squares.

D.0.4.1 Starting Values Used in the Marquardt Algorithm

Since this procedure is iterative, starting values are

critical in obtaining a global minimum sum of squares resi-
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duals. Draper and Smith (1981) recommend using prior infor-

mation for starting values. Also it is possible to search

the entire range of acceptable values, i.e. from 0 to 1.00

by small increments say 0.01.

It was found that by calculating the message impact par-

ameters from the parameter estimates of the linear regres-

sion, one could obtain appropriate starting values. In fact

searches like the aforementioned, show that the minimum sum

of square residuals occur at these values. In other words,

the nonlinear regression converged to the calculated values

and provided an estimate of the standard error for each ai,

the impact that message i has on the final intention.

D.0.4.2 Fit Criterion in Nonlinear Regression

The disadvantage to nonlinear regression is its inability

to provide one with the aforementioned statistics of the li-

near case.

In the nonlinear case this does not, in general,

lead to an unbiased estimate of 02 ( the variance)
as in the linear case, even when the model is cor-
rect. Draper and Smith (1981, p. 484).

Since we cannot obtain an unbiased variance estimate of the

regression, the residuals will not follow a normal distribu-

tion even if they have a mean of 0.0. This precludes the

common F and T tests on the regression and the coefficients.
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Nonlinear regression does provide standard error esti-

mates for the coefficients. However, these errors are only

asymptotically valid in large samples and there appear to be

no guidelines as to what constitutes 'large'. As such the

standard error are approximations as are the confidence in-

tervals. The standard error is inversely proportional to

the sample size and the true value remains unknown.

We do not know in general what the confidence will
be but we call such regions approximate confidence
regions. Draper and Smith (1981, p. 504)

One can calculate an R2 and an adjusted R2 for the nonli-

near regression and these values have the same interpreta-

tion as in the linear case. In sum, nonlinear regression

provides little more than approximations to the true model.

As such, linear regression remains the primary tool for mo-

del selection and the nonlinear regression is used to esti-

mate the ¤i's for each message.
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